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Excerpts from reviews

This publication is the first comprehensive review of gender bias in criminal and civil legal practice and court rulings in the Western Balkans and makes an important contribution to the topic internationally. The Gender Bias and the Law Handbook answers the question, Why Does Gender Matter?, covering topics such as implicit and explicit gender bias, domestic violence, sexual assault, divorce, custody, witness credibility, labor law, pensions and inheritance. This resource will provide members of the judiciary, legal practitioners and professors and students of the law in Bosnia and Herzegovina with the opportunity to advance their critical thinking and legal impartiality in relation to the influence of gender bias. The influence of gender bias, whether implicit or explicit, has been well documented in societies and legal practice across the world. It is therefore the unique charge of those whose responsibility it is to uphold the rule of law to insure that all individuals are equal before the law, and accountable to the law. It was my pleasure to review this excellent resource and it is my hope that it will be widely read and used by judges, practitioners and professors alike.

Lynn Hecht Schafran
Director, National Judicial Education Program, US

Taking into consideration that law school curriculums are not gender sensitive enough and that the gender dimension of law, as well as stereotypes in creating and applying law, should not be overlooked, this Handbook is a useful piece of literature not only for students, but also for those who apply the law. The Handbook is written using an appropriate methodology, so that thematic units have clear aims, expected results, summaries and resources for additional research, which makes the Handbook valuable in the literature for legal education. Considering the choice of thematic units, applied methodology, additional resources and, finally, the authors who participated in the development of the Handbook, it is justifiable to say that the Handbook will be used in legal education and received with interest by law students.

Previous academic experience shows that law students are interested in gender equality topics. Besides fulfilling students’ academic and research interests, the Handbook Gender Bias and the Law has multiple uses, not only as framework that offers information, but as a resource that opens up new perspectives in studying the most sensitive aspects of law concerning sexuality and sexual identity, family and inheritance issues, achieving property rights and issues of witnessing before courts. Legal education cannot remain blind to gender differences and the influence of stereotypes in creating laws, as well as the enjoyment and protection of rights. Apart from increasing the gender awareness of students, the gender sensitivity of professors should not be forgotten as a vehicle for improving good quality legal education in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This is the key reason for the Handbook, and its use in legal education fulfils the goals for which it was written.

Professor Jasna Bakšić-Muftić
Faculty of Law, University of Sarajevo
About the handbook and possibilities for its use

Although often unnoticed or ignored, gender bias is prevalent in all legal systems across the world, and Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) is no exception. The consequences of gender-based bias and discrimination affect everyone, from legal professionals to women and men who seek to assert their rights through the justice system. Gender bias can affect the atmosphere in courtrooms, the presentation of cases, the decisions of judges, and even whether cases come to court. By reducing and eventually eliminating these prejudices, the justice system has the potential to become more effective, democratic, and fair.

The Atlantic Initiative (AI) and the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF) have been working with judges and prosecutors from across BiH to address the topic of gender bias since 2011, within the context of the Gender and Justice Reform Project. During project activities, judges and prosecutors have highlighted the importance of ensuring that the skills they have learned in identifying and overcoming manifestations of gender bias are also passed on to the next generation of legal professionals. In response to this need, and with a view to engaging law scholars on the topic, in order to further our understanding of how gender bias presents itself in specific local contexts, DCAF and AI sought to facilitate the development of a handbook on gender bias specifically directed at law students in BiH.

Between February and September 2016, 11 university law professors from across BiH met regularly in a series of workshops to develop the different thematic units, meant to address the impact of gender bias in legal practice. Each of these workshops focused on identifying gender bias in a specific field of law by reviewing existing legal frameworks as well as relevant domestic, regional, and international research. Written content, exercises, and discussion topics were then drafted with the aim of helping law students appreciate how gender bias is present in both the law and the application of law, and how these prejudices can adversely affect the administration of justice.

The work of these consultant professors, with the facilitation and organization of AI and DCAF, has resulted in this Handbook. While the thematic units they developed could theoretically be delivered as a standalone course, they have been primarily designed to complement existing courses on different aspects of criminal, civil, and family law in order to mainstream gender across the curriculum. However, it is important to stress that the first two thematic units provide a basic introduction to the concepts of gender and gender bias and are therefore recommended as a pre-requisite for all other units in the series. The remaining units may stand on their own, providing enough content for one or two 45-minute sessions. Alternatively, some professors may prefer to integrate individual exercises or components into their existing units. Students pursuing master’s and doctoral degrees may find that these units provide an overview of how gender bias affects their specific field of law, and may direct them toward further reading if they wish to explore a given topic in more detail.
The units are based around applicable domestic, regional, and international legal frameworks and draw upon legal theory, practical examples, and research in the sociology of law from both BiH and abroad. Each unit is reinforced by relevant literature, included in an annex (much of which had not previously been translated), which students can reference to enrich and expand the scope of their knowledge. Furthermore, each unit is designed to support modern, interactive teaching practices and contain video links, discussion topics, practical exercises, and case studies.

The purpose of the Handbook is to provide law students with a greater awareness of the existence of gender bias in court proceedings and to expand their understanding of how gender bias is manifested in the application of law within the social context of BiH. Students can use the Handbook in its entirety, or in parts, in a variety of ways: to prepare for lectures, to study for exams, or to expand their knowledge of law. Ultimately, the goal is that future legal professionals will be better equipped to identify and overcome explicit and implicit bias in their work. In addition, as interest in this topic grows within the academic sphere, it is important that scholars are able to support legal practitioners by also furthering their understanding of how gender bias manifests in the specific context of BiH.
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Thematic Unit 1:
Why Gender Matters

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Define what “gender” means as a concept distinct from “sex”.
2. Understand that gender is a socially-constructed phenomenon that varies by location and over time.
3. Discuss the effect that gender stereotypes can have in the legal context.

Background reading:


Summary: Thematic Unit 1 is focused on the definition of sex and gender and emphasizes the importance of the impartiality of the judiciary with regard to gender. This unit begins with an exploration of the notions of fairness and impartiality within the context of the law and the judicial system. It calls into question whether jurists as individuals – judges, prosecutors, and lawyers – can ever be completely neutral and objective in applying the law. As the law is inextricably linked with its social and cultural context, it is influenced by the dominant values and attitudes of a given time and place. In striving for impartiality and fairness, judicial professionals need to have the self-confidence to recognise their own biases and the flexibility to entertain alternative points of view with an open mind. This, however, flies in the face of an indispensable myth that lies at the very heart of the legal system: that judges and other legal professionals are always impartial. This discussion is followed by an exploration of the concepts of gender and gender bias in the legal context. The unit concludes by highlighting that understanding gender and identifying gender-based misconceptions are critical skills for those working in the legal profession, because they enhance the ability to develop strong legal arguments by distinguishing the facts of a case from fallacious claims founded on gender-based stereotypes. Thus, an understanding of gender and gender bias is essential for judges to be able to make impartial decisions.
1.1. Introduction

There is arguably no other field where the importance of fairness and impartiality are so intrinsically linked to institutional effectiveness and credibility as in the case of the judiciary. Indeed, court systems have the central responsibility of even-handedly dispensing justice in order to establish, maintain, and enforce the rule of law. That law is assumed by many to be fair, impartial, and free from influence. This assumption is often extrapolated to the justice system as a whole, and by extension, to the legal practitioners responsible for implementing the law. But written and codified law is distinct from the implementation of that law. Written laws can be impartial, even objective, and can embody, promote, and enforce principles of justice such as fairness and equality. But can individual legal practitioners, judges, prosecutors, and attorneys be neutral and objective? In other words, can legal practitioners apply the law impartially?

This represents a central question confronted by legal practitioners and scholars throughout the world: whether the application of laws through individual practitioners can result in fair and impartial decision making. Essentially, can legal practitioners implement the law outside the influence of their feelings and opinions? The researchers assert that the answer to this question is that they cannot; and in principle, the very design of court systems is meant to counterweigh this reality. That is, if the implementation of the law were a truly objective process then we would not expect to see modifications to court decisions, let alone complete reversals by second instance, appellate, and supreme courts – but we do. Thus, this research assumes that the application of objective law is in fact, subjective. In other words, the law is open to varied interpretation and understanding by practitioners who hold unique values, feelings, opinions, and indeed, biases. This ultimately results in differing legal opinions, including dissenting opinions and appellate and superior court reversals. Thus, in practice, the law is not static and unchanging, but an evolving system that is vitally informed both by broader socio-cultural contexts and by individual legal practitioners.

It is therefore not surprising that the intersection of codified law and its implementation has been studied by legal anthropologists in contexts across the world.1 Sally Falk Moore, a legal anthropologist who has published extensively on cross-cultural, comparative legal theory found that regardless of the legal system, context, or continent, legal practitioners can be found using, abandoning, bending, sidestepping, replacing, and reinterpreting the law.2

---

In addition to socio-cultural-political values, the implementation of the law is further influenced by the different categories of identity – sex, gender, race, ethnicity, religion and class – represented among individual legal practitioners and court users. In other words, “...the ways in which race or gender have been constructed in society at large [are] inseparable from the rules of evidence or the presumptions at work in... courthouses.” Thus, the law is inextricably linked to, and informed by, the socio-cultural context in which it exists; and thereby influenced by the prevailing ways of thinking and understanding within that context.

Yet, the influence of socio-cultural elements or characteristics of identity are not, in and of themselves, problematic in law. While legal practitioners may not be objective, they may still be able to achieve a fair and impartial approach by taking into account the socio-cultural factors and categories of identity that are present in all societies. Justices L’Heureux-Dubé and McLachlin noted in the Canadian Supreme Court case RDS v R:

...while judges can never be neutral, in the sense of purely objective, they can and must strive for impartiality. It therefore recognizes as inevitable and appropriate that the differing experiences of judges assist them in their decision-making process and will be reflected in their judgments, so long as those experiences are relevant to the cases, are not based on inappropriate stereotypes, and do not prevent a fair and just determination of the cases based on the facts in evidence.

Indeed, impartiality and fairness require self-awareness and flexibility – acknowledgment of the subjective influence of the individual and a conscious effort to avoid the use of stereotypes and remain open.

True impartiality does not require that the judge have no sympathies or opinions; it requires that the judge nevertheless be free to entertain and act upon different points of view with an open mind.

But, legal practitioners must come to terms with the idea that the “notion that judges are invariably impartial is an indispensable myth used to sustain faith in the legal system.” Because impartiality is importantly linked to awareness, [it is vital that there is] awareness within the judiciary of gender, gender-based stereotypes, and gender-based attitudes, or a lack thereof, in order to [mitigate] the potential influence of gender on the impartial delivery of justice.

Source: Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014), 11-16.

3 Rosen, Law as Culture, 65.
5 Ibid.
1.2. What is gender?

Sex refers to biological or physical attributes such as sexual and reproductive organs, specific hormones, and specific chromosomes (i.e. XY/XX) that we use to differentiate male from female. This also includes what are called secondary sex characteristics that are specific to each sex following puberty but are not essential to reproduction. Secondary sex characteristics include the development of facial and body hair, the distribution of muscle mass and fat tissue, and changes in voice pitch. While not common, it is possible to be born with biological or physiological characteristics from both sexes. Also not common, but possible with medical advances (hormone therapy and surgery), is what may be considered a change of sex; but this is not a naturally occurring process, meaning that a person’s sex does not change in the absence of medical intervention.

Gender refers to the social characteristics, roles, behaviours, and attributes assigned to men and women in any given socio-cultural context. Gender also refers to the relations between and among men and women. Just like society and culture, gender changes over time and varies depending on the socio-cultural context. Thus, the term gender is purposefully used instead of the term sex to emphasise the fact that many of the differences between women, men, girls, and boys are not natural facts, but rather products of a changing socio-cultural context.

Sex is biological. Sex refers to the biological, physiological and anatomical features with which people are born. Sex is defined by reproductive organs (e.g. testes and ovaries), male and female chromosomes (e.g. XY and XX), male and female hormones (e.g. testosterone and oestrogen) and secondary sexual characteristics (e.g. muscle mass and facial hair). Sex is unchangeable and fixed in the absence of medical intervention (surgery or hormone therapy).

Gender is learned. Girls and boys are taught and assigned different social characteristics, roles, behaviours and activities within a particular socio-cultural context on the basis of their sex. Gender roles are changeable over time and vary within and across societies and cultures. This means gender roles are not the same in all socio-cultural contexts, and within one socio-cultural context they will change and develop in relation to the changes experienced by that society.

The terms male, female and intersex refer to SEX.

The terms masculine, feminine and transgender refer to GENDER.


In practical terms, males are usually defined as those who have male sexual reproductive organs and females are usually defined as those who have female reproductive organs. For example, it is possible for women to get pregnant but not for men. These are differences between men and women that are innate and fixed (at least in the absence of medical-surgical intervention).
In contrast, acquired or learned differences can include behavioural stereotypes such as different approaches to communication, shopping, travel, romance, diet, and so on. While many of these differences may be based in some truth, it is important to remember that they are acquired and are not related to the ‘nature of women’ or the ‘nature of men’.

Gender also impacts the roles or work associated with men and women. For example, women are almost always associated with the provision of family care – bearing and caring for children, caring for a husband or elderly parents, caring for the home, preparing meals, etc. Men, on the other hand, are routinely associated with being breadwinners or the ‘head of the household’. This association often confers both economic authority and social/political authority onto the man in a family (e.g. the husband or father). These roles are changeable and flexible, however, and in many societies, there are increasing numbers of men responsible for family care and women responsible for primary economic support of the family. Thus, these roles are not innate and are not attached to sex, but are rather an implication of gender.

The following images illustrate how gender roles and stereotypes change – and have changed – over time and across cultures:

This story illustrates that, regardless of our sex – whether we are male or female – our experience of the world is linked to how we dress or behave. In other words, gender can and does limit or increase our access to resources, choices, and opportunities in life.

1.3. Gender stereotypes in the legal realm

Now that we’ve defined gender and gender-based stereotypes, let’s think critically about the ways in which gender and gender-based stereotypes may appear in the law, in the development of law, and within legal practice (see Activity Handout – Annex 1).

Activity: Gender Stereotypes and the Legal Realm

1. Break participants into small groups.
2. Ask participants to identify gender-based stereotypes that could potentially influence the law (written law – substantive and procedural), its implementation (legal practice – substantive and procedural), and/or representation of men and women within the legal realm. For example, what gender-based stereotypes might disadvantage or harm men or women? Allow 20 minutes for the group to identify answers.
3. Facilitate a large group discussion (allow 30 minutes) by asking each smaller group to share one or two of the gender-based stereotypes they identified, as well as the consequences of these stereotypes. See if the larger group has any other consequences to add. If needed, the following examples can be used to supplement this discussion (use the remaining time for a large group dialog that helps students begin thinking about the role of gender in the legal realm):
   a. Stereotype: “Women exaggerate and/or provoke sexual harassment or assault (by wearing provocative clothing or flirting)”
      Potential consequences: Cases of women victims of sexual assault are not taken seriously or even addressed by courts.
b. **Stereotype: “Women are often overly emotional and have trouble getting facts and numbers right”**
   Potential consequence: Women appearing as witnesses in court may be perceived as less credible than men, particularly in the areas of math, science, economics, etc.

c. **Stereotype: “Men are not good at raising children or being nurturing”**
   Potential consequence: Men are not considered a good choice for custody in divorce/custody cases, even if the father is more capable or has played a greater role in caring for the children.

d. **Stereotype: “Men are naturally more violent and are more likely to engage in criminal behaviour”**
   Consequence: The penalties for male perpetrators of criminal domestic violence are at or below minimum sanctions because this kind of behaviour is viewed as normal.

e. **Stereotype: “Men are stronger than women and thus cannot be victims of domestic violence”**
   Potential consequence: Men may not bring cases of domestic violence to the police and judiciary.

### 1.4. Conclusion

As noted above, gender refers to the social characteristics, roles, behaviours, and attributes assigned to men and women in a given socio-cultural context. Gender shapes how we see ourselves and how we see others. It has an impact on who we see as authoritative, trustworthy, and credible and who we see as unreliable and dishonest.

One of the skills of a legal professional is to identify the facts in a case and distinguish them from assertions based on misconceptions, stereotypes, and other forms of flawed reasoning. An understanding of gender, including of the gender-based misconceptions that may be harboured by ourselves and others, enables a judge to rule in a more impartial way and enables other legal professionals to develop more solid argumentation.

The importance of gender in different cases varies; but it is very clear in some instances, such as in cases of gender-based discrimination, domestic violence, sexual and gender-based harassment, and divorce. However, it is important to remember that gender plays a role in all legal contexts, and is therefore something that must be considered in all legal analyses.
1.5. Exercises

Annex 1: Small Group Activity Handout

**Gender Stereotypes – Definitions**

- **Stereotype**: An overgeneralized belief about a particular group of people
- **Gender**: Social roles, behaviours, attributes, and responsibilities assigned, established, and/or taught on the basis of sex (male or female).
- **Gender Stereotypes**: Overgeneralized beliefs about the ‘nature’ of men and women, including about their core characteristics, strengths and weaknesses, and natural predispositions to certain roles/responsibilities, etc.
  - **Example**: Women are naturally more nurturing and caring
  - **Example**: Men are naturally more logical and rational

Annex 2: Optional Warm-up Discussion

*The following example should be considered a guide; the case study could be replaced by a local case that is more familiar to the students and instructor(s).*

**Do male and female judges rule differently?**


- 13-year old schoolgirl Savana Redding was taken to the assistant principal's office, where he produced her day-planner containing knives and other contraband, including one over-the-counter and four prescription-strength painkillers (banned without prior permission).
- She accepted that the day-planner was hers, but said the contraband was not hers and that she had lent the day-planner to a friend.
- Redding’s bag was searched and nothing was found. The assistant principal sent her with a female administrative assistant to the (female) school nurse’s office so that the two women could search her clothes.
- She was told to remove her outer clothes, then shake out her bra and underclothes (exposing her breasts and pelvic area to some degree). No pills were found.
- When her mother heard of what had happened, she sued the school and three staff members for violating her daughter’s 4th Amendment rights (“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated”).
- The case ended up before the US Supreme Court in 2009, where they ruled 7-2 that Redding’s 4th Amendment rights had been violated but that individual school officials were entitled to qualified immunity because the unconstitutionality of the search had not been clearly established at the time.

---

Gender in the US Supreme Court

- The first female judge on the US Supreme Court, Sandra Day O’Conner (seated 1981-2006), once said, “a wise female judge will come to the same conclusion as a wise male judge.”
- But in 2009, when the Savana Redding’s case was heard, the only woman on the Supreme Court was Ruth Bader Ginsburg (seated 1993-present). She filed an opinion agreeing that Savana’s rights had been violated but disagreeing that school officials were entitled to qualified immunity.
- Quoting from *New Jersey v. T.L.O.* (1985), she wrote: “A search ordered by a school official, even if ‘justified at its inception,’ crosses the constitutional boundary if it becomes ‘excessively intrusive in light of the age and sex of the student and the nature of the infraction.’”
- Speaking to the press, Ginsburg later stated: “I didn’t think that my colleagues, some of them, quite understood [were not troubled by the search, because] they have never been a 13-year-old girl….It’s very sensitive for a girl.”
- One of her colleagues, Justice Stephen Breyer, had stated that, at school, he’d often had to strip to his underwear in the locker room and “people did stick things in my underwear.” Ginsberg responded that by having Redding stretch out her underwear for inspection by two school officials, the humiliation had been taken to another level.
- Ginsburg went on to claim that, as the only woman on the Court, she often felt her comments were ignored during justices’ private conferences, unless or until one of her male colleagues made the same point.

---
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Thematic Unit 2: Gender Bias

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Define the term “gender bias”.
2. Understand how implicit gender bias affects legal decisions.
3. Explain how legal professionals can promote gender equality by consciously trying to overcome gender stereotypes and associations.

Background reading:


Summary: Thematic Unit 2 provides a thorough overview of the concept of gender bias, detailing recent research which has demonstrated that all of us hold implicit biases and that members of the judiciary are no exception. The unit also explores the potential impacts of implicit bias in the application of law and outlines ways judicial practitioners can overcome implicit bias, with a view to upholding the rule of law in a fair and equal way.

2.1. Introduction

The term gender bias was coined in the US to describe the unequal treatment or expectations of an individual or group, based on their sex. Research efforts in the US sought to uncover how attitudes and behaviours toward women and men, based on stereotypes about their ‘true nature’ and ‘proper role’, might lead to things like pervasive sexual harassment, biased legal outcomes, and unfair promotional policies, among other forms of discrimination, or bias.11

Discussion question:

We can all agree that the role of the judiciary is to...

- uphold the Rule of Law,
- apply the law in a fair and impartial manner, and
- dispense justice equally and objectively;

so, does that mean we can simply apply the following formula?

\[ \text{the facts + the law = legal decision} \]

In other words, is there anything else to it?

If it were as easy as that, wouldn’t we see all judges in all courts come to the same conclusions? But we don’t. Rather, dedicated and fair-minded legal-judicial professionals arrive at different decisions on the same cases, despite reviewing the same law and the same facts.

This is demonstrated by the very structure of most judiciaries or court systems in the world, which have both 1st and 2nd instance courts, as well as appellate courts and supreme courts. This is meant to ensure that decisions are checked, double checked, and even triple checked, with evidence scrutinized against the law multiple times and from multiple perspectives.

But why are these differences in perspective apparent?

In the end, judicial professionals cannot escape the fact that they are the sum of their combined experiences, knowledge, opinions, and beliefs. Like everyone else, they are unique individuals with varied childhoods and upbringings, and different religious affiliations, expertise, socio-political values, cultural backgrounds, life experiences, and educations.

### 2.2. Implicit bias

There is now a significant body of research that illustrates the impact of what is known as implicit bias, which refers to unconsciously held assumptions or stereotypes about specific social groups (gender, race, ethnicity, religion, etc.) that develop at a young age and become more ingrained over time. Implicit biases can exist even if a person develops an explicit (consciously adopted) non-biased world view – in other words, unconscious or implicit stereotypes can nonetheless remain.

Implicit biases result in subconscious attitudes, assumptions, and stereotypes that affect decision-making in all areas of our lives, from the choices we make while shopping to how we do our work.
Like gender stereotypes, **implicit bias is shaped by:**

- Religion
- Cultural tradition/custom
- Television, music, and entertainment (popular culture)
- Education
- Family, friends, and society

All people possess implicit biases to some degree. This is a natural way in which the human brain functions in response to our exposure to certain influences. Yet, we need to be aware of this, especially as judges and prosecutors, given the type of work we perform.

Researchers at three US universities have developed what is called the Implicit Association Test (IAT), to assess attitudes and beliefs that people may otherwise be unwilling or unable to report. The IAT is a computer-based test that measures response times to typical and atypical associations, presented visually. The person taking the test cannot consciously control the outcome, even if they answer the questions in an unbiased way. The test determines whether or not a person explicitly links typical associations – such as women and family – but also measures how long it takes for them to link women and family versus an alternative, such as women and career.

The test is based on the principle that:

- a fast response = an easy answer, consistent with an implicit association
- a slow response = a more difficult answer, inconsistent with an implicit association

“A decade of research using the IAT reveals pervasive implicit biases in every country tested, consistent with general social hierarchies – German over Turk in Germany, Japanese over Korean in Japan, White over Black in the US, men over women (on the stereotype of career vs family), light-skinned over dark-skinned, youth over elderly, straight over gay, and so on.”

**Try it:**

To illustrate how the test works, using the words for colours in combination with the colour of words, ask someone to say the **COLOUR** of the words in column #1 below (instead of reading them):

---

12 Jerry Kang, “Implicit Bias: A Primer for Courts,” prepared for the National Campaign to Ensure the Racial and Ethnic Fairness of America’s State Courts (2009), 3. Project Implicit, which administers the IAT in the US, was founded in 1998 by three scientists – Tony Greenwald (University of Washington), Mahzarin Banaji (Harvard University), and Brian Nosek (University of Virginia) – with the goal of educating the public about implicit social cognition and providing a “virtual laboratory” that would allow researchers to collect data on the Internet. Project Implicit also provides consulting, education, and training services on implicit bias, diversity and inclusion, leadership, applying science to practice, and innovation.
Now, ask them to say the **COLOUR** of the words (again), this time in column #2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>PINK</td>
<td>PINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>RED</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This example demonstrates how it is difficult for our conscious mind to override (or overcome) automatic (subconscious) associations. While we *can* say the colour of each word, even when the colour does not match what is written, it is more difficult and therefore takes longer.

**Video:** American Bar Association, *The Neuroscience of Implicit Bias* (2010)

**YouTube:** https://youtu.be/kzz5Ae-Jqos • americanbar.org: http://bcove.me/x6fxgpql

**Running Time:** 21 minutes, 11 seconds

This video shows that no one is immune from implicit bias, including those of us who work in the legal field. However, we are the masters of our own minds; and can thus take active steps to address implicit bias.

*How do you think you could do this?*

- Be alert to situations in which you might hold an implicit bias toward a person or group.
- Speak out when you see cases in which implicit bias has affected judicial analysis and decision making.
- Consider whether your professional practices tend to contribute to, or help to overcome, implicit bias.
2.3. Gender bias

People usually hold implicit biases related to a variety of social groupings, of which gender is just one. Others include race, religion, ethnic origin, or social class. While it is important to recognize the many different forms of bias, gender bias can often be a useful entry point to exploring bias generally. This is because gender bias is somewhat constant; meaning, women and men have been treated differently (and unequally) in societies across the world and throughout recorded history. In addition, because families are usually made up of relatively even numbers of women and men, people often find it easy to consider their own experience as compared to family members of the opposite gender. In the context of family, people may also be able to see how notions of male and female gender roles vary from generation to generation.

The US National Judicial Education Program identifies three key aspects of gender bias:

- **Stereotyped thinking about the nature and roles of women and men**
  Many implicit assumptions about the innate nature of women and men are based on stereotypes and lack any scientific foundation. These assumptions extend to how women and men should behave and the roles they should perform in society.

- **Devaluing what is perceived as “woman’s work”**
  Paid work, which is more frequently performed by men, tends to be given a higher value than unpaid caretaking, which is predominantly performed by women and often taken for granted.

- **Lack of knowledge of the social and economic realities of women’s and men’s lives**
  Professionals in decision-making positions often have no understanding of the lives led by the women and men most affected by their decisions. For example, a male judge may have no knowledge of what it is like to be a stay-at-home mother. However, even a judge who is a mother may not be able to appreciate the experiences of other mothers or understand why they make different choices than she would.13

Gender bias manifests in different ways in different areas of the law. The remaining units in this handbook will explore how gender bias affects the application of law in several of these different domains.

**Problem-Based Case Scenario**

1. Split class into small groups (5-7 per group)
2. Hand out the case scenario (below) and ask students to read and discuss it, and identify answers to the questions that follow (15-20 minutes)
3. Large group discussion – review the real ECtHR case (15 minutes)

---

13 Legal Momentum, “Overview,” https://www.legalmomentum.org/overview (accessed 30 January 2017). The authors would like to acknowledge Lynn Hecht Schafran for her contribution to this section through personal correspondence.
**The Scenario**

Father X is a Bosnian national who was born in 1975. In 2003, he signed a military service contract in which he undertook to “serve under the conditions provided for by law.” His primary duty was serving as a radio intelligence operator.

Following his divorce from the mother of his three children, he was left to raise the children alone. He applied for three years' parental leave when his third child was still quite small; but his request was rejected because, according to the law, parental leave of that duration could only be granted to female military personnel. While he was initially allowed to take three months off from work, he was called back to duty only several weeks into this time off. Father X initiated a challenge of the military policy on parental leave within the court system, yet was unsuccessful. The court found that he was not entitled to the same parental leave as a mother.

Father X has now initiated a case within the constitutional court system of BiH, challenging the earlier ruling and arguing that the legal provisions outlining parental leave for the armed forces are unconstitutional and discriminatory.

**Questions**

1. Is this a form of discrimination? Why or why not?
2. How would you resolve this case?
3. Is this a form of discrimination based on international legal standards? Why or why not?

**Case Review and Summary**

In March 2012, the ECtHR published its Decision in the case of *Konstantin Markin v Russia*, which found that granting military servicewomen, and not servicemen, access to parental leave constituted a violation of Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The Court wrote that:

- “References to traditions, general assumptions or prevailing social attitudes in a particular country are insufficient justification for a difference in treatment on the grounds of sex. For example, States are prevented from imposing traditions that derive from a man’s primordial role and the woman’s secondary role in the family...”
- “The different treatment of servicemen and servicewomen as regards to entitlement to parental leave is not intended to correct the disadvantaged position of women in society or the **factual inequalities** between men and women...”
- The Court agreed with the applicant and identified that, “the difference in treatment cannot be justified by reference to traditions prevailing in a certain country.”
- The Court concluded that, “reference to the traditional distribution of gender roles in society cannot justify the exclusion of men, including servicemen, from the entitlement to parental leave and that the gender stereotype of women as primary child care provider and men as primary breadwinners cannot, by themselves be considered sufficient
justification for a difference in treatment any more than similar stereotypes based on race, origin, colour or sexual orientation."\(^{14}\)

### 2.4. Conclusion

The way in which law is implemented can reproduce and reinforce gender stereotypes, thereby limiting access and opportunities to men and women; or it can promote gender equality by consciously trying to overcome gender stereotypes and associations.

While legal practitioners, whether members of the judiciary or not, inevitably come to their profession with unique experiences, perspectives, opinions, and implicitly held assumptions, this is not necessarily problematic. What is problematic, is being unaware. This was explored in the Canadian Supreme Court by Justices L’Heureux-Dubé and McLachlin when they noted:

…the test for reasonable apprehension of bias established in jurisprudence is reflective of the reality that while judges can never be neutral, in the sense of purely objective, they can and must strive for impartiality. It therefore recognizes as inevitable and appropriate that the differing experiences of judges assist them in their decision-making process and will be reflected in their judgments, so long as those experiences are relevant to the cases, are not based on inappropriate stereotypes, and do not prevent a fair and just determination of the cases based on the facts in evidence…

True impartiality does not require that the judge have no sympathies or opinions; it requires that the judge nevertheless be free to entertain and act upon different points of view with an open mind.\(^{15}\)

And indeed, as these justices argued, we can:

- be alert, and override automatic biases;
- take steps to change the culture and practices that contribute to bias; and
- remain dedicated to the promise of justice.

Education and awareness are key to mitigating the effects of gender-based stereotypes and implicit gender bias (as well as other forms of bias) within the judiciary. This includes:

- Incorporating the topics of implicit and explicit bias into legal education and professional training, including discussion of how legal reasoning can be influenced by bias.
- Challenging the notion among legal practitioners’ that they are objective, as those who are most convinced in their own objectivity may be more prone to gender-biased thinking and behaviour.\(^{16}\)

---
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Thematic Unit 3.1:
Gender Bias and Domestic Violence

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Understand how gender bias has influenced the development of legal frameworks in domestic violence cases.
2. Understand how gender bias impacts legal decision-making in cases of domestic violence.

Background reading:


Summary: Thematic Unit 3.1 is focused on gender bias in domestic violence cases. The introductory part of this unit emphasizes the importance of a careful assessment of the facts, circumstances, and context in cases of domestic violence. Such an approach is necessary to minimize the influence of gender-based stereotypes and prejudices that may interfere with the impartiality of the investigation, trial, and sentencing. Though laws that criminalize domestic violence were adopted in the early 2000s and define it as an independent criminal offence in Bosnia, this type of offence is still treated differently than other offences that violate basic human rights and freedoms. This is mainly due to the prevalence of gender bias in the courts. The first section of this unit reviews the development of international and domestic legal frameworks, as well as the ways in which gender bias interferes with the fair and equal administration of justice in cases of domestic violence. The unit
also examines how to identify and consider mitigating and aggravating circumstances, based on an analysis of judgments in cases of domestic violence heard in BiH courts between 2004 and 2010.

### 3.1.1. Introduction

While BiH has the laws that criminalize domestic violence (DV) defining it as a separate criminal offence since 2003, it is still not investigated and prosecuted to the same extent as other criminal offences. This difference constitutes a violation of the basic human rights and freedoms of victims of domestic violence.17

Most, but not all, perpetrators of domestic violence are men; and women are disproportionately targeted for this kind of abuse (although women can target men in some cases). Because domestic violence is a reflection of gender inequality in the larger society and because perpetrators select their victims on the basis of their gender, DV is considered to be a form of gender-based violence. The Council of Europe (CoE) describes it as a form of “structural violence – violence that is used to sustain male power and control.”18 According to a 2005 World Health Organization (WHO) report, violence against women is “a global world problem with epidemic proportions.” Some 30% of all women are subjected to violence by an intimate partner or other family member at some point in their lives.19 As such, domestic violence constitutes a widespread issue, the consequences of which can be further aggravated when police, prosecutors, and judges fail to account for the devastating and harmful effects of gender bias when investigating and sentencing cases of DV.

The ability to carefully and critically evaluate the facts, circumstances, and context in cases of domestic violence – without the influence of gender-based stereotypes and prejudices – is a crucial skill for lawyers and judges, the latter of whom are most responsible for the equitable and impartial delivery of justice. Domestic violence is a complex socio-criminal issue, and legal professional must be aware that gender-based stereotypes can affect the fairness and impartiality of DV cases, from investigation to trial to the imposition of criminal sanctions, as well as in questions of custody, visitation, and alimony.

For much of history, in many countries and cultures, including in BiH, domestic violence was not viewed as violence at all. Instead, men were seen to have a right (and sometimes a duty) to discipline and dominate members of their family.20 However, since the end of the 20th century, perspectives on domestic violence have evolved. It is no longer considered a matter that is isolated to the family sphere and should be tolerated, but a crime that is socially unacceptable. This evolution is reflected at the legal level as well, with the criminalization of domestic violence in many countries and the establishment of an international legal framework on DV.

---

17 Professor Dr. Ivanka Marković, Faculty of Law, University of Banja Luka and President of the Council for the Elimination of Domestic Violence in Republika Srpska.


3.1.2. Domestic violence and the legal framework

Historically, the prevailing socio-legal model has placed the family in the private sphere – and thus, outside the public sphere of politics, law, and government – and has prevented legal recognition of the crime of domestic violence, considered a family matter not meant to be regulated by the law. The impact of this de facto division between public and private spheres has been exacerbated by “the establishment of the individual household as the basic social unit of state society, [which] increased the power of the husband as the family’s public representative and deprived women of a... place of refuge in their natal kin group [family].... Especially as the household began to be seen as a microcosm of the social order, male authority within the household was reinforced ideologically and even legally.”21 Despite recent legal evolutions, many individuals and institutions remain influenced by the sociology of this long-prevailing model and continue to engage in practices that restrict victims’ access to safety, services, and justice.

Legal frameworks on domestic violence have been developed from this context, in which men are presumed to have authority over the family, and a family without a husband and/or father is afforded little or no importance in the politico-legal sphere. This points to wider norms, wherein dominant political, social, and judicial actors have not seen women as autonomous and independent. Instead, women have been equated with children, and considered to be the responsibility of men, at best, or the property of men, at worst.

The development of the international legal framework

International regulations on domestic violence, and strategies for confronting it, were initially established through a variety of charters, conventions, and resolutions of the United Nations – which are all rooted in a respect for the basic and fundamental human rights protected by international law. It is an international standard that domestic violence is indeed a violation of basic human rights, and a result and reflection of gender inequality. For example, the Preamble of the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women from 1993 states that:

- “violence against women constitutes a violation of the rights and fundamental freedoms of women and impairs or nullifies their enjoyment of those rights and freedoms...;” and
- “violence against women is a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between men and women, which have led to domination over and discrimination against women by men and to the prevention of the full advancement of women, and...violence against women is one of the crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a subordinate position compared with men...”22


The most crucial aspect of the international legal framework on domestic violence is that it abolishes the differentiation and division between public and private spheres. It considers an act that used to be viewed as a private matter as a public issue of global importance. International instruments and policies have also created international standards for the protection and assistance to victims, ensuring their safety and access to justice. However, these international principles and standards tend to remain in the domain of normative regulation, because of problems that arise in their practical application. Among them, notably, are the prevailing traditional gender stereotypes that assign men the role of a “leader” who can decide which issues pertain to the public or private sphere.

One of the most important international documents related to domestic violence is the Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence, which was adopted on 11 May 2011 in Istanbul and entered into force in 2014. The Istanbul Convention is the first legally binding instrument of the Council of Europe related to the prevention of this kind of violence, and it fulfils a number of non-binding recommendations made by the CoE on the prohibition of gender-based discrimination and on protection from violence, aimed at setting common goals and minimum standards for member States. The States parties to the Istanbul Convention are required to adapt their legal and institutional framework for its effective implementation.

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)

In 1998, the ECtHR formally recognized potential state responsibility for private acts in Osman v. United Kingdom. In the case, the Court developed a set of criteria to establish whether a state is in violation of its positive obligation to protect life. The court first assessed whether the state knew, or ought to have known, about a “real and immediate risk” to a person’s life, and then examined whether the state had taken reasonable measures within their powers to avoid the risk.

Collectively, these criteria have come to be known as ‘due diligence.’ They represent the first step in establishing the legal obligation of the state to take responsibility for what was once considered a private matter.

In 2008, in M.C. v. Bulgaria, a rape case, the Court reinforced the importance of due diligence and state responsibility standards in cases of gender-based violence. The ECtHR held that “the authorities’ failure to impose sanctions or otherwise enforce [the perpetrator]’s obligation to refrain from unlawful acts was critical in this case and it amounted to a refusal to provide direct assistance that the applicant should have [had].” In addition, while the Court allowed that States enjoy a “margin of appreciation” in providing protection to their citizens, including against rape and sexual assault, it ruled that the respondent State (Bulgaria) had not observed its positive obligation

---

23 The European Court of Human Rights is the enforcement mechanism for the European Convention on Human Rights. The Court is based in Strasbourg, France, and hears complaints from individuals alleging that their rights under the Convention have been violated. The Court can issue binding legal judgments that member States are obliged to enforce. BiH has been a member State to the Convention since 2002.


25 Ibid., 200.

26 Ibid., 208.

27 Ibid., 207.
under the European Convention on Human Rights to provide effective legal protection to the victim, and had failed to investigate the case in a thorough manner.\(^{28}\)

One year later, in the case of *Opuz v. Turkey*,\(^{29}\) the Court again raised the need to consider the standard of due diligence in domestic violence cases, observing that “a crucial question...is whether the local authorities displayed due diligence to prevent violence against the applicant and her mother, in particular by pursuing criminal or other appropriate preventive measures against [the perpetrator] despite the withdrawal of complaints by the victims.”\(^{30}\)

Before authorizing the prosecutor to continue with criminal proceedings, the ECtHR relies on and examines assorted criteria commonly considered in similar cases in other European countries, including:

- the gravity of the offence;
- whether the victim has suffered physical or mental injuries;
- whether the defendant used a weapon;
- whether the perpetrator threatened the victim;
- whether the defendant planned the attack;
- the consequences (including psychological) for children living in the household;
- the perpetrator’s likelihood of repeating the crime;
- the presence of a continuous threat to the health and safety of the victim or any person who has been or may be included;
- the current relationship between the victim and the accused;
- the consequences on the relationship if criminal proceedings continue against the will of the victim;
- the history of the relationship and previous violence; and
- previous criminal acts of the accused, particularly crimes of violence.

These criteria represent risk factors identified across fatal domestic violence cases.

An analysis of a large number of cases that have been brought before the ECtHR reveal that the Court has found that States must provide the most appropriate response in cases of domestic violence by applying the standard of due diligence, implying a thorough investigation and assessment of each case.

An evolution in legal decision-making regarding the division between the private and public spheres and the authority of men over their families is noticeable in the practice of the ECtHR. Between 1998 and 2009, the Court gradually changed its position on necessary due diligence and reinforced the obligation of States to work actively to prevent domestic violence, prosecute domestic violence, and protect victims of domestic violence. This means that all relevant facts and cir-


\(^{29}\) Ibid., para. 209.

cumstances surrounding every case should be considered in the investigation and prosecution of domestic violence cases.

The domestic legal framework

In accordance with the multiple jurisdictions of criminal legislation in Bosnia and Herzegovina, each entity and the Brčko District regulate domestic violence in their legal codes. It could be argued that there are now two forms of protection from domestic violence in BiH, criminal law and misdemeanour law (an administrative or civil violation in common law systems). Criminal law provides penalties for perpetrators of domestic violence; while a misdemeanour law, the Law on Protection from Domestic Violence, sets out certain protective measures aimed at providing swift and efficient protection to victims of domestic violence. Despite some differences in the regulations in each entity, the legislation in each sends a strong message that, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, domestic violence is not a private matter that remains behind closed doors, but a serious violation of basic human rights and freedoms that will no longer be tolerated in Bosnian society.

The Criminal Code of the Republika Srpska, which entered into force on 1st October 2000, was the first legislation in the former Yugoslavia to introduce violence in the family or household as a criminal offence. Since then, regulations on this criminal offence have been amended several times; currently including the following:

(1) “Whoever by violence, insolent or arrogant behaviour violates peace, life and health or mental health of a member of his family or family household, and by that brings about the physical or psychological integrity of a passive subject, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term between three months and three years.

(2) If during the commission of the criminal offence referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article, weapons, dangerous implements or other instruments suitable to inflict grave bodily injuries or harm person’s health have been used, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between six months and five years.

(3) If the commission of the criminal offence referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article has resulted in grievous bodily injury of the family member or impaired his health or if the criminal offence referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article has been committed against a minor or in a minor’s presence, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between two and ten years.

(4) If the commission of the criminal offence referred to in preceding Paragraphs of this Article has resulted in the death of the family member, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between two and twelve years.

(5) Whoever kills a member of family or member of household whom he has abused previously, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term not less than ten years.

(6) Whoever violates the protective measures against the domestic violence ordered by the court on the basis of the law shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between three months and three years.

(7) For the purpose of this Chapter, family members or members of household shall be also understood to mean spouses or ex-spouses, their children and children of each of them, unwed partners or former unwed partners, their children and children of each of them, in-
laws up to the second degree of kinship regardless of the fact that the marriage union has ended, parents of current and former wed or unwed partners, relatives from full adoption in direct line without limitation, and in indirect line up to the fourth degree of kinship, as well as the relatives from partial adoption, persons linked by relation of guardianship, persons who live or lived in the same family household regardless of kinship, and persons who together have a child or have conceived a child, even though they had never lived in the same household. 31

The Criminal Codes of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Brčko District regulate the crime of domestic violence in the same way, as follows:

(1) “Whoever by violence, insolent or arrogant behaviour violates peace, physical integrity or mental health of a member of his family, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year.

(2) Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article against a member of his household, shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years.

(3) If in the course of the perpetration of criminal offence referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, a weapon, dangerous object or other instrument suitable to inflict grave bodily injury or impair health has been used, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between three months and three years.

(4) If, by the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 through 3 of this Article, a serious bodily injury was inflicted on a family member or his health is severely impaired; or if the criminal offence referred in paragraph 1 through 3 of this Article is perpetrated against a child or juvenile, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between one and five years.

(5) If, by the criminal offence referred to in paragraphs 1 through 4 of this Article, a death of a family member is caused, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between two and fifteen years.

(6) Whoever deprives of a life a family member whom he has been previously abusing, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term of no less than ten years or by long-term imprisonment.”

In Bosnian criminal law (in FBiH, RS, and Brčko), the purposes of punishment include:

• Having a preventive effect on perpetrators committing criminal acts (i.e., deterrence);
• Preventing the recidivism of perpetrators and encouraging rehabilitation; and
• Publicising criminal convictions in the community to acknowledge the value of the law.

Additionally, in 2010, the laws of the Federation and Brčko District were amended so that “protection and reparation to the victim of the crime” is another goal of punishment.

---

In 2005, Republika Srpska and the Federation also adopted laws on protection against domestic violence, which were amended in 2013 and 2015. These laws provide for safeguards and sanctions, as well as a comprehensive framework for preventing and combating violence in the family. Unfortunately, some of the protective measures these laws prescribe are very rarely or never imposed.

Courts in BiH may issue the following protective measures against an abusive person in a family:

1) Removal from the dwelling;
2) A restraining order;
3) A prohibition of harassment and spying on the victim;
4) Mandatory psycho-social treatment;
5) Mandatory rehabilitation for an addiction; and
6) Temporary arrest and detention (FBiH only).

For the most part, domestic violence laws in BiH reflect international standards. Some minor changes in the criminal codes in each entity, including to laws on protection against domestic violence, could be made to strengthen the legal framework; but police, prosecutors, and judges can generally access the necessary legal mechanisms to actively prevent and prosecute DV cases and ensure protection to victims. In practice, however, adequate legislation does not necessarily manifest in adequate implementation and enforcement. And in cases of domestic violence, the implementation and enforcement of laws can be hindered by the detrimental effects of gender-based stereotypes and prejudices.

### 3.1.3. Gender bias: obstructing the fair and equal administration of justice in cases of domestic violence

Research shows that gender bias significantly influences the way the general public, as well as legal professionals, perceive and treat victims, perpetrators, and the issue of domestic violence. Gender-based stereotypes that men are naturally aggressive, that victims should behave in a certain way, and that only specific circumstances constitute a serious or “real” case of domestic violence, affect how cases are investigated, prosecuted, and convicted. Studies demonstrate that judicial professionals who have strong gender biases find it very difficult to spot domestic violence and recognize the responsibility of the perpetrator. And, lawyers in the criminal justice system tend to present arguments and use tactics that they believe are most effective in the socio-cultural context in which they work. As a result, gender bias and gender-based stereotypes can significantly affect the way in which judges identify and apply mitigating and aggravating circumstances in sentencing.

---

33 RS Law on Protection against Domestic Violence, Article 23, Official Gazette of the RS 102/12, 108/13, 82/15; FBiH Law on Protection against Domestic Violence, Article 9, Official Gazette of the Federation 20/13.
35 Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, *Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina* (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014).
Mitigating and aggravating circumstances

Criminal legislation in BiH requires that judges determine sentences based on provisions set out in law for a given offence as well as an assessment of how to best achieve the purpose of the punishment. Further, they must consider whether there are any mitigating and aggravating circumstances, which include “the motives for committing the offence, the degree of danger or injury to a person, property or thing, the circumstances in which the offence was committed, the past conduct of the offender, his personal situation and his conduct after the commission of the criminal offence, as well as other circumstances related to the offender.”36

The 2011 OSCE report Ensuring Accountability for Domestic Violence found that courts in BiH identified mitigating circumstances in approximately 74% of the cases it studied in detail, while aggravating circumstances were cited in just 41% of the same cases.37 Likewise, Bosnian courts very rarely pursue qualified forms of domestic violence (criminal charges), despite the clarity of the criminal code in this area. For example, beyond the basic criminal offence of domestic violence, the following may be considered as qualifying elements:

- the victim and the perpetrator are members of the same household;
- a weapon or dangerous instrument is used, or another means suitable for inflicting heavy bodily injuries or for harming a person’s health;
- serious bodily injury or serious impairment of health is caused;
- the victim is a person up to 18 years old (a minor) or the offence was committed in the presence of such a person;
- the offence caused the death of a member of the family or household;
- a family member, who had been previously abused, was killed.

The most frequently cited aggravating circumstance in cases observed by the OSCE was a record of previous convictions. Yet, in any number of cases involving the use of weapons, the presence of minors, and grievous bodily harm, these factors were not identified as aggravating circumstances.38 The OSCE reported that “the lack of inclusion of charges related to sexual violence in domestic violence cases when facts point to the existence of such violence is an area of concern requiring further enquiry.”39

36 Criminal Codes of the Federation (Article 49), the RS (Article 37), and Brčko District (Article 49).
38 Ibid., 29-30.
On the other hand, the OSCE found that mitigating circumstances were frequently applied by courts in BiH, and that the courts predominantly recognized the following factors as mitigating circumstances:

i. Accused’s lack of prior convictions;
ii. Accused’s admission of guilt;
iii. Accused’s expression of remorse for the crime;
iv. Accused’s good behaviour before the court;
v. Accused’s status as a father or “family man”; and
vi. Accused was incited by the victim to commit domestic violence.40

In 2013, a panel composed of nine judges from across Bosnia and Herzegovina developed a *Judicial Benchbook on Considerations for Domestic Violence Case Evaluation*. The panel considered each of the mitigating circumstances mentioned in the OSCE report (and several more) and provided guidelines to judges on how these factors ought to be considered in future cases, in line with the laws of BiH. The following sections include excerpts from the *Benchbook*.

**Accused’s lack of prior convictions (i)**

The *Benchbook* cautions judicial professionals to avoid automatically assuming that an incident of violence is isolated just because the accused perpetrator has no prior convictions. If an incident of violence was truly an isolated event, that fact would indeed be mitigating, but barriers that prevent victims from reporting DV mean that by the time a case has been brought to court, the abuse has usually been ongoing for a long time. In addition, even a single act of physical violence may be indicative of a long history of psychological violence.41

---

40 OSCE Mission to BiH, 21-22.
41 Nenad Galić and Heather Huhtanen, eds., *Judicial Benchbook: Considerations for Domestic Violence Case Evaluation in Bosnia and Herzegovina* (Sarajevo, DCAF, 2014), 17.
Duration of domestic violence over a long period of time (factual recidivism)

Recommendation:
Duration of domestic violence over a long period of time, if not included within the criminal offence, is considered an aggravating factor.

Explanation:
In cases involving domestic violence over a long period of time, it is justified — in accordance with the established facts of the case — to establish ongoing violence and abuse.

Analysis of court judgments in domestic violence cases in BiH illustrates the common defence counsel practice of claiming an incident of domestic violence to be an isolated instance that does not constitute ongoing violence and abuse — regardless of whether a criminal proceeding is conducted for a single incident or an extended offence. In this regard, the existence of ongoing violence and abuse can be proved by, among other things, establishing the existence of consequence(s) suffered by the victim as a result of the ongoing violence and abuse. This provides the possibility of identifying several combinations of jeopardizing “the protected good,” as stipulated by the criminal codes in relation to the criminal offence of domestic violence. In cases when the defence claims there is no ongoing violence and abuse, the court is encouraged to not lose sight of the possible existence of psychological consequences for the victim during the entire duration of domestic violence. Additionally, the court may benefit from paying special attention to the need and justification for the presentation of evidence aimed at establishing the victim’s possible psychological injuries, among others.

Source: Nenad Galić and Heather Huhtanen, eds., Judicial Benchbook: Considerations for Domestic Violence Case Evaluation in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo, DCAF, 2014), 17.

Accused’s admission of guilt (ii)

The Benchbook highlighted that defence counsel will sometimes enter a guilty plea to a basic form of domestic violence to avoid prosecution for a qualified offence. With this in mind, judicial professionals are advised to reject guilty pleas to offences that carry sentences lower than qualified forms of domestic violence in the following situations characterised by aggravating circumstances:

- the defendant is a recidivist in domestic violence
- there is evidence that domestic violence was taking place over a long period of time
- the defendant used strangulation during the offence
- there is extreme dominance by the defendant over the victim
- the victim was placed in a safe house
- the victim is particularly vulnerable or children witnessed the violence.42

42 Ibid., 35-36.
**Accused’s expression of remorse for the crime (iii)**

While some expressions of remorse may be genuine, *long-term perpetrators of domestic violence are often emotionally manipulative*. Their behaviour in public settings should not be taken as an indicator of how they behave toward their victim(s) in the home.

### Remorse

**Recommendation:**
Defendant remorse is not automatically considered a mitigating factor.

**Explanation:**
Remorse represents the defendant’s attitude towards the perpetrated offence. Depending on the facts in the criminal offence of domestic violence, the court may value it as an aggravating or a mitigating factor.

Courts are encouraged to take into consideration the history of violence (i.e. previous domestic violence/abuse that occurred before the subject case and court proceeding) when determining whether remorse constitutes a mitigating or aggravating factor. This includes whether the domestic violence is ongoing, the perpetrator’s attitude towards the act of violence after the incident and his psychological attitude towards the consequences of the offence.

For example, if violence and abuse were ongoing then it is recommended that the expressed remorse should not be considered a mitigating factor. Rather, in these cases there is a possibility for the court to view the act of remorse as a dishonest gesture by the defendant and, accordingly, to consider *remorse* an aggravating factor.

Conversely, *remorse* may potentially be relevant as a mitigating factor when the defendant appears before the court for domestic violence for the first time and there is no other indication of ongoing or continuous abuse (e.g. social protection services, witnesses, etc.).

In any case, when determining the sanction the court is encouraged to place emphasis on the act of perpetration and all the circumstances of the case, rather than the fact that the defendant expressed remorse. Courts are encouraged to exercise increased caution and critical analysis when valuing the perpetrator’s *remorse*, given the possibility that the defendant is intentionally deceiving the court and the difficulty of establishing whether the expressed remorse for the domestic violence is honest.

*Source: Galić and Huhtanen, 28.*
**Accused’s good behaviour before the court (iv)**

Bad or uncooperative behaviour in court may result in a defendant being held in contempt of court and subject to additional sanctions. But this does not mean, by the same logic, that good behaviour should be considered a mitigating factor.

**Defendant's “good behaviour” before the court**

*Recommendation:*
A defendant's good behaviour before the court is expected and therefore is not considered a mitigating factor.

*Explanation:*
To avoid potential appeals because the court did not sufficiently value good behaviour or correct attitude before the court, it is advisable for the court to state explicitly in the judgment that “good behaviour” is expected from all defendants and other persons appearing before it, and therefore the court did not value this as a mitigating factor when deciding on the type and severity of the criminal sanction.\(^{43}\)

Conversely, if the defendant is in contempt of court and/or does not respect the other parties in a court proceeding, it is advisable that the court records this fact and mentions it in the explanation of the court decision (regardless of whether the defendant was sanctioned for contempt of court or not), although the court is not encouraged to value this behaviour explicitly as a separate aggravating factor.

*Source:* Galić and Huhtanen, 26-7.

**Accused’s status as a father or “family man” (v)**

Courts may consider a defendant’s family status as a mitigating factor based on a genuine concern to preserve the family and consider the best interests of any children who are present. This is misguided, though, because it downplays the severity of domestic violence on the family, the necessity of court intervention in stopping violence, and the fact that minors who witness domestic violence or its effects should be seen as secondary victims.

\(^{43}\) NB: In BiH, appeals have been recorded against sentencing by first-instance courts in DV cases on the argument that the good behaviour or correct attitude of the defendant in court was not sufficiently considered as a mitigating factor. Examples of such behaviour include treating the court and the damaged party with respect, showing care and attentiveness toward the victim(s), etc.
Defendant's family status

Recommendation:
A defendant’s family status is not considered a mitigating factor, with one exception.

As an exception, the defendant’s family status may be considered a mitigating factor in cases when the defendant is a parent of a juvenile child or children and the only person responsible for supporting the family, provided that the following conditions are met:

- the intensity of domestic violence is weaker, or it was an isolated incident of violence
- the violence is exclusively focused on the partner, and children did not witness the violence.

Explanation:
The court is encouraged not to lose sight of the fact that the existence of domestic violence negates the possibility of harmony within the family and directly undermines the foundation of a “healthy and functional family” as the basic cell of society. It is encouraged to avoid presumptions that marital status or parenting deserves higher social respect or is indicative of the defendant’s moral character.

Thus, it would not be justified to value the fact that a defendant is a “family man” or “parent” as a mitigating factor automatically in a domestic violence case. The court is encouraged to value the defendant’s family status as an independent mitigating factor with extreme caution. If family status is identified as a mitigating factor, the court is encouraged to establish a link with the other facts and circumstances of the case (e.g. the children’s basic needs are not jeopardized in the family, the defendant is not a recidivist, etc.) that can, in a complementary way, justify qualification of family status as a mitigating factor.

Source: Galić and Huhtanen, 25-6.

Following the publication of the Benchbook, three working groups comprising a total of 37 judges from across BiH explored some of these factors in greater detail. Their findings are documented in a Practice Guide, which serves as an addendum to the Benchbook. From the Practice Guide, we can infer that cases in which a defendant’s family status should be considered as a mitigating factor will be rare.44

The Practice Guide cites research which explains that “domestic violence is more than an occasional incident of angry name-calling, or an isolated, one-time slap or shove between a husband and wife who are frustrated with one another.”45 A single incident of violence can only be considered to be isolated if there is no evidence that it fell within “a systematic pattern of power and control exerted by one person against another, involving a variety of physical and non-physical tactics of abuse and coercion.”46

---

In addition, the *Practice Guide* highlights new research from the field of neuroscience demonstrating that children are victimised by the presence of domestic violence in their home, or committed against their caregiver, even if they do not see it occur. This implies that the only way children can avoid being victimised by the domestic violence committed against one of their parents is if they do not live in the same home and the parent is not their caregiver.47

### New Knowledge from Neuroscience

In infancy and young childhood, the human brain is extremely plastic, growing new neurons and making synaptic connections in response to sensory, perceptual, and affective experiences....

Developing brains are acutely sensitive to stress and to the internal state of the caregiver upon whom the child depends.... In a safe environment where the child has a nurturing relationship with a caregiver, moderate stress produces resilience. But in an unpredictable, tension filled, violent environment where the stress is inescapable, it becomes toxic, unleashing a storm of neurochemicals that result in “embedded stress.” Children learn to become fearful through this “fear conditioning,” which is strongly linked to anxiety disorders across the lifespan.

...Children persistently exposed to domestic violence live in an ongoing “alarm” state, with powerful stress hormones, particularly cortisol, repeatedly priming them to flee or fight. This alarm state has many negative consequences for brain development....

...Neuroscience now shows us that for children, chronic exposure to domestic violence also results in physical changes to the brain, impairment of brain function, and consequences for physical and mental health over the lifespan. [In other words,] toxic stress changes the architecture of the child’s brain.


### Accused was incited by the victim to commit domestic violence (vi)

This mitigating circumstance is particularly concerning. It is closely related to gender stereotypes and to the personal biases of judges. A study conducted in 2013-14 with representatives of the judiciary in BiH found that over 35% of respondents considered a victim’s behaviour (“difficult”, “argumentative”, “aggressive”, etc.) an important factor in determining the perpetrator’s sentence. Respondents were not asked to specify whether this factor positively or negatively affects their decision-making, but other research suggests that legal professionals sometimes draw on deep-rooted stereotypes in questioning whether a plaintiff has the characteristics of a “true victim.”48 And these trends are not limited to BiH; in the framework of their mandate, the Special Joint Committee on Gender Bias from the US state of Maryland drew the following conclusions:

48 Halilović and Huhtanen, 72.
... Too often judges and court employees deny the victim’s experiences, accuse the victim of lying about her injuries, treat the cases as trivial and irrelevant, blame the victim for getting beaten, and badger the victim for not leaving the batterer [violent partner].

Trends of this nature may reveal underlying gender-based stereotypes and negative attitudes toward domestic violence victims. To view the “argumentative” or “difficult” behaviour of a victim in court as a mitigating circumstance is to somehow imply that the abuse they faced was justified, and that being demanding or provocative voids their victimisation.

**The role of gender stereotypes in judicial decision-making**

The judges who worked to compile the *Benchbook* found that gender-based stereotypes significantly influence how courts in BiH identify mitigating circumstances. In fact, there are no international or domestic legal requirements to view remorse, family status, or good behaviour as mitigating (or exculpatory) circumstances; their regular application in the context of domestic violence can thus be linked to the gender-based stereotypes pervasive in Bosnian society, which have contributed to the division between public and private spheres and to the maintenance of this division. In sentencing, the courts do have to consider the behaviour of a perpetrator after committing a crime, but perpetrators of domestic violence often have completely different personas in the public and private spheres. Moreover, showing remorse toward a victim after an act of violence is a common method of coercive control used by abusers, and not a sign that they intend to change their behaviour.

Another gender-based stereotype with a strong influence on the prosecution and sentencing of domestic violence cases in BiH is the notion that men perpetrate gender-based violence because it is in their nature. In the 2013-14 research mentioned above, almost half of survey respondents agreed that “men are naturally more prone to violence.” That study included interviews, where researchers said members of the judiciary continued to express “a similar perspective” in person, “that the greater occurrence of male perpetrated gender-based violence is linked to men’s physical characteristics and nature. And this perspective seems to be held more by men than women...”

International research does not support the belief that gender-based violence is due to the ‘natural’ propensity of men to be violent. Indeed, studies indicate that biological factors such as physical strength are unimportant; instead, domestic and sexual violence takes place in contexts characterised by male dominance and entitlement, and a lack of gender equality. Not only did judges and lawyers in BiH who participated in the 2013-14 research rarely raise these issues, few saw themselves as responsible for confronting dismissive attitudes toward gender-based violence in their communities.

---

49 Karen Czapaniski and Tricia O’Neill, Maryland Special Joint Committee on Gender Bias in the Courts, *Report of the Special Joint Committee on Gender Bias in the Courts* (1989), v.
50 Halilović and Huhtanen, 72-73.
52 Halilović and Huhtanen, 77-79.
If they genuinely believe that men’s violent behaviour is ‘natural’ and thus unpreventable, then it may actually be logical that they also believe any intervention by the criminal justice system is futile in terms of deterring future gender-based violence.\(^{54}\)

### 3.1.4. Gender bias and decision-making in cases of domestic violence

In 2011, the OSCE Mission in BiH analysed sanctioning practices in cases of domestic violence adjudicated in the country from 2004 to 2010. Their reporting showed that:

- In a majority of cases, a suspended prison sentence was issued (77.2% of cases, or 223);
- Custodial prison sentences were issued in very few cases (8.3% of cases, or 24); and
- Offenders were required to pay fines in about 1 in 8 cases (13.5% of cases, or 39).

In the Federation of BiH, data from 2010-2013 reflects these trends, but data from 2014 shows a decrease in suspended sentences and an increase in custodial imprisonment.\(^{55}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total guilty verdicts</th>
<th>Imprisonment</th>
<th>Monetary fine</th>
<th>Suspended sentence</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the most significant findings of the OSCE research was that suspended prison sentences had been issued in over three-quarters of the cases included in the study. Most often, these were one-year in length, which is the minimum. Cases for which longer suspended sentences were given – with four years being the longest – were relatively uncommon. Furthermore, this research showed that suspended sentences were issued in response to a wide range of domestic violence offences, ranging from physical violence (beatings, slapping, and assault resulting in serious injuries and sometimes involving the use of weapons) to verbal abuse (including death threats and, in one case, a threat to cause miscarriage). In other words, the severity of the crime appeared to have little impact on the severity of the sentence, even in cases where qualified forms of domestic violence had been identified.\(^{56}\)

---

\(^{54}\) See: Marija Babović, et al., *Prevalence and Characteristics of Violence Against Women in BiH: 2013*, (Gender Equality Agency of BiH, 2013), 86 and 88. “Cultural factors are also strongly linked to the risks of domestic violence against women. Although the whole sample exhibits a high agreement with extremely patriarchal opinions about gender roles...this agreement is stronger in households where domestic violence takes place...” and “the ‘culture of tolerating violent conflict resolution methods’ increases the risk of domestic violence against women...”

\(^{55}\) Data from municipal courts in the FBiH, of guilty verdicts for violations of Article 222 of the Criminal Code.

Lenient sentences that are not proportionate to the facts and circumstances of domestic violence offences may signal the impact of gender-based stereotypes and bias held by legal professionals. For instance, the identification of mitigating circumstances is often influenced by the prevailing view that what happens within a family is a private matter to be resolved by the (usually male) head of household. Failures to assess aggravating circumstances, such as the use of weapons, the presence of children, or grievous bodily harm, suggests that even when BiH courts handle extreme cases of domestic violence, they do not truly consider the matter a “public” issue. Yet, when lenient sentences are issued by BiH courts, they play a role in strengthening gender bias in the implementation and enforcement of laws on domestic violence. The current case law on domestic violence, under the influence of these gender-based stereotypes and prejudices, contributes to and perpetuates a culture of impunity for perpetrators and thus presents domestic violence as an irrelevant crime. And minimal repercussions for domestic violence affects the willingness of victims to report the crime, seek help, or engage in criminal prosecution, thereby perpetuating the cycle of violence.

Furthermore, suspended sentences reinforce the assumption of perpetrators that they have a right to use violence to establish power and control over an intimate partner, or at least that this conduct will be tolerated. Lastly, when a second suspended sentence is awarded, rather than the original one being activated if its conditions are breached, courts send a message to victims, perpetrators, and the public alike that they do not see domestic violence as a serious danger to society.57

57 Galić and Huhtanen, 9.
Thematic Unit 3.2: The Risks, Causes, and Consequences of Domestic Violence

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Understand the definitions, causes, risks, and typologies of domestic violence.
2. Understand the consequences of domestic violence.

Summary: Thematic Unit 3.2 examines the definitions, risks, causes, and consequences of domestic violence for women, children, and society at large. While exploring the dynamics of domestic violence and dispelling common myths related to its causes, this unit demonstrates why it is so important for legal practitioners to acquire in-depth understanding of these dynamics in order to deliver justice in a fair and adequate manner. Indeed, gender bias is reflected in the very beliefs and assumptions used to explain and understand domestic violence; and to the extent those beliefs and assumptions can be revealed, gender bias can be more effectively mitigated. In the final part of this unit, students will discuss domestic violence cases in a group setting.

3.2.1. Introduction

Domestic violence has a criminal-legal definition in most countries, but it also has a sociological definition, which frames domestic violence as “a systematic pattern of power and control exerted by one person against another, involving a variety of physical and non-physical tactics of abuse and coercion...”

In the Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence, the Council of Europe has defined DV to include:

all acts of physical, sexual, psychological or economic violence that occur within the family or domestic unit or between former or current spouses or partners, whether or not the perpetrator shares or has shared the same residence with the victim...


59 Council of Europe, Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence, 12 April 2011.
International research, as well as studies conducted in Bosnia and Herzegovina, reveals that most perpetrators of domestic violence are former or current partners of their victims. Perpetrators rarely commit isolated acts but rather engage in “systematically repeated” incidents of violence, abuse, threats, and coercion. This contrasts with the broadly-held opinion in BiH that domestic violence is typically a single incident resulting from stress, frustration, or momentarily low coping skills.

As noted in Thematic Unit 3.1, there are a number of gender-based stereotypes and biases that have influenced the development of laws and policies related to domestic violence, as well as legal practices. It should not be surprising that so many of the ideas, assumptions, and opinions we have about domestic violence are influenced by stereotypes and biases; but if we really wish to combat domestic violence through legal and policy implementation, we must work to insure that our knowledge and understanding is factual, accurate, and up to date – for knowledge, just like law, changes and evolves.

3.2.2. Domestic violence: prevalence, causes, and risk factors

Domestic violence...cannot be explained with simple and individual theories that were used in the past. Today’s paradigm, which is completely accepted by international human rights standards, recognizes the structural nature of violence against women as gender-based violence, and describes this form of violence as one of the key social mechanisms used to force women into a subordinated position by men. It is also recognized that violence against women is a manifestation of an unequal power balance between women and men through history, which has led to men’s discrimination against women. A UN study on all forms of violence against women finds the main structural causes of this violence are patriarchy and other relations involving dominance and subordination, social-cultural norms of behaviour, customs and tradition, and economic inequality. Actually, the main cause of violence against women is gender inequality, and domestic violence and other forms of gender-based violence (e.g. rape, sexual harassment) represent one of the main obstacles to achieving equality between women and men.

Source: Nenad Galić and Heather Huhtanen, eds., Judicial Benchbook: Considerations for Domestic Violence Case Evaluation in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo, DCAF, 2014), 11.

Unfortunately, domestic violence is relatively common. While most men do not commit domestic violence, the number of women and girls affected by DV and other forms of gender-based violence is uncomfortably high.

61 Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014), 67.
62 Council of Europe, Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women, Preamble.
63 See: UN General Assembly, In-Depth Study on All Forms of Violence against Women, 28-30.
Domestic violence statistics

In the United States:

- In their lifetimes, 1 in 3 women and 1 in 4 men are subjected to physical violence by an intimate partner. This violence is severe for 1 in 5 women and 1 in 7 men.
- In their lifetimes, 1 in 7 women and 1 in 18 men have been stalked by an intimate partner to the point that they have had serious fears about their own personal safety or that of someone close to them, including the risk of homicide.
- Domestic violence hotlines received more than 20,000 calls on a typical day.64
- 45% of female homicide victims are killed by an intimate partner.65

Questions for students:

- Do you think the situation related to domestic violence is better in Bosnia and Herzegovina than in the US?
- Do you think women in BiH are exposed to domestic violence at the same rate as women in the US?

In Bosnia and Herzegovina:

- 47% of women (47.2% in the FBiH and 47.3% in the RS) have been subjected to one or more forms of violence since they turned 15.
- 42% of women report being subjected to psychological violence, making it the most common form.
- 24% of women report being subjected to physical violence, making it the second most prevalent form.
- 72% of cases involve a perpetrator who is a former or current partner.
- Perpetrators commit acts of violence against young women more than against older women. (56.4% of women aged 18-24 are subjected to violence compared to 44.2% of women over 65).
- Perpetrators are just as likely to commit violence against disabled women and those in poor health as against those without any forms of disability or ill health.
- Domestic violence is usually systematically repeated and is not characterised by one-off incidents.66

The causes of domestic violence

“Men are more aggressive. Just look at history – they have always waged wars. It is in their genetic make-up, and women are much more devoted to their families.”67

---

66 Babović.
67 Halilović and Huhtanen.
This quote is from an interview with a female lawyer in BiH. It echoes the common gender-based stereotype that men are naturally more violent or aggressive. As noted in the previous unit, when gender-based stereotypes are incorporated into legal practice, the result is gender bias. Thus, it is important for legal professionals to understand the actual causes and explanations for domestic violence, to be able to avoid or at least mitigate the influence of gender bias. Indeed, the simplest answer as to why domestic violence occurs is that it is “a behaviour that is learned at the individual, family, community and socio-cultural level.” If one or more of these levels models, teaches, or reflects gender inequality, male dominance, and the acceptability of male violence and abuse, then domestic violence can be learned and perpetuated from one generation to the next. This helps explain why men commit more violence generally – because they have historically been granted the legal and political authority to do so, and this has been replicated at the individual, family, and community levels.

The more complex answer to why domestic violence occurs is that it is the result of various factors at various levels, which are closely linked to inequality between men and women, but no single factor alone causes violence. Rather, a number of factors combine to increase the likelihood that someone will perpetrate domestic violence, or be a victim.

**Levels at which domestic violence is learned**

- **Individual Level**: Factors in an individual’s biological and socio-personal history that increase the possibility of becoming a victim or perpetrator of violence. For example, attitudes or beliefs that support domestic and family violence, impulsive and anti-social behaviours, sense of entitlement, history of abuse or witnessing abuse, alcohol and drug abuse. Notably, the single greatest risk factor for being a victim of domestic or sexual violence is being a woman. And, men’s attitudes about gender equality and controlling behaviour toward women are major predictors of violence against women.

- **Relationship Level**: Factors within an individual’s closest relationships, such as social peers, intimate partners, and family members that increase their risk. For example, association with violent or sexually aggressive peers, emotionally unsupportive, physically violent, or strongly patriarchal family environment.

- **Community Level**: Factors on the community level such as relationships with schools, workplaces, and neighbourhoods can increase an individual’s risk. For example, a general tolerance of violence against women, a lack of support from police and judiciary, and weak community sanctions against perpetrators.

- **Societal Level**: Social or cultural norms create an environment that accepts or condones violence and inequality. For example, social, political, and economic inequality based on gender/sex, religion, ethnicity, etc. that is widely accepted and even enforced by the society.


69 Ibid.
Risk factors associated with domestic violence

Perpetrators of domestic violence routinely deny their violent behaviour, attempting to minimise it or otherwise avoid taking responsibility by blaming it on someone or something else. They often claim that stress, mental illness, or the use of substances causes their behaviour or they blame it on a “dysfunctional” relationship. However, scientific research does not support such claims. Instead, it demonstrates that domestic violence is a learned behaviour consisting of a series of intentional acts.70

While some factors may increase the risk of perpetrating domestic violence or being a victim of it, it is important to keep in mind that “a risk factor is not a cause, but can rather be seen as a factor that either lessens the inhibitions of the perpetrator (e.g. drugs/alcohol) or provides a false justification for their abuse (stress, unemployment, loss of temper).” 71 Notably, the practice of denying, blaming, and minimizing domestic violence is often rooted in gender-based stereotypes or bias. For this reason, it is particularly necessary that legal practitioners can critically scrutinize the explanations provided by perpetrators in defence of their violent behaviour. Below are some of the factors recognized as risk factors for perpetration.

Risk Factors Associated with Domestic Violence

**Drug and Alcohol Use/Addiction** is associated with increased risk for both domestic violence perpetration and victimisation. Drug/alcohol addiction does NOT cause domestic violence – if alcohol and drug use caused violence, then everyone who consumed alcohol or used drugs would become violent. Yet not all perpetrators drink or use drugs, and most people who drink or use drugs do not perpetrate domestic violence (or other kinds of violence). For example, a study of 200 perpetrators found that a substantial proportion of perpetrators did not abuse alcohol or drugs. Even of those who were abusing substances, their use of violence was not limited to times when they were intoxicated. They also found that “alcohol and drug intoxication may lower inhibitions, but they also make for [good] rationalizations.” 72 For those perpetrators who do use alcohol and drugs, it may increase the frequency and severity of domestic violence.73 Moreover, for some perpetrators, both substance use and domestic violence appear to be linked to an underlying need for power and control related to gender-based distortions and insecurities.74

---

71 Galić, 12.
Economic Stress and Poverty is associated with increased risk for both domestic violence perpetration and victimisation – but it does not cause domestic violence to occur. While there is a correlation between income levels and domestic violence, there is more to the analysis; for example, a number of studies have linked the profile of lower socio-economic status men, who are not successful in the role of breadwinner, with a motivation to assert dominance through violence, including violence against women, as a means to achieve masculine status. This research suggests that sexual conquest and asserting social and physical control over women may be a source of power and a measure of success for men who feel unsuccessful by traditional markers such as wealth. Moreover, some studies indicated that economically disenfranchised men often associate with one another male peer networks that collectively devalue women and regard them as legitimate victims who deserve physical and sexual abuse.

Mental illness is associated with increased risk for domestic violence perpetration and, in particular, victimisation. Early studies with domestic violence perpetrators revealed that they often test “normal” despite the need for control and presence of defensiveness, anger, a lack of empathy for mother or children, and a denial of abuse. Studies examining the relationship between PTSD and domestic violence in male veterans have consistently found veterans with greater PTSD symptomology to have higher levels of anger, hostility, aggressiveness, anger reactivity, and domestic violence perpetration. Notably, this anger, aggression, and violence is not solely directed within the family, suggesting that PTSD does not cause domestic violence, but can contribute to aggressive and violent behaviour more generally. Perhaps most notable, mentally ill people are more likely to be victims than perpetrators of violent crime and more likely to have experienced intimate partner violence than the general population.

Source: Galić, 12-13.

There is a significant correlation between victimization and alcohol and drug abuse. For example, according to research from the US, between 55 and 99 percent of women who have issues with substance abuse have been victimized at some point in their life. What’s more, between 67 and 20% of women who have been victims of intimate partner violence have substance abuse disorders. Substance abuse can also exacerbate the effects of trauma and make it more difficult for survivors to seek help and heal.

---


80 percent of women in alcohol and drug treatment programs are victims of DV. Thus, while treating alcohol and drug addiction might be an important component of comprehensive intervention efforts, it is important to recognize that substance use/abuse, by the victim or perpetrator, does not cause domestic violence and that treating a substance abuse problem will not alone bring an end to a pattern of domestic violence.

And, while research reveals that perpetrators of DV may have higher lifetime rates of alcoholism, antisocial personality disorder, and depression than non-perpetrators, they do not have higher rates of other psychiatric conditions. Anti-social personality disorder and depression constitute risk factors for domestic violence perpetration, but are not considered causes of domestic violence; in other words, their presence may contribute to DV perpetration but many people with these disorders will never commit violence. However, victims who experience mental health conditions are more at risk of DV. Compared to women with no mental health disorders, for example, women with depressive or anxiety disorders, or PTSD, have been found to be 2.5 to 7 times more likely to be victimised by perpetrators of DV than women without these disorders.

To fully understand the roles these factors can play, it is helpful to draw upon some theories from criminology. Many criminologists argue – with the support of rather persuasive data – that individuals who engage in criminal behaviour often belong to peer groups of people who commit similarly deviant acts. DeKeseredy and Schwartz set out to examine whether this could also apply to men’s violence against women; but this involved turning the theory on its head, because gender inequality is a mainstreamed but “unacknowledged norm” in societies and institutions across the world. In other words, domestic violence and other crimes stemming from gender inequality cannot really be viewed as deviant because they are so pervasive.

DeKeseredy and Schwartz found that, while factors such as economic stress and alcoholism do not alone predict whether a person will perpetrate domestic violence, men who perpetrate domestic violence often belong to informal ‘male support groups’ that condone or even encourage abusive behaviour. For example, unemployed men who feel humiliated by the fact that they are not the breadwinner in their family and use violence to assert their position as head of the household often socialise with other unemployed men who do the same. These peers may even goad men to beat their wives by ridiculing them as inferior if they do not. It should be noted that this kind of male peer dynamic is not limited to economically disadvantaged men; studies show that it is also prevalent among privileged men, for example at universities and colleges. Men are more likely to join these groups if they experience risk factors such as economic stress, alcoholism, and PTSD. But by the same logic, male support groups that condemn violent behaviour and instead provide alternative means for men to earn respect in society – such as through active parenting – can help to prevent domestic violence.

84 Ibid.
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As noted previously, these risk factors are sometimes used by perpetrators to deny their responsibility in committing domestic violence. Perpetrators may blame their behaviour on their partner, someone else, or something else to minimize their abuse. Yet, the rationale for this defence often centres on gender-based stereotypes and biases. For example, mental illness is a more common risk factor for victimization than perpetration, and perpetrators have been known to instrumentalise the mental state of their victim, claiming their partner is ‘crazy’ and has exaggerated an every-day fight or is fabricating stories of abuse. This claim relies on the stereotype that women are hysterical, emotional, and lack credibility, and the fact that it is commonly made illustrates how perpetrators can turn their victim’s vulnerabilities, in this case mental illness, into an avenue for denial.

Similarly, the use of alcohol and drugs is sometimes asserted to minimize or even deny culpability on the one hand, or apply culpability on the other. For example, perpetrators may claim they don’t remember or did not know what they were doing when they physically assaulted their partner, because they were under the influence of intoxicants. Ironically, if it was the victim who was under the influence of drugs and alcohol, a perpetrator might claim that their partner was so ‘out of control’ that they had to physically intervene to prevent them from hurting themselves or others. This rationale is arguably based on widely-held gendered notions of who may or should consume intoxicants, and again, on gender-based stereotypes about women’s lack of self-control.

3.2.3. Domestic violence typology

Researchers have identified three typologies of domestic violence relationships, based on the control mechanisms used by the abuser within the relationship, the motives of the abuser, and the existence of a pattern of controlling behaviour by the abuser:

- **Situational couple violence** is the most common form of intimate partner violence. It becomes part of a relationship when a disagreement turns into angry quarrelling and then escalates into violence. This type of violence can be mild or severe, and may even be isolated, but a recurring pattern of such violence is extremely dangerous. Still, this type of violence is less likely to escalate over time and result in physical injury. Situational couple violence is almost as likely to be perpetrated by women as by men, though men tend to do more serious harm as abusers. Notably, situational couple violence does not involve the aim of domination and control by one or both individuals in the relationship.

- **Domestic violence battering** (also called “intimate terrorism”) occurs independent of conflict or disagreement and is less frequent than situational couple violence. However, it is this type of domestic violence that is most likely to cause severe harm. Domestic violence battering is distinguished by a pattern of both violent and non-violent behaviours that are rooted in attempts to dominate and control a partner, and almost always involves men abusing women. Perpetrators control their partners by combining violence with other tactics, such as threats and intimidation, economic and psychological abuse, isolation, and the assertion of male privilege.

- **Violent resistance** by victims – usually women – occurs when an abuser’s attempts to dominate are physically challenged. This physical resistance is often transitory due to the capacity of many abusers to physically dominate their victim, and most women who resist violently soon adopt other strategies to cope with abuse.88

Johnson's control typology of intimate partner violence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Violence Battering</th>
<th>Nasilni otpor</th>
<th>Situacijsko nasilje medu partnerima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aim</strong></td>
<td>To control a relationship</td>
<td>To escape an &quot;intimate terrorist&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defining characteristics</strong></td>
<td>Repeated violence, or the use of a single violent act as a lasting control mechanism (coercive threat of repetition)</td>
<td>Victim reacts to defend or retaliate against their partner's abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perpetrator</strong></td>
<td>Only one; dominant role in relationship</td>
<td>Only one; the victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency of violence</strong></td>
<td>Often frequent</td>
<td>Very infrequent, often a one-time occurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Severity</strong></td>
<td>Victims may fear for their lives, even if abuse is largely psychological</td>
<td>May be very violent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An appreciation of this typology can help legal professionals understand the situations that lead to reports of domestic violence, including when men claim to have been victimized. This is important because while men are sometimes victims, studies suggest that “men may be over-reporting instances of being victims of domestic violence” when they are actually the perpetrators. A 2009 analysis of arrest reports for domestic violence found significant gender-based differences in men versus women perpetrators, determining that men were significantly more likely to be repeat offenders and to display considerably more intense and severe violence than women. And yet, despite women’s involvement in fewer and less severe incidents, women were three times more likely to be arrested than men.

Johnson’s typology can help us interpret the data compiled in research. It is likely, for instance, that many of the women arrested on domestic violence charge have committed acts of violent resistance. Abusers who are subjected to violent resistance often see the incident as an opportunity to harness the force of the law to both punish and delegitimise their victim. This is especially the case when violent resistance causes visible injuries; and particularly when victims have only minor or no obvious physical injuries, having been targeted primarily by psychological violence.

---
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Johnson’s typology also helps to explain how women can be abusers (and not just as an act of resistance) of men who may be physically stronger. The violence in these cases is largely linked to emotional control, so that physical strength is not necessarily important. While this is less common, it is possible for a woman to emotionally subordinate a male victim without resorting to physical violence, for example through coercion, such as if the male victim fears being arrested for violently resisting.

### 3.2.4. Domestic violence: the dynamics of power and control

Sociological research has shown that cases of systematic domestic violence are associated with complex dynamics of power and control. Perpetrators use violence to dominate their partners and control their actions, responses, and feelings. These findings contradict generally-held assumptions about how the nature of men, alcohol, and mental illness relate to domestic violence. Indeed, **domestic violence is intentional** at the individual level, and is often supported or endorsed within a broader framework of gender inequality at the socio-cultural level.

This is why it is so crucial for legal responses to domestic violence to recognize the existence of gender bias – defined as:

- stereotyped thinking about the nature and roles of women and men;
- devaluation of women and what is perceived as women’s work; and
- lack of factual knowledge of the social and economic realities of women’s experiences and lives.

Moreover, recent studies illustrate why legal responses based on outdated theories of domestic violence are likely to be ineffective. Responses that treat violence merely through the lens of a substance abuse problem or marital dysfunction will not address the fact that a violent abuser seeks to gain and maintain power and control.

To prevent or mitigate the influence of gender bias, legal practitioners must familiarize themselves with the dynamics, strategies, and behaviours associated with domestic violence at the individual level. The Domestic Abuse Intervention Project (DAIP) developed the “Power and Control Wheel” (shown below) to illustrate and explain the pattern of violent and abusive behaviour that occurs in domestic violence relationships.\(^{93}\) The “Power and Control Wheel” describes the different methods abusers use to gain and maintain power and control over a partner, observed through many years of interviews with victims and abusers. It illustrates the relationship between physical and sexual violence – something which may be threatened often but only followed through on occasion or even never – and the role of intimidation, coercion, manipulation, and economic control to assert day-to-day authority over the relationship and the home.

\(^{93}\) Different versions of the “Power and Control Wheel” are available online at: [www.theduluthmodel.org/training/wheels.html](http://www.theduluthmodel.org/training/wheels.html) (accessed 10 February 2017).
Furthermore, the “Power and Control Wheel” reflects research on the use of coercive control by abusers – a technique also used in hostage situations and prisoner-of-war camps. In this way, abusers primarily control victims through coercion and punishment; and the effectiveness of the technique is based on the cumulative effect of a series of small acts that imply a significant risk of serious injury or death to the victim. Coercive control techniques are thus psychological in nature, so that the physical strength of the victim does not determine their vulnerability.94

Coercive control in the context of domestic violence does differ from its use in hostage and POW situations in some respects. Still, while hostages and POWs are physically prevented from leaving their detention, many victims of domestic violence report that they feel imprisoned even if they could theoretically leave their homes at any point. In the words of historian Linda Gordon, “one assault does not make a battered woman; she becomes that because of her socially determined inability to resist or escape.”95

Perpetrators tend to use trial and error to determine how best to control their victims. They may threaten to destroy sentimental objects or harm the children and pets. In combination with limits to victims’ access to support networks (including informal friend groups, more formal associations, or government services), abusers slowly gain control over all the spaces in which their victims can assert any autonomy. Some abusers may even formalise this control, with a ‘contract’ that details how the victim should behave, where they are allowed to go, at what time and under what conditions. In such cases, victims may believe they can avoid violence only if they report on their movements by mobile phone and return by a specified time.96

Domestic violence victims face routine, minor violent episodes designed to undermine and erode their sense of self. A survey of women in domestic violence shelters in the US found that they had faced an average of 69 assaults per year. Perpetrators may justify these assaults by claiming their victim must be punished for breaking a ‘rule’ or for underperforming their ‘duties’; but often, the demands made of victims are unachievable or the perpetrator will find fault in any case, so the violence is inevitable. The psychological effects of this are so extreme that some battered women have reported trying to censor their own thoughts because they felt their abuser could read their mind.97

While not all domestic violence abusers are perpetrators of systematic abuse, judges, prosecutors, and allied professionals who understand the dynamics of power and control inherent to DV cases are better equipped to handle them. For example, what is presented as a first-time or isolated incident of domestic violence may just be the first time a perpetrator has been arrested and appeared before the court. Additional inquiry will very often reveal a history of abuse – including physical, sexual, and psychological violence. Conducting comprehensive case evaluations will enable the judiciary to identify those incidents which truly are isolated and those which constitute a pattern of abuse and violence. A legal system that acknowledges the existence of gender-based stereotypes and of different types of domestic abuse is more likely to provide the most effective and efficient response.

96 Stark, Coercive Control, 205-208.
97 Stark, Coercive Control, 209.
3.2.5. Domestic violence: consequences

Women who are exposed to domestic violence [often] suffer mental health problems as a result – such as depression, anxiety, and posttraumatic stress disorder....

A study by the World Health Organization (WHO) on violence against women found that pregnant women who had experienced physical or sexual partner violence, or both, reported more induced abortions.98 That study also demonstrated significant associations between sexual violence in a relationship and unintended pregnancy and/or abortion.99 Further, research shows that [in addition to physical and psychological harm] being in a relationship with an abusive partner can impact women’s sexual decision-making and their level of control over contraceptive methods, sometimes resulting in unintended pregnancy and abortion.100 Some studies also show that violence can increase if a husband and his family desire a male child and his wife bears or is carrying a female child.101

...An intimate relationship is reasonably expected to be a place of security, trust, and affection; and violence in intimate relationships, especially sexual violence, is often experienced as a serious violation that leaves victims feeling confused, angry, ashamed, betrayed, and in a persistent state of fear that they may be attacked again....102

Lynn Hecht Schafran...argues that witnessing violence and being exposed to it are different experiences with different consequences.

Articles about domestic violence sometimes describe children as witnesses, a problematic term for two reasons. First, ‘witness’ implies a passive bystander, whereas children are deeply engaged with everything that happens in their family environment. Second, a child might never see or hear the physical or sexual abuse yet be profoundly harmed by the atmosphere of fear in which he or she lives. The preferred terminology is children ‘exposed’ to domestic violence.103

---

The negative effects of domestic violence on children are well documented. Children in violent homes [even if they are not the primary victim of abuse] are more likely to be victims of physical and emotional violence themselves and grow up with a number of various other associated consequences. Typically, children exposed to domestic violence respond in one of two ways: they become quiet and withdrawn or loud and aggressive. A review of the literature shows that these children develop more emotional and behavioural problems and are prone to take more unnecessary risks. A study from Northern Ireland shows that domestic violence also negatively affects the educational attainment of children, along with their self-esteem and ability to form relationships. Other research shows that children exposed to violence in the home exhibit significantly poorer verbal skills than their peers and that domestic violence indirectly affects the intellectual abilities of children through its influence on maternal depression and the quality of the home environment.

A 2006 UNICEF report estimated that as many as 275 million children worldwide were exposed to violence in the home – a number it qualified as conservative because many countries have no data to determine this number, as is the case in BiH. In the report, UNICEF urged that serious attention be brought to the issue of children’s exposure to domestic violence and confirmed other research findings that violence affects the learning, social skills, behavioural control, and emotional health of children. This is especially important for children in their first few years of life, as they are particularly vulnerable due to the key developmental stages of infancy and early childhood; and yet, domestic violence is actually more prevalent in the homes of younger children than those of older children.

...The consequences for children who are exposed to violence and who grow up in violent homes are not limited to individual-level effects; and a number of studies show that there are inter-generational impacts of domestic violence. In what Brown and Bzostek call a “disturbingly prophetic pattern,” male children exposed to violence are more likely to be abusers as adults and female children exposed to violence are more likely to be abused. Similarly, compared to non-abusers, abusers are much more likely to have had violent fathers. Domestic violence is a learned behaviour, after all, and the children of batterers learn that violence is normal in intimate relationships.

3.2.6. Critical thinking and discussion: the impact of DV

**Video:** California Attorney General’s Office, First Impressions: Exposure to Violence and a Child’s Developing Brain (2008)

**YouTube:** http://youtu.be/brVOYtNMmKk

**Running Time:** 14 minutes, 43 seconds

- After viewing the video, ask participants for their first impressions.
- Facilitate a short discussion. Explain that the video is intended to illustrate how children are impacted at the individual, familial, community, and societal levels by domestic violence, and outline how this harms children and contributes to future generations of abuse.
- Abusers learn to be violent by observation and experience – within their families, communities, and society at large – and thus form conceptions of the appropriate roles of men and women. Boys who witness their fathers beating their mothers are seven times more likely to abuse their own spouses. Violent behaviour is reinforced when peers and authorities fail to sanction perpetrators for using violence and abuse against their family or partners, as well as in general.

Note how important it is for the judiciary to have a common understanding about the factors that cause and contribute to domestic violence in order to provide an effective, comprehensive, and consistent response.

3.2.7. Scenario-based problem analysis: applying the law on domestic violence

*Split students into groups of 4 and instruct them to debate, discuss, and decide one of the following cases. The students must identify and assess aggravating and mitigating circumstances in their case and decide an appropriate sentence. After ½ hour, ask each group to report to the whole class.*

**Case Scenario I:**

Husband A and Wife B have been married for 23 years. The police were called to their home. B had a slightly red and swollen area on her right cheek bone and one small scratch on the left side of her neck. A had scratch marks, some with blood, on his forearms and on the top of his hands. B reported that A was angry because she had visited a friend in the city and was wearing nice clothes. B also reported that, during the argument, A grabbed her around the neck and began to squeeze. To make him stop, B said she tried to scratch his hands and arms. Afterward, she said he slapped her hard on the left cheek. B claims that her husband has been abusive to her for years and that he always tells her where she can go, who she can see, and what she can wear.
**Additional information in the case file:**

- *A witness statement from the couple’s adult daughter who lives with her husband in another city.* The adult daughter reported that her mother, B, is an alcoholic who does not take good care of her dad, A. She says that B drinks instead of doing housework or preparing meals, and sometimes screams at A. The daughter was not present during the incident, but does not think her father would strangle or choke her mother and does not consider her father to be violent or abusive. However, she does admit that her father sometimes forbids her mother to go to certain places or wear certain clothes.

- *A report from the local centre for social work, indicating that B has contacted them on two occasions – once by telephone and once in-person.* On both of these occasions, B claimed to live with constant psychological abuse and threats of physical violence.

- *A police statement from A in which he denies choking his wife and says that she attacked him.* A told police that he slapped B in self-defence. He claims she is an alcoholic and does nothing in the home. He says he works and makes the money and still has to do all the shopping, because she is often too drunk to do it herself. The police further noted that A is left handed.

**Case Scenario II:**

Husband C and Wife D have been married for 10 years. They have two small children together (5 and 7 years old). On 15 October, the police were called to their home by a neighbour after their 7-year old child was seen crying outside the house with no coat and shoes. When the police arrived, C was very calm while D was shouting and crying. Both children were in the room with them, crying. There are no visible injuries on either C or D, but D claims that C grabbed her by her upper arms and shook her after she disagreed with him about a financial matter. C reports that he may have gently grabbed his wife by her upper arms, but says he did not shake her.

**Additional information in the case file:**

- The police asked both C and D whether the children were present during their fight. They both said that the children were in the house, but in another room. Neither parent is aware that the 7-year old one was outside without a coat or shoes during their fight.

- The police spoke with the 7-year old, who told them: “sometimes daddy cleans his gun when he is angry and that scares mommy.”

- The police noted that C is a rising political figure in the community and is generally held in high esteem.

- *A witness statement from the neighbour, an elderly widow.* The neighbour indicates that she has heard shouting from the house at least once a month. She says C is very polite and very nice and that D is always at home and does not go out very often. She reports that D does not receive visitors except for members of C’s family.
Case Scenario III:

Boyfriend E and Girlfriend F have been living together for six months. F reported to the police that when she tried to break up with E, he threatened to kill her and himself. She reported that he also kicked down the bathroom door (which had a large hole at the bottom) and threw some of her belongings around the apartment, breaking a number of picture frames and a large mirror.

E appeared before the court for this incident and was given a three-month suspended sentence for a first-time offence that caused no bodily injury.

After this suspended sentence was issued, F packed a small bag and went to stay at her sister’s house. She told E that she wanted to move out as soon as she could find a place to live. E immediately began to text and call F repeatedly – alternating between issuing threats and begging her to return to their home. Two days after F left for her sister’s house, E showed up at her workplace and began shouting at her, calling her a “whore.” He told F: “If you don’t come back home by tonight, I will make you come back.” F’s colleagues called the police, but E had already left by the time they arrived.

Additional information in the case file:

- The police found 21 text messages from E on F’s phone. Many of the messages were threats to physically harm F, to destroy her property, to get her fired from her job, to spread rumours about her, etc.
- The police asked F about any kind of physical abuse she may have suffered. She said that E hurt her physically, but did not specify when or how it happened or the nature of the abuse. The police asked F whether E hit, kicked, strangled, or slapped her. She answered negatively, began to cry, and asked the police to mention only the text messages in their report.
- The police reviewed E’s cell phone and noted that all sent and received text messages had been deleted, and that all deleted messages had been deleted permanently so that the phone held no record of past text messaging activity. E’s phone did indicate that he had called F’s number repeatedly for the previous two weeks.
- A witness statement from two of F’s colleagues. These colleagues confirm that E came to F’s place of work, shouted at her, refused to leave, then threatened her and was generally scary and aggressive.
- A witness statement from F’s sister. F’s sister says she believes that E is physically abusive but that F does not talk about it. She reports seeing bruises on F’s upper legs when she changed her clothes the previous day.
Case Scenario IV:

Son G lives with his Father H and Mother J. G is 47 years old and has been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder due to experiences during the war. He has a slight disability and walks with a limp. G does not work but receives a small stipend from his disability insurance. His parents are in their late 70s; H works for the District Public Works Department, and J is a housewife who has a heart condition and is in generally poor health.

G was recently arrested after returning to his parents' home drunk, shouting at them, knocking his mother to the floor, and breaking dishes. When police were called to the home, they observed signs of a fight and noted that J could not walk as the result of an injury from her fall. They offered her medical attention but she declined. H and J were both very concerned about their son being arrested, and begged police not to detain him. G claimed he did not remember anything.

Additional information in the case file:

- The police noted that G’s parents did not want their son to be prosecuted for domestic violence, asking instead that he receive medical treatment for his mental illness and alcohol addiction. H admitted that his son drinks regularly and often comes home in a state of anger and distress.
- Individually, H told police he is worried that G could really hurt J at some point, and that she is inclined to protect G at all costs.
- Both H and J admitted that they have no family or friends to help them, and they have limited resources. All their relatives have moved to nearby countries.
3.2.8. References


Thematic Unit 4: Gender Bias in Cases of Rape, Attempted Rape, and Sexual Assault

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Understand how gender bias affects cases of rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault.
2. Understand how gender bias affects perceptions of victims and perpetrators.
3. Understand how gender bias can impact analysis of rape and other forms of sexual assault and thus impede the fair and equal dispensation of justice.

Background reading:


Summary: The introductory part of this unit defines the criminal offense of rape and looks at the medical and psychological consequences of rape on survivors. The unit then outlines the evolution of understandings of rape through international and domestic legal frameworks. Then, the unit explores the fact that, although rape is clearly regulated by law, the extent that it is perceived and processed as a criminal offense is coloured by gender-related attitudes, prejudices, and beliefs among members of the judiciary – which consequently influences the administration of justice. Academic research, including from BiH, shows that judges, prosecutors, and lawyers base their decisions not only on available facts, but sometimes, consciously or not, on their views of the appropriateness of the sexual behaviour of the accused or the victim. This unit demonstrates that stereotypes and biased attitudes can thus significantly and negatively impact the outcome of criminal cases and legal proceedings. The unit elaborates on examples from BiH case law in which myths regarding cases of rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault have had a negative impact on the investigation, prosecution, and ultimately on the fair application of law.
4.1. Introduction

“Rape is a culturally fostered means of suppressing women. Legally we say we deplore it, but mythically we romanticize and perpetuate it, and privately we excuse and overlook it.”

Rape, in accordance with applicable legislation in the Federation and Brčko District of BiH, is a “criminal offense against sexual freedom and morality.” The Criminal Code of the Republika Srpska classifies acts of rape as “criminal acts against sexual integrity.” The basic form of the offence is punishable by imprisonment of 1 to 10 years or 2 to 10 years, while more serious forms of the crime may result in a longer sentence (e.g. 3 to 15 years or a minimum of 10 years). In this way, legislators have recognised rape as a serious crime that can be punished with significant time in prison.

Still, though rape is a criminal offence that is subject to formal social condemnation, it is still glorified in much of popular culture, through movies, music, and literature. And in fact, for many years in Europe and North America, rape was viewed as a crime against property, meaning that if a woman was raped and the perpetrator was found, the rapist was expected to compensate her father or husband for damage to their property. While laws on sexual violence have evolved, a specific focus on the behaviour, actions, and choices of victims has remained. Arguably, that focus is rooted in the notion that a victim’s choices, engagement in particular activities, or behaviour are causative factors in sexual assault. And this reveals a continued prevailing belief that a victim is responsible, even if only in part, for their own experience of sexual violence.

This focus on the victim reflects gender-based attitudes, values, and stereotypes that define how women (and men) are ‘supposed’ to behave – wherein rape and sexual violence are largely seen as a consequence for stepping outside of accepted social lines. But victims of forced sexual acts are not just women; men, heterosexual and homosexual, and children are also victimized. And sexual assault and rape are social and sociological phenomena with significant consequences, especially on the mental and physical health of the victim.

One consequences of rape can be the victim’s death, frequently by suicide or sexually transmitted infection. However, the psychological effects – which, initially, may not be as visible as physical injuries and can therefore be given too little attention, can be more severe and long-lasting than physical effects. In fact, approximately one-third of rape victims develop PTSD. Symptoms of PTSD include memory loss, flashbacks (known as intrusive recall), nightmares, insomnia, mood swings, difficulty concentrating, panic attacks, and severe depression and anxiety.

---

4.2. Legal Framework

Domestic legal framework

Legal frameworks for rape in BiH are relatively straightforward. Whereas many countries limit the definition of rape to acts of sexual intercourse committed by a male perpetrator against a female victim, legislation in BiH is gender neutral and incorporates any sexual act equivalent to sexual intercourse.\(^{117}\)

**Article 203 of the Criminal Code of the Federation of BiH establishes that:**

1. Whoever coerces another by force or by threat of immediate attack upon his life or limb, or the life or limb of someone close to that person, to sexual intercourse or an equivalent sexual act, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between one and ten years.
2. Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article in a particularly cruel or humiliating manner or if on the same occasion a number of perpetrators perform a number of acts of sexual intercourse or equivalent sexual acts against the same victim, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between three and fifteen years.
3. If, by the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, the death of the raped person is caused, or serious bodily injury is inflicted on the raped person or his health is severely impaired, or the raped female is left pregnant, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than three years.
4. The punishment referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article shall be imposed on whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article out of hatred on the grounds of national or ethnic origin, race, religion, sex or language.
5. Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article against a juvenile, shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than three years.
6. Whoever perpetrates the criminal offence referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of this Article against a juvenile, shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than five years.
7. If, by the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, the consequences referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article are caused, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than five years.\(^{118}\)

**Article 193 of the Criminal Code of the Republika Srpska establishes that:**

1. Whoever compels another person to sexual intercourse or any other sex act by force or threat of immediate attack upon life or body, or life or body of someone close to that person, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between one and ten years.

---

\(^{117}\) For more on the acts this encompasses, see: Clare McGlynn and Vanessa E. Munro, *Rethinking Rape Law: International and Comparative Perspectives* (Oxfordshire, UK: Routledge, 2010), 172.

\(^{118}\) Official Gazette of the Federation of BiH 36/03.
(2) If the criminal offence referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article was committed against a minor or in a particularly cruel or degrading manner or if at the same occasion the victim was raped by several perpetrators or if the criminal offence has resulted in grievous bodily injury or a serious impairment of health or pregnancy of the female victim, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term between three and fifteen years.

(3) If the criminal offences referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article have resulted in the death of the victim, the perpetrator shall be punished by imprisonment for a term not less than five years.

(4) Whoever compels another person to sexual intercourse or any other sex act by serious threat of disclosing some information that would harm his reputation or reputation of someone close to that person or by threat of any other serious harm, shall be punished by imprisonment for a term of between six months and five years.119

Article 200 of the Criminal Code of the Brčko District establishes that:

(1) A person who compels another person to sexual intercourse or an act equal to sexual intercourse by use of force or by threat of direct attack on life and body of that person, or life and body of somebody close to that person, shall be sentenced to prison from one to ten years.

(2) If the offence referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article was committed in an extremely brutal or humiliating way, or if several sexual intercourses, or sexual acts equal to them, involving the same victim were committed by several persons, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to prison from three to fifteen years.

(3) If the offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article resulted in death of the raped person, or grievous bodily injury, or serious impairment of health, or pregnancy of the raped person, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to at least three years of prison.

(4) A person who commits the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article because of intolerance regarding ethnic or national origin, race, religion or language, shall be imposed the sentence referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article.

(5) A person who commits the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article against a juvenile, shall be sentenced to at least three years of prison.

(6) A person who commits the criminal offences referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of this Article against a juvenile, shall be sentenced to at least five years of prison.

(7) If the criminal offence referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article resulted in consequences referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to at least five years of prison.120

International legal framework

International understandings and legal definitions of rape and sexual assault have shifted over time, largely in terms of how the law recognises women's (and men's) bodily and sexual autonomy. The law has thereby moved away from associating rape and other forms of sexual assault with dishonour and with notions of 'spoiled' property. Yet not long ago, these offences were not considered violent crimes but moral ones, and were blamed on victims.

119 Official Gazette of the Republika Srpska 49/03, 108/04.
120 Official Gazette of the Brčko District of BiH 10/03, 45/04, 6/05, 21/10.
Notably, even in the 1907 Hague Convention, rape was “delicately coded as a ‘violation of family honour and rights.’”\(^{121}\) But what was initially defined as a crime of family dishonour – placing the burden on the victim and their family – has eventually been recognized as a crime against an autonomous individual and a violation of her or his rights and freedoms. Two of the most important international documents that codify elements of the crime of rape are the Istanbul Convention and the European Convention on Human Rights.

**The Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (The Istanbul Convention)**\(^{122}\)

The Istanbul Convention is a Council of Europe initiative that came into force in August 2014. It is the first legally-binding instrument intended to prevent, protect against, and prosecute different forms of violence against women, including domestic and sexual violence. BiH was among the first eight states to ratify the Convention.

The Istanbul Convention defines sexual violence, including rape, as:

a) engaging in non-consensual vaginal, anal or oral penetration of a sexual nature of the body of another person with any bodily part or object;

b) engaging in other non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a person;

c) causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third person.\(^{123}\)

The Convention also specifies that “consent must be given voluntarily as the result of the person's free will assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances.”\(^{124}\) This means that consent is predicated on more than the dynamics between the victim and the perpetrator. Rather, assessing whether consent was voluntary relies also on the overall context in which the crime occurred.

**The European Convention on Human Rights & Case law of the European Court of Human Rights**

The European Court of Human Rights has ruled that rape constitutes a form of torture and is a violation of Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (the right not to be subjected to torture, inhuman, or degrading treatment).\(^ {125}\) In a 2003 ruling, the Court noted that evidence of physical resistance by the victim was still a *de facto* and *de jure* requirement in many countries to prove cases of rape, and emphasized the importance of instead focusing on a lack of consent in

---


123 Ibid., Article 36.

124 Ibid.

investigating and judging rape cases.\textsuperscript{126} As such, under Articles 3 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, member states (including BiH) must punish and prosecute “all non-consensual sexual acts, even in the absence of physical resistance.”

Rulings of the European Court of Human Rights thus illustrate an evolution in legal understanding and practice when it comes to rape and sexual assault. Previous standards requiring proof of physical force and physical resistance in cases of rape failed to appreciate that threats and coercion are effective means by which to commit non-consensual sexual violence. Moreover, these standards placed a greater burden of proof on victims to demonstrate that they had resisted the perpetrators who attacked them. The Court’s shift toward an evidentiary standard of non-consent more appropriately imposes the burden of proof on the perpetrator. And critically, the Court’s removal of the need to prove physical resistance by victims recognises that the circumstances in which rape occurs may prevent victims from resisting.

4.3. Gender bias in the context of rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault cases

Legislators have an important role in facilitating fair and equal access to justice in cases of rape and sexual assault in BiH. While the law does prescribe imprisonment for the crime of rape, sentencing decisions are shaped by the values, attitudes, and gender-related prejudices and beliefs held by members of the judicial community.

Gender-based stereotypes are ingrained, transmitted through family, religion, music, schooling, society, and every other way in which we learn from and experience the world. For this reason, the impact of gender-based stereotypes is neither clearly visible nor well understood. As such, the impact of gender bias can be – and often is – pernicious and detrimental, affecting how we perceive and assess who can be a victim of rape or sexual violence and who can be a perpetrator.

Gender bias in rape cases can result in “prejudicial, stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims, and rapists... creating a climate hostile to rape victims.”\textsuperscript{127} Fundamentally, gender bias can result in social conditions that enable the denial and/or justification of rape and sexual assault, allowing perpetrators to act with impunity. What’s more, gender bias can mean that blame is not only shifted away from perpetrators, but is shifted on to victims for their own victimisation.

Generally, society endorses a stereotypical “real rape narrative” featuring a “real victim,” implying:

[A woman] who has little-to-no relationship to the offender, is virtuous and going about legitimate business, was above reproach in behaviour prior to the rape, reports a single occurrence, was raped by an unambiguously bad offender, has demographic characteristics that signal power, influence or sympathy, shows visible,


appropriate expressions of trauma, and is open to help. 128

Research from many countries, including BiH, reveals that legal practitioners, like the public in general, may hold gender-based stereotypes associated with what constitutes appropriate sexual behaviour for men and women. In the context of sexual assault and rape cases, such stereotypes and biases can significantly and negatively impact criminal and legal outcomes. 129 Indeed, a gender bias task force in the United States found that women victims of rape and sexual assault were routinely judged on their appearance, demeanour, lifestyle, and reputation, yet defendants were not subjected to this kind of scrutiny. 130 A study conducted in the Zagreb district courts by Croatian scholar Ivana Radačić came to similar conclusions. In one case, for example, a victim was asked why she had not reported being raped until the day after the crime was committed. 131 Radačić also noted that victims of rape and sexual assault who did not conform to the stereotype of a “real victim” in the eyes of the police and the judiciary were continually met, throughout the judicial process, with distrust and suspicion, and were accused of false reporting – purportedly out of revenge or regret following consensual sexual activity. 132

Research demonstrates that legal practitioners are likely to perpetuate these kinds of gender biased narratives during rape and sexual assault trials in which they focus on the victim rather than on the perpetrator or on the crime itself. The behaviour of victims before, during, and following an assault is typically subject to intense scrutiny in court: Were they drinking alcohol? How were they dressed? Did they accept a ride in the perpetrator’s car or an invitation into the perpetrator’s home? Did they physically resist? and, Did they call the police or seek medical help? How victims behave during their trials is also subject to scrutiny and can critically impact their perceived credibility by prosecutors and judges. Many “judges and jurors have definite expectations about the way rape victims should behave on the witness stand.… In a case involving a sexual assault...one juror said the victim was disbelieved because her demeanour ‘just didn’t coincide with what we felt a victim should behave like.’” 133

In a study conducted in BiH, one judge remarked that:

It all plays a part, especially if the witness is a young woman; if she is testifying for a crime [that took place] late at night, I hear comments about what she was doing out that late in a bar. They ask if she frequently changes boyfriends. Lawyers try to destroy the credibility of witnesses in that way. Some behaviours are OK for young men but not for young women. For that reason, young women… avoid testifying in court. [Lawyers] comment on how she dresses, and those comments are not made about men. 134

129 Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014).
134 Halilović and Huhtanen, 80.
Role play: The Rape of Mr. Smith

Read or perform the following role play and then answer the questions.

Police Officer: “Mr. Smith, you were held up at gunpoint on the corner of First and Main?”
Mr. Smith: “Yes.”

Police Officer: “Did you struggle with the robber?”
Mr. Smith: “No.”

Police Officer: “Why not?”
Mr. Smith: “He was armed.”

Police Officer: “Then you made a conscious decision to comply with his demands rather than resist?”
Mr. Smith: “Yes.”

Police Officer: “Did you scream? Cry out?”
Mr. Smith: “No, I was afraid.”

Police Officer: “I see. Have you ever been held up before?”
Mr. Smith: “No.”

Police Officer: “Have you ever GIVEN money away?”
Mr. Smith: “Yes, of course.”

Police Officer: “And you did so willingly?”
Mr. Smith: “What are you getting at?”

Police Officer: “Well, let’s put it like this, Mr. Smith. You’ve given money away in the past. In fact, you have quite a reputation for philanthropy. How can we be sure that you weren’t CONTRIVING to have your money taken from you by force?”
Mr. Smith: “Listen, if I wanted –”

Police Officer: “Never mind. What time did this holdup take place, Mr. Smith?”
Mr. Smith: “About 11:00 P.M.”

Police Officer: “You were out on the street at 11:00 P.M.? Doing what?”
Mr. Smith: “Just walking.”

Police Officer: “Just walking? You know that it’s dangerous being out on the street that late at night. Weren’t you aware that you could have been held up?”
Mr. Smith: “I hadn’t thought about it.”

Police Officer: “What were you wearing at the time, Mr. Smith?”
Mr. Smith: “Let’s see…a suit. Yes, a suit.”

Police Officer: “An EXPENSIVE suit?”
Mr. Smith: “Well yes. I’m a successful lawyer, you know.”

Police Officer: “In other words, Mr. Smith, you were walking around the streets late at night in a suit that practically advertised the fact that you might be good target for some easy money, isn’t that so? I mean, if we didn’t know better, Mr. Smith, we might even think that you were asking for this to happen, mightn’t we?”

Questions

1. Is Mr. Smith’s testimony credible?
2. Is the police officer showing signs of bias?
3. If we replaced the character of Mr. Smith with Ms. Smith, a young and talented lawyer, would the testimony be more or less credible?

Irrespective of your own answer to question 3, do you feel that Ms. Smith would be seen as more or less credible by the police and in the courtroom?

Gender and the Judiciary – the 2014 study carried out in BiH – highlighted some examples of gender bias in the context of rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault, from real cases. Here are two examples:

[A] defence lawyer, discussing a defendant who she represented in a sexual assault case, acknowledged that her client had “sexual intercourse” with an underage girl but said the girl was manipulative and “known to be promiscuous.” The lawyer further noted that while the defendant admitted to “rough sex,” she did not believe that the girl had been unable to resist, because her client was drunk. She elaborated that, according to the defence psychiatrist, the girl was psychopathic, seductive, and sexually liberal. Finally, the lawyer explained that her client was sentenced to only two years for rape because the court correctly identified the aforementioned circumstances as mitigating factors.

This anecdote represents a potentially problematic line of criminal-legal reasoning – suggesting that because the defendant was drunk he was particularly vulnerable to the seduction of an underage girl. There may also be two possible criminal-legal contradictions present in this case. In the first place, the BiH criminal code clearly classifies “sexual intercourse” with a child (or sexual abuse of a child) as a criminal offense. If the girl was under fourteen years old, then any sexual intercourse was a crime in its own right. In the second place, despite this lawyer’s assertion that drunkenness constitutes a mitigating factor, the BiH criminal code specifically notes that intentionally being under the influence of alcohol does not constitute a mitigating factor. The outcome of the case suggests that members of the judiciary may also adhere to the belief that the alleged promiscuity, seductiveness, and sexually liberal attitudes of an underage girl, and the drunkenness of a perpetrator, are mitigating factors.

...Along with comments made by defence counsel, a judge also reflected on a case she presided over, involving child sexual abuse. This judge expressed concern about the way a prosecutor handled the case when it was re-assigned to him. She relayed the following:

There was a case where an underage daughter reported rape by her father. The female prosecutor made an indictment and she got very involved in the case. However, she went on maternity leave and the case was taken over by a male prosecutor who had a completely different attitude toward the case. He was very subjective – one time he even remarked that he believed the business of this man was unfairly suffering because of the case.

---

135 A child is defined as a person under the age of fourteen (14). Article 207 of the Criminal Code of FBiH and Article 204 of the Criminal Code of Brčko District both specify that “sexual intercourse with a child” is a crime; and Article 195 of the Criminal Code of RS specifies that “sexual abuse of a child” is a crime. A juvenile is defined as someone who has not reached the age of eighteen. In the Federation, sexual offences against juveniles, while not considered a separate crime, constitute an aggravating condition and therefore include a higher minimum penalty per Article 203 of the Criminal Code.

136 Criminal Code of the Federation of BiH, Article 36§3, Official Gazette of the FBiH 36/03; Criminal Code of the Republika Srpska, Article 14§3, Official Gazette of the RS 49/03; and Criminal Code of the Brčko District, Article 36§3, Official Gazette of Brčko District 10/03.
There was a case where an underage daughter reported rape by her father. The female prosecutor made an indictment and she got very involved in the case. However, she went on maternity leave and the case was taken over by a male prosecutor who had a completely different attitude toward the case. He was very subjective – one time he even remarked that he believed the business of this man was unfairly suffering because of the case.

Source: Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, *Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina* (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014).

**Myths about rape, attempted rape and sexual assault**

**“Real’ victims of rape and sexual violence report the crime”**

It is a commonly held belief that victims of rape or other forms of sexual violence are victimised because of risks they took or ‘bad’ behaviour in which they engaged. In other words, these crimes are not seen as only the fault of the perpetrator. And because victims of these crimes are just as familiar with this social narrative as anyone else, they are likely to feel guilt, shame, and a sense of responsibility for what happened to them. This can translate into reluctance or fearfulness to disclose and report the crime. In addition, victims often know their aggressors and are frightened that by reporting a crime, they may destroy their family, lose their job, or experience public shame and humiliation, further contributing to the reluctance of many to report.

**“It is hard for men to resist their sexual impulses”**

The assumption that the behaviour of men is driven purely by instinct is based neither on fact nor on sound logic, and its message actually disempowers men in insidious and far-reaching ways. When men (and women) are taught that men cannot be expected to control their responses to stimuli, that they are fundamentally incapable of making rational and moral decisions related to their personal sexual agency, then men are thereby absolved of all physical and sexual responsibility.137 This gender-based stereotype is offensive and, if applied in the legal context, has broad consequences far beyond cases of rape and sexual violence. For example, in cases of paternity, child custody, and child support; for, if men cannot control their sexual behaviour, how can they be responsible for reproduction?

**“When a woman says no, she actually means yes and just likes to be forced”**

Societal norms have attuned both men and women to see men as dominant and, in contrast, women as obedient and passive. This feeds myths that eroticise men’s power to justify abuse and domination. However, lacking consent, domination does not equate to pleasure but to violence and defilement.

“Men cannot be victims of rape”

The statistics available to us demonstrate a high incidence of sexual victimisation even among men. Male victims tend to report even less frequently than female victims, though, mainly due to the stigma and fear of being labelled homosexual (which is itself a crime in some countries). Research on the rape of men confirms that most crimes of rape committed against men are perpetrated by heterosexual men. Furthermore, while societal narratives suggest that women cannot sexually assault men, studies indicate that, in some cases, they do.138

“Rape and other forms of sexual violence are only committed by strangers”

Studies show that approximately 80% of rapes are committed by someone the victim knows or is related to.139 This challenges assumptions of safety that many people associate with family, friends, and acquaintances and therefore have trouble believing otherwise; meaning, this myth can be deeply held and difficult to contest.

“Consent is implied... or continuous”

Consent is the “permission for something to happen or agreement to do something: no action can be made without the consent of all partners.”140 Consent can be given initially and then withdrawn. Consent implies notions such as mutuality (equal power) and the absence of coercion, threats, or ambiguity. When gender-based stereotypes are present, “consent [can become] entangled in a number of mutually supportive mythologies which see sexual assault as masterful seduction, and silent submission as sexual enjoyment.”141

---

139 Schafran, “Barriers to Credibility.”
4.4. Exercise: Case Scenarios

Divide students into groups of 5 to 7. Distribute cases among the groups and ask that they analyse them with an eye for gender stereotyping. One student will then introduce the group, and explain their case and opinion to the rest of the students.

Case 1

A victim’s son had a friend to their house late at night. The victim, her son, and his friend talked for a while and watched TV together. The victim’s son fell asleep and the victim was headed toward her bedroom when the friend – the accused – forcefully pushed the victim into her bedroom, locked the door, and threw her on the bed. She tried to push him off and shout for help, but he placed his hand on her mouth to silence her and used his superior strength to forcibly perform sexual intercourse.

What did the court say?

The court found that, considering the limited resistance by the victim and the intimate atmosphere of the evening (watching TV and talking at night while the victim was wearing pyjamas), the accused could not have been aware that he was doing something contrary to the will and without the consent of the victim. Therefore, the court accepted that the accused honestly believed the victim had voluntarily participated in intercourse, and rejected her explanation that her son could not hear her cry for help because he was sleeping. The court also emphasized that the victim eventually surrendered, although a psychological expert had testified that the victim reacted to the attack with fear. Lastly, the court found that the force used by the accused could be a part of practicing sexual intercourse and that his placing a hand on the victim’s mouth could be seen as an encouragement to avoid waking her son.

• Which myths about rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault are evident in this case?
• What is your opinion of the court’s decision?

Conclusion

We can conclude that the decision of the court in this case was influenced by the myth of the “real” victim of rape – a description that the victim in this case did not fit because she did not offer considerable resistance, because the rape was not committed by a stranger, and because the crime was not immediately reported.

142 Cases from: Ivan Maričić, Maskulinitet u sudskim presudama o silovanju (Zagreb: Center for Women’s Studies, 2015).
143 Ivana Radačić, Seksualno nasilje: Mitovi, stereotipi i pravni sustav (Zagreb: TIM Press, 2014).
Case 2

A minor from a difficult family situation came late in the evening to have a cigarette with a friend at a club, the manager of which was the accused. When the friend left, the accused and the victim were alone. The accused prevented the victim from leaving, saying that he wanted sex. When she refused, and resisted by striking him with a billiard cue and trying to hit him with an ashtray, he used his superior physical strength to overpower her, grabbing her and carrying her to another room and, despite her best efforts to repel him including by scratching him with her nails, he raped her.

What did the court say?

Despite the fact that the victim resisted forcefully and both she and the accused suffered visible injuries, the judge held that the use of force by the accused was not strong enough to constitute rape and did not continue for the full duration of intercourse. The court also stated that the victim would have had more bruises if she had really resisted the aggressive behaviour of the perpetrator.

Since the accused did not have any injuries from being hit with the cue stick, the court considered this defensive reaction from the victim as irrelevant. In the same way, the court saw her failed attempt to throw an ashtray at the accused as an act of surrender. And because the accused was under the influence of alcohol, the court held that the victim’s behaviour was provocative but not a rejection of sexual intercourse. The fact that the accused stopped engaging in intercourse after his victim said she was menstruating was considered by the court as a mitigating circumstance; the court concluded that a real rapist would not behave in this way. Throughout the trial, those who spoke in court demonstrated a belief in an authoritarian model of masculinity in which sexuality is associated with aggression and men’s violence against women is socially acceptable.144

• Which myths about rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault are evident in this case?
• What is your opinion of the court’s decision?

Conclusion

While the fact that the accused was under the influence of alcohol is taken as a mitigating factor, the victim’s behaviour is assessed as negative in accordance with the stereotype of a “real” victim (her arrival at the club late at night, her request for cigarettes, and choice to stay at the club thereafter). The man in this case is portrayed as unable to understand rejection, even when hit by a billiard cue, which builds on a stereotype of men as inherently dominant. Though this could be viewed as a negative stereotype, the court translated this into mitigating circumstances in support of the accused.

144 Ibid.
Case 3

A husband entered the apartment of his wife when the two were separated and no longer lived together. After a verbal argument in which he repeatedly threatened to throw her from the third floor, he physically attacked her, punching her in the mouth and forehead and causing injuries. He then ordered her to strip naked, pushed her onto the bed, and sexually penetrated her.

What did the court say?

The court held that relevant force was used in this case, but that since it was used during an argument related to marital problems caused by alleged adultery on the part of the wife, the husband’s reaction was due simply to jealousy. To reinforce its conclusion, the court highlighted the fact that the complaint of the victim focused on threats sent by the accused to her and their children, not just on the rape. The court also held that the victim did not resist her husband aggressively enough that he realized his actions were non-consensual. The court issued a guilty verdict with a suspended sentence for the crime of domestic violence, excluding the count of rape on the argument that there was a lack of evidence.

• Which myths about rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault are evident in this case?
• What is your opinion of the court’s decision?

Conclusion

It is evident that jealousy was viewed by the court as a relevant and justifying factor for violence in this case. In finding additional justifications for the behaviour of the accused, the court focused its attention on assessing the behaviour of the victim. The court’s conclusion that the victim did not resist convincingly enough reinforces the negative conceptualization of men that they lack the intelligence to judge whether or not a woman is giving sexual consent unless she rejects his advances with extreme violence. Furthermore, this implies that men lack the self-restraint to control their desire for power and domination. Instead of punishing this kind of behaviour, the court effectively sanctioned it as an inherent part of a men’s nature, thus feeding into the myth that “real” men cannot prevent themselves from committing rape and sexual violence.

Case 4

After overconsuming alcohol, the victim was nearly passed out in the street when the accused approached her, posing as a police officer, and asked her to accompany him to the “police station.” He took her into the courtyard of the nearby building and told her that he wanted to have sex. The victim tried to escape by jumping from a small wall, hurting herself in the process. The accused caught her, held her arm firmly, and pulled her back into the courtyard, where he ordered her to lie down and raped her.
**What did the court say?**

The court ruled that the accused had clearly engaged in sexual intercourse with the victim against her will, as she had used force to resist the attack. They also noted that the perpetrator had taken advantage of the victim’s intoxicated state and listed this as an aggravating factor. The court further took into account that the victim had suffered abuse in her childhood and was thus quick to realise what the perpetrator was trying to do. And while the defendant had not used direct physical force in the process of performing sexual intercourse, the court acknowledged that his threat to use force, his superior physical strength, and the victim’s intoxicated state made it difficult – or even dangerous – for her to resist. The court was convinced that the victim had clearly expressed her non-consent to sexual intercourse and found her lack of physical resistance to be of no legal consequence.

- Which myths about rape, attempted rape, and sexual assault are evident in this case?
- What is your opinion of the court’s decision?

**Conclusion**

This verdict allows us to highlight the fact that secondary victimization is not a universal experience for all victims. This last example indicates that some judges are educated about and conscious of gender bias and rape myths.

**4.5. Conclusion**

Societal norms that tolerate rape and sexual assault are pervasive, and they influence each one of us subconsciously, to a greater or lesser extent. Gender bias, revealed in rape myths and stereotypes, particularly impacts our understanding of such crimes. And the fact that there is often little physical evidence to corroborate the accounts of victims in cases of rape and sexual assault means that judicial investigation and decision-making can be particularly influenced by gender-based stereotypes. This has an effect on investigations, prosecutions, and sentencing in these cases, and as a result, on the proper application of the law.

In addition, gender biases that play out in both society and the courtroom can lead individuals to view victims as responsible for their victimisation. This arguably impacts the willingness of victims to report crimes or participate in prosecutions. And this means that gender biases also act to limit access to justice.

Legal professionals and lawmakers are responsible for ensuring that gender-based stereotypes and gender biases do not affect the provision of justice in cases of rape and sexual violence. While this constitutes a broader societal issue, it is especially crucial that legal professionals exercise leadership in shifting norms, particularly within the legal system but also as part of a larger effort to develop social narratives that do not blame victims and do not give perpetrators impunity.
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Thematic Unit 5:
Gender Bias in Cases of Divorce

**Learning outcomes** – by the end of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Understand how gender inequality in society influences the issue of divorce.
2. Understand the role the justice system plays in promoting the equality of men and women by overcoming gender bias in rulings in divorce cases.
3. Discuss how economic gender inequality leads to gender bias in the division of property and in decisions on spousal maintenance.
4. Understand how gender bias has influenced the development of legal frameworks and decisions in child custody cases.
5. Discuss how economic gender inequality leads to gender bias in child support decisions.

**Background reading:**


Family laws in the Federation of BiH (Official Gazette of the FBiH 35/05 and 31/14), the Republika Srpska (Official Gazette of the RS 54/02 and 63/14), and the Brčko District (Official Gazette of Brčko District 3/07).
**Summary:** This unit focuses on how gender bias can affect the implementation of laws on divorce, the division of property, spousal maintenance, child custody, and child support. The unit begins with an overview of the international and domestic legal frameworks, before looking at how the law is implemented in practice. While the law in BiH generally espouses a high level of gender equality, its implementation is still influenced by gender bias — both in terms of the socioeconomic effects of gender inequality in society and related to persistent attitudes that men should be breadwinners and women should be caregivers. The unit concludes by highlighting how, by recognizing and addressing gender bias in the application of family law, courts can significantly impact the quality of family life and facilitate both parents playing an important role in raising their children.

### 5.1. Introduction

BiH law provides for full equality of spouses, in accordance with constitutional provisions that proclaim anti-discrimination. Yet, in practice, implementing the law in a way that is devoid of gender bias is difficult. In divorce, cases can be viewed as comprising up to five legal components: the basis of the divorce, the division of property, spousal maintenance, and where the couple have children, child custody and child support decisions.145

In all legal decisions in divorce cases, there is a tension between maintaining the status quo established during the marriage to the greatest extent possible, and ensuring that the settlement does not discriminate against either party. This can be challenging due to the different roles women and men tend to play in marriage: men often make greater financial contributions and women usually make greater caregiving contributions.

Thus, there is a risk that women lose out financially in divorce settlements because spousal maintenance payments do not sufficiently compensate them for the economic opportunities lost to the caregiving roles they played. Furthermore, discrimination in the labour market means that women are likely to earn less than their former husbands. On the other hand, men who focused on their career to support their families may subsequently be prevented from playing a meaningful role in their children’s upbringing due to gender bias in child custody decisions.

Being conscious of the potential for gender bias in the application of family law in cases of divorce is an important mechanism for improving levels of gender equality in society as a whole.

### 5.2. Legal Framework

**The evolution of family laws in BiH**

The Kingdom of Yugoslavia (1918-1941) was divided into several different juridical areas; in certain parts, the 1811 Austrian General Civil Code was applied, while in others, the 1844 Serbian Civil Code was in force. And in predominantly Muslim areas, Sharia law ruled family relations. Inherent in each of these legal frameworks was a bias that reflected patriarchal views of the roles of men.
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and women in society. For example, the Austrian Code designated the husband as the head of the family and his wife legally obliged to follow his orders.\textsuperscript{146} Under the Serbian Code, no legal capacity was granted to married women; and under Sharia law, husbands could divorce their wives without specifying any reason.\textsuperscript{147}

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) aimed to eliminate these discriminatory provisions by bringing the protection of marriage and the family under the authority of the state.\textsuperscript{148} Notably, it sought to address the discriminatory treatment of woman in relation to economic rights, inheritance, custody of children, and the status of ‘illegitimate’ offspring. Indeed, Article 24 of the Yugoslav Constitution inscribed women’s equality as a central principle, stating that: “women have equal rights with men in all fields of state, economic and social-political life.”\textsuperscript{149}

When the Basic Law on Marriage Law (BLM) of the SFRY was introduced on 3 April 1946, women were given the right to divorce for the first time.\textsuperscript{150} The BLM also stipulated that marriage was regulated by civil law, that spouses were to be recognized as social and economic equals, that both parents were responsible for the care and upbringing of their children, and that illegitimate and legitimate children were to be treated equally.\textsuperscript{151} While this did create some degree of social change, especially in terms of its impact on women’s employment and on men’s willingness to take on some domestic tasks, attitudes were especially slow to change in the private sphere.\textsuperscript{152}

Although child custody laws were gender-neutral, their implementation reflected entrenched social attitudes regarding the roles women and men play in a family. Of 11,952 divorces in 1973 that involved dependent children, custody was awarded to the mothers in 8,644 cases (72% of the time) and to the fathers in only 2,570 cases (22% of the time).\textsuperscript{153} These decisions clearly reflected real social trends, such as the fact that women often play a greater role in children’s upbringing and that, in cases where domestic violence is the cause of divorce, the abusive partner is more often male. What is less clear is the role that gender bias may have played in this judicial decision-making. In other words, how might assumptions that women are naturally better at raising children have influenced these outcomes?

When family laws were transferred from state level jurisdiction to the republic level (or autonomous province level) through constitutional amendments in July of 1971, there was no immediate adoption of a new law in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.\textsuperscript{154} Instead, the federal BLM remained in force until 1979, when BiH finally adopted its own family law.\textsuperscript{155} Among the changes it introduced were the option of divorce by mutual consent (no-fault) and the harmonization of the rights of illegitimate children to support and inheritance.\textsuperscript{156}

\textsuperscript{147} Ibid. Paragraph 920 of the Serbian Civil Code.
\textsuperscript{148} Ibid., 347.
\textsuperscript{150} Official Gazette of the SFRY 28/65.
\textsuperscript{151} Alinčić, 347.
\textsuperscript{152} Ibid., 349.
\textsuperscript{153} Ibid., 356-7. In the remaining cases, custody was given to a third person or an institution.
\textsuperscript{154} Official Gazette of the SFRY 29/71.
\textsuperscript{155} Official Gazette of the Socialist Republic of BiH 21/79, with amendments 42/89.
\textsuperscript{156} Alinčić, 356-8.
A third phase in the development of the legal framework started with the adoption of family laws in the Federation of BiH, the Republika Srpska, and Brčko District of BiH in 2005. The issues of divorce, custody, spousal maintenance, child support, and division of property are thus currently regulated by these laws, at the entity level.\footnote{See: Official Gazette of the FBiH 35/05 and 31/14; Official Gazette of the Republika Srpska 54/02 and 63/14; and Official Gazette of Brčko District 3/07.}

**The international legal framework**

The most important international instruments addressing the topics of this unit, all of which have been ratified by Bosnia and Herzegovina,\footnote{See: Constitution of BiH, Annex I. Available at: http://www.parlament.ba/data/dokumenti/pdf/vazniji-propisi/Ustav%20BiH%20-%20E.pdf (accessed 12 March 2017).} include:

- *The Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, which entitles men and women to equal rights during marriage and during its dissolution (Article 16);
- *The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, which, among other things, allows for the suppression of judgements in divorce cases to protect a child’s best interests (Article 14);
- *The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, which states that the “widest possible protection and assistance should be accorded to the family,” including for the care of dependent children (Article 10);
- *The Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families*, which obligates that countries consider granting families of migrant workers involved in cases of divorce authorizations to remain (Article 50);
- *The Convention on the Nationality of Married Women*, which states that a woman’s nationality is not automatically affected by the act of marriage or divorce, or if her husband changes his nationality (Article 1); and
- *The Hague Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance*, which provides international mechanisms to recover child support and other forms of family maintenance.

Two other international instruments are also particularly relevant – the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and The Convention on the Rights of the Child.\footnote{See: United Nations, *Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women*, No. 34/180, 18 December 1979. Available at: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/cedaw.pdf (accessed 20 February 2017); and United Nations, *Convention on the Rights of the Child*, No. 44/25, 20 November 1989. Available at: https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201577/V1577.pdf (accessed 20 February 2017).} Article 16 of CEDAW obliges states to take measures to eliminate discrimination in any matters related to marriage and family. Like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 16 guarantees women and men equal rights during marriage and at its dissolution, but it also affords them equal parental rights irrespective of marital status as well as equal rights to acquire, own, manage, enjoy, and dispose of property. The Convention on the Rights of the Child requires courts to prioritise the best interests of a child in any actions involving children (Article 3), states that children cannot be separated from their parents against their will unless it is in their best interest (Article 9), and gives children the right to regularly access both of their parents unless this runs against their best interests, even if the parents live in different countries (Articles 10 and 11).
The European legal framework

At the European level, the following instruments are particularly important:

- **The European Social Charter**, which affords a right to social, legal, and economic protection to families (Article 16) and especially to mothers and children, irrespective of their marital status (Article 17);
- **The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms** (ECHR), which guarantees equality between spouses (Article 5); and
- **Protocol 7 to the ECHR**, which guarantees, among other things, equality between spouses in their rights and responsibilities during marriage, at its dissolution, and in their relations with their children (Article 5).

The European Union has not succeeded in harmonizing legislation across EU member countries, although it has simplified the cross-border enforcement of spousal maintenance settlements. Known as “Brussels I,” European Council Regulation No. 44/2001 of December 2000 allows someone receiving spousal maintenance payments to sue their former spouse, should the need arise, through the courts in their country of residence.\(^{\text{160}}\) Similarly, spousal maintenance obligations issued in one EU state are enforceable in another.\(^{\text{161}}\) In 2010, the new Lugano Convention effectively extended the provisions of this regulation to Iceland, Norway, and Switzerland.\(^{\text{162}}\) This was reinforced in 2011 by Regulation 4/2009, known as the “Maintenance Regulation,” which provided those entitled to spousal maintenance payments with access to European Enforcement Orders. Legal aid covers all the legal costs to complainants in these cases and enforcement is achieved through cooperation between a designated Central Authority in each EU country.\(^{\text{163}}\)

The most recent development in the European legal framework for family law has been the European Union Divorce Law Pact, also known as “Rome III,” which came into force in June 2012. It applies to 16 member countries and focuses on clarifying the criteria used to decide which country has jurisdiction in legal separation and divorce cases, especially in the case of international marriages or when one or both parties no longer live in their home country.\(^{\text{164}}\)

### 5.3. Gender bias in divorce

Historically, divorce cases have been marked by high levels of gender bias. As noted above, divorce as a legal instrument was available only to men in BiH until 1946. What’s more, before the introduction of no-fault divorce in 1979, decisions on the division of property, spousal maintenance, and child custody were partly punitive.\(^{\text{165}}\) These decisions were influenced by the court’s assessment
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\(^{\text{161}}\) Ibid., Article 57.


\(^{\text{165}}\) Kay, 30-31.
of who was at fault for the breakdown of a marriage; an assessment inevitably shaped by social norms regarding the expected roles of wives and husbands. Proving fault in divorce is challenging, and was even more so when domestic violence was poorly understood. And the historical obligation of the court to try and reconcile the parties created obstacles to accessing divorce, especially for wives, who are more often the abused party.

The introduction of no-fault divorce meant that spousal maintenance was considered by the law as a form of family solidarity. Still, to this day, spousal support and child custody decisions are often viewed as punitive, especially by contributing spouses who do not have primary custody. When judicial professionals share this view, spousal maintenance payments may be set so low as to prevent the recipient from maintaining a reasonable quality of life, or violent parents may continue to receive unsupervised access to their children. Perceptions of the behaviour of each party in court based on stereotypes of gender-appropriate conduct can also lead to gender bias in divorce-related decisions.

**Divorce law in BiH**

Divorce is currently regulated under family law in each entity – in the Brčko District, Articles 39-41; in the Federation of BiH, Articles 41-44; and the Republika Srpska, Articles 52-56.

In the Republika Srpska, the law remains similar to the one that was in force in Yugoslavia. There are essentially two kinds of divorce, contested (non-consensual) and uncontested (consensual), and proceedings can be initiated by one or both spouses.

There are two grounds for divorce in the RS:

1. “Severe and permanent disturbance of the matrimonial bond making life in common intolerable.” This can be due to a fault in the behaviour of one or both spouses, or a faultless breakdown in relations between the two.
2. Disappearance of the spouse with no information about him or her for more than two years. The divorcing spouse must prove both that their spouse has disappeared and that the two-year period has elapsed.

In the Federation of BiH and the Brčko District, the law has been updated to reflect just a single ground for divorce – a “severe and permanent disturbance of the matrimonial bond.” The removal of the rest of this phrase, “...making life in common intolerable,” fundamentally shifts how the law perceives divorce. Before this change, decisions about whether the grounds for a divorce were legitimate depended on satisfying the court that the couple’s common life had indeed become intolerable; a standard which implies that the court must attempt to preserve marriages as a matter of public interest. Updates to the law effectively moved divorce into the private sphere, where either spouse has the right to divorce if they deem that the matrimonial bond has been ruptured for any
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reason. This has been reinforced by evolutions of the law in both the FBiH and the Brčko District that allow for no-fault divorce (by mutual agreement). Marriage annulment is also possible and can be initiated by either spouse, any interested person, the public prosecutor, or the guardianship board on the grounds that one spouse was ineligible for marriage (because they were a minor, were already married, or are a close relative) or the marriage was not for the purpose of establishing a common life.

In any contested divorce, the court must be satisfied that the grounds for divorce have been met. In the Republika Srpska and the Brčko District, this is achieved through a process known as “reconciliation,” the primary focus of which is to reconcile the parties and re-establish marriage if possible. In the Federation, the revised family law instead uses the term “mediation” (which is compulsory if the couple has children, and optional otherwise). While this difference may appear to be a semantic, these terms reflect how approaches to divorce vary in the entities. While reconciliation aims to remove or resolve the causes of divorce, mediation primarily seeks to facilitate communication between parties exercising their right to divorce. In other words, a mediator does not attempt to re-establish a marriage but to foster a process.

The rules for mediators in the FBiH stipulate that, beyond social workers, other people may also provide mediation services if they meet basic criteria. They must:

- be a citizen of BiH;
- possess legal capacity (be of sound mind);
- be in sufficiently good health;
- have passed a professional exam in their field or profession;
- have adequate premises to provide services (a room for mediation, a waiting room, and a separate toilet), which meet minimum sanitary, technical, and hygiene requirements and are wheelchair accessible;
- have completed a university education (in philosophy, psychology, law, political science, or social work); and
- have a minimum of three years’ work experience.

The way this law is written brings about several challenges in practice. First, although many mediators in the Federation are trained as lawyers or social workers, the educational background of mediators may be in an area that is largely unrelated to this work. Second, couples with children are offered an exemption from the obligation to seek mediation only in cases where an abusive partner fails to appear. This means the abused partner is still obliged to attend the mediation procedure despite the risk of being exposed to further physical and psychological violence. This runs contrary to standards set by the Council of Europe and the EU, and also to provisions in the Federation’s Law on Protection from Domestic Violence, which stipulates that restraining orders be issued in cases of...
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domestic violence and that victims be given protection.176

**Negotiating divorce in practice**

Divorce reconciliation and mediation processes are also subject to gender bias. These kinds of negotiations reflect both early social conditioning and the way in which women and men are perceived by judges, lawyers, and others throughout the process. For instance, from a young age, girls who display assertiveness during disagreements are often labelled pejoratively as “bossy,” “difficult,” or “big-headed;” but boys who display the exact same behaviours frequently receive praise for being “strong” or “self-assured.”177 Over time, these social signals become ingrained so that women are more likely be polite and cooperative in negotiations.

Studies have found that women’s negotiating behaviour is typically described by others as “childlike,” “eager to soothe,” and “gullible,” whereas men are described as “aggressive,” “forceful,” and “competitive.”178 And, gender inequality in society means that women also tend to display much less self-entitlement and hold themselves in lower esteem.179 Women are more likely than men to show empathy during negotiations, too.180 Overall, these factors keep women from faring as well as men at the negotiating table.

Even more confounding, if women display the assertive behaviours that are successful for men, women still do poorly in negotiations.181 To add insult to injury, social science research has shown that women conform more to passive gender roles when gender stereotypes are implicitly activated beforehand.182 When judges ask women (and do not ask men) about their sexual behaviour during divorce settlements, this is exactly the kind of trigger that prompts women to negotiate more passively.183

Divorce negotiations also feature several specific social aspects, although the literature is divided on why women and men behave in certain ways. Some argue that women have a greater tendency to feel guilt and shame, especially if they have initiated the proceedings. Guilt – an emotion that psychologists have described as “self-directed anger” – may arise even if a wife was not at fault for the breakdown of the marriage, because she is asking her husband to contribute “his” income or property to help support her. Feelings of shame are rooted more in a sense of dishonour or a failure to live up to social expectations, such as those of the “perfect wife.”184
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However, these characterisations themselves may reflect gender-based stereotypes regarding the nature of women, held by some psychologists. As increasing numbers of women become employed and educated, and divorce has become more socially accepted, marriage is viewed as less important in terms of shaping a woman’s identity and her level of satisfaction in life. Still, women who do experience feelings of guilt and shame generally feel entitled to less during divorce negotiations.

While men may also feel guilt or shame, over time, these feelings can turn to anger. At this point, husbands may downplay the contributions of their wives during their marriage. And while husbands may feel guilty about the welfare of their children, they are more likely to seek increased custody to boost their quality of life rather than give more property or child support to the primary care-giver of their children (usually the ex-wife).

In divorce proceedings, women tend to be more comfortable asking for spousal maintenance and child support than negotiating for their share of property. Asking is polite; negotiation, on the other hand, is a power game based on claiming one’s entitlement. Given that women generally feel less entitled and tend to be the underdogs in negotiations, evidence suggests they simply avoid negotiating when possible, even if this results in having to accept a poor settlement. Alternatively, it would likely be humiliating for many men to ask a financially wealthier wife for spousal maintenance, and most would probably instead prefer to negotiate their share of marital property.

5.4. Gender bias in divorce settlements: the division of property and spousal maintenance

To fully understand the purpose of spousal maintenance and the division of property, it can be helpful to study its original function. Historically, the state conferred power to male heads of household by giving them control over the earnings and assets of their family members. In fact, it was impossible for a woman to earn any income without permission from the head of the family and, in many cases, women could not own property.

When divorce was first legalised, in most countries it could only be initiated by the husband, or because of his bad behaviour. Divorce did not end the responsibility of a husband to provide for his wife’s needs, though. Had this been the case, women would have been pushed into homelessness and poverty or the state would have to take on the burden of their upkeep. Instead, former husbands were given the responsibility of assigning a proportion of their assets (property and/or maintenance) to their former wives to meet future needs (e.g., rent/mortgage and basic living costs).

Over time, divorce has increasingly grown to be seen as a negotiation between equal parties – much like private contract negotiations between two companies. As such, the concept of equality has emerged as the leading principle, in place of needs assessment, during the division of property. In other words, if a couple constitutes two equal partners in marriage, their property and assets should be divided equally between them upon divorce.

185 McMullen, 73-74.
186 McMullen, 75.
Spousal maintenance is now viewed as a way to maintain the status quo of both spouses, in terms of their quality of life, and honour that both have made contributions to the marital estate. These include financial contributions but also household maintenance and caregiving roles, which is intended to mitigate the fact that the spouse (usually the wife) who takes on a majority of caregiving is often at a financial disadvantage after divorce. It is worth noting that property is often of greater value to a spouse than spousal maintenance. Property can often be used as collateral to secure loans and, in the case of real estate, provides shelter. Furthermore, property may appreciate in value or can be used to generate income above what is received in spousal maintenance payments. And, as a one-off payment, an exchange of property is more easily enforceable than regular spousal maintenance payments that a former spouse may stop paying or attempt to re-negotiate. In this way, property as payment can give an abused spouse a clean break from their abuser and prevent that abuser from continuing to threaten them, with the non-payment of spousal maintenance.

The legal framework in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Spousal maintenance is regulated by the family laws of each entity: Articles 203-212 in the Brčko District; Articles 224-233 in the FBiH; and Articles 241-268 in the RS. During a divorce (or annulment) procedure, a spouse can request provisional measures for spousal maintenance and the division of property from the judge: Articles 226 and 283-285 in the Brčko District; Articles 216, 249, and 373 in the FBiH; and Articles 74 and 266 in the RS.

One spouse can request maintenance from the other, or it can be ordered by a judge within the first three years after divorce. While spousal maintenance is not designed as a remedy to any fault for the breakdown of the marriage, it can be refused if the spouse who requests it was “guilty of rude or unseemly conduct during the marriage” and “without good cause.” Claims may be dismissed if they are unjust, if both parties have reached a point of financial independence, or if the marriage was so short that the financial situation of each spouse is effectively unchanged from before the marriage. The conditions for maintenance of a spouse are that:

- He or she lacks sufficient financial means and cannot raise it from property.
- He or she is not capable of work or cannot gain employment.

Maintenance is granted for a set time, and then reviewed. At this point, the recipient can apply for an extension or the amount of maintenance can be adjusted based on a review of each party’s finances. Maintenance is terminated if the claimant dies, remarries, or is no longer in a financial situation that requires it.189

In the context of spousal maintenance, it is important to note that BiH ratified the 2007 Hague Child Support Convention.190 State parties to this Convention have a central authority (in BiH, the Department for International Legal Assistance and Cooperation in the Ministry of Justice) that facilitates the enforcement of spousal maintenance payments without judging the merit of the settlement itself. This authority also has powers to provide legal aid and to simplify and expedite procedures as
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appropriate to ensure prompt and effective enforcement.\textsuperscript{191} The Convention applies to neighbouring countries, including Montenegro from 1 January 2017. BiH only recognizes the Convention as applying to child support, and not to spousal support.

Regarding the division of property, the family laws of the FBiH (Articles 255-257) and the Brčko District (Articles 232-234) are different than legislation in the RS (Articles 272-277). In the FBiH and the Brčko District, the law stipulates that property should be divided into equal parts (50/50). In the RS, while each spouse is entitled to a half of their joint property in principle, one spouse can claim a larger proportion by clearly demonstrating that he or she made a larger contribution. However, this does not apply to property that was not shared before the marriage or which was given to one spouse as a gift or through inheritance. The RS law raises questions about the valuation of contributions made by spouses; for example, housework and care work are systemically undervalued in society, and it is likely that primary caregivers – nearly always wives – are disproportionately affected by this provision.\textsuperscript{192}

The division of property

\textbf{Discussion question:}

\textbf{Should the division of property be based primarily on the needs of each party, or should property be divided equally?}

Some women’s rights advocates support dividing property by the principle of “two equal halves” rather than based on need (which is often greater for wives than husbands), because:

\begin{itemize}
  \item It fosters the social norm of equality within marriage;
  \item When women and men are given equal symbolic value (rather than women being given 'protective' status) in private matters, the notion that they are also equal in the public sphere is reinforced, for example in the labour market;
  \item Suggesting women have greater needs than men may reinforce social fallacies that they are biologically weaker and that gender equality therefore cannot exist; and
  \item Providing for the needs of women as caregivers inhibits their (re-)entry into the labour market, thereby reinforcing gender stereotypes at the macro level and women’s dependency on (potentially abusive) men at the micro level.\textsuperscript{193}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{191} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{193} Martha Albertson Fineman, “Societal Factors Affecting The Creation of Legal Rules For Distribution of Property at Divorce,” in \textit{At the Boundaries of Law: Feminism and Legal Theory}, eds., Martha Albertson Fineman and Nancy Sweet Thomadsen (Abingdon: Routledge, 2013), 272.
Advocates of needs-based division of property usually put forth the following arguments:

- Where the failure of a marriage was the fault of one party (often the financially wealthier party), they should not be absolved from their obligations to provide for the primary caregiver.
- Although we have moved toward more equality in society, dependency still exists: children are dependent on primary caregivers and, by extension, primary caregivers are dependent on primary breadwinners.
- In adulthood, a primary caregiver may not have a legal obligation to provide for his or her children, but they do have a moral and emotional obligation, for which the breadwinner should be responsible.
- The career of a primary breadwinner benefits from the choices of a primary caregiver; if the breadwinner ceases to provide for the primary caregiver, they become dependent on the state, making others indirectly share the burden.\(^{194}\)

### Approaches to the division of property: gender bias and the “equality” principle

Through the lens of gender bias, the “equality” principle is a misnomer, because even an “equal” division of property – one that adequately accounts for the contributions of a female primary caregiver to the marital assets – will tend to advantage men over their former wives. There are two reasons for this. First, there is an assumption that by instituting a ‘clean financial break,’ men and women will contribute equally to the maintenance of any remaining dependents (usually children, including adult children). Yet, it is almost always the wife who performs the bulk of caregiving and has less time to dedicate to paid work. Second, women around the world earn less than men for the same work, due to gender bias in the workplace, and marriage can actually compound this when women take maternity leave. This both reduces the number of years of experience she has and interrupts her career progression (women are not always able to return to their jobs at the same pay level or with the same promotion prospects).

Even in childless marriages, wives often move to new locations where their husband’s career prospects are enhanced, at the expense of their own. And women who do not want or do not have children may still be overlooked for promotion by employers due to the “risk” that they may get pregnant.\(^{195}\) Finally, the ‘clean financial break’ principle does not always consider the pensions each party will receive in the future. A main breadwinner’s pension will likely be larger, and in some cases a caregiver will not have contributed enough years to even qualify for a pension (See Thematic Unit 9). Of course, the size of a breadwinner’s pension will have increased due partly to the fact that they were able to do paid work while their spouses did unpaid caretaking.

\(^{194}\) Fineman, 270.

There are further challenges in terms of how the equality principle is implemented in practice. In BiH, it is often the case that divorced women live in rented flats with their children, while their former husbands remain in the family home. The reasons vary, but include the difficulties women face in hiring lawyers and the impacts of domestic violence. The courts themselves can represent an additional complication, sometimes making unreasonable demands during hearings on the division of property. In one case, a woman was asked after 20 years of marriage to prove how much she had invested in joint property which she had built together with her husband.\(^{196}\) What’s more, husbands sometimes take advantage of these lengthy judicial processes to sell joint property in a bid to remove it from the marital estate and prevent their wives from receiving a fair share.\(^{197}\)

**Approaches to the division of property: gender bias and the “needs-based” principle**

There is also the potential for gender bias in needs-based approaches. Historically, this bias would have been much more obvious, for property was assumed to belong to the husband, who was only expected to give up a small percentage of his assets to meet the needs of his former wife. Now, the needs of both parties are considered, but there is a tendency for these needs to be reflective of the roles each party played during the marriage.\(^{198}\) Where wives are concerned, this can mean a focus on their past role as caregiver and not, for example, on the need to pursue new economic opportunities in the future.

Furthermore, women who do work full-time and do not have children may be perceived as having needs equal to those of their husbands. But this does not account for the fact that women have relatively limited career prospects due to gender bias in the labour market, especially older women. In other words, needs-based approaches often exhibit gender biases by constraining women who play traditional roles and undervaluing the needs of those who do not.\(^{199}\)

To mitigate gender bias in the division of property, settlements must recognize that husbands and wives have equal rights to property, but that they have not had equal opportunities to accumulate wealth in the past nor will they going forward. Marriage tends to have a negative impact on a woman’s earning potential because of the caregiving roles she takes on, while it has a positive impact on a man’s, because he is freed from household tasks. An *equitable* division of property is not, therefore, an *equal* division. Instead, what the primary caregiver (usually the wife) has sacrificed, both in terms of income lost during the marriage and limited future prospects, must be considered. Women’s care work is often unseen, undervalued, and taken for granted, meaning that settlements which consider these ‘invisible’ contributions are likely to be perceived as unfair by husbands. This is particularly likely to be true if a division of property settlement he perceives as unfair is accompanied by a child custody settlement which he believes denies him a meaningful role as father.


\(^{197}\) Ibid.

\(^{198}\) Katharine T. Bartlett, “Feminism and Family Law,” *Family Law Quarterly* 33, no. 3 (1999), 486.

\(^{199}\) Fineman, 276-277.
Spousal maintenance

Determining spousal maintenance

In deciding spousal maintenance, the first task is to assess need. (Note that in this context, the need referred to is that of the spouse only; the need of any dependent children is calculated separately and called ‘child support.’) Both parties have a right and an obligation to maintain themselves, but this can disadvantage the primary caregiver – often a woman – who usually must continue to play a caregiving role, but also has to find paid employment or demonstrate that he or she is not capable of work or cannot find it.

In most countries, the law is vague on when, and to what extent, women must seek paid work or perform care roles after divorce. This increases the risk that judges are influenced by their personal biases, and may potentially decide for lower spousal maintenance payments when women do not conform to them.

Research on how the gender of judges impacts spousal maintenance decisions has resulted in varied outcomes. Studies from France and the Netherlands found that the gender of judges had no discernible effect on the outcome of these cases.200 Studies in Poland and Brazil, on the other hand, found that female judges were harsher than their male counterparts on housewives, because they felt that all women should follow their personal example of financial independence.201

Similarly, there is some disagreement within feminist legal scholarship as to whether granting women high spousal maintenance payments is empowering or disempowering. Some argue that it values women’s caregiving contribution on par with paid work; and, if housewives do not perform these roles, they would be done by paid caregivers, cleaners, and nannies. However, others assert that high maintenance payments act to reinforce stereotypes that push women to take on the bulk of caregiving. Indeed, some women who work while at the same time receiving spousal maintenance payments are accused of neglecting their children.202

It can be interesting to look also at male caregivers. Stay-at-home husbands who are dependent on spousal maintenance payments from their former wives are likely to face social ridicule. There have also been cases in which men have lost custody of their children on the basis of dubious gender-based accusations.203 Clearly, there is gender bias in the context of divorce against both men and women who deviate from their traditional gender roles.

Negotiating spousal maintenance

As mentioned above, gender bias is often a factor in negotiations because women are socialised to ask for things not negotiate for them. Asking tends to be based on concrete calculations, whereas negotiating is usually much more uncertain. Studies suggest that when entitlements are clear (e.g. spousal maintenance payments are based on concrete figures drawn from a household budget), women are more comfortable asking for them. Without this clarity, women are inclined to lower their demands.\(^{204}\)

Uncertainty tends to favour men for several reasons. Women are likely to experience more negative emotions during negotiations and are also generally more risk averse. This means that they tend to make smaller demands, and especially if they think this will deter their husbands from fighting for child custody. What’s more, if negotiations break down, the decision goes to a court; women who are financially dependent on their husbands are incentivised to avoid this, because they cannot afford strong legal representation and because appearing in the courtroom may subject them to unpleasant adversarial tactics, threats, and gender biased attitudes. Men, on the other hand, are more likely to gamble with these risks if they think a court settlement may offer them a better outcome.\(^{205}\)

Rule-based systems (derived either from the law itself or from non-binding guidelines) would help ensure that women are treated fairly in decisions on spousal maintenance and the division of property. This would also benefit men who do not conform to traditional gender roles. In such systems, the courts, and by extension lawyers, have less discretion to discriminate based on their own conceptions of appropriate gender-based roles.

Enforcing spousal maintenance

A degree of gender bias is also present in the enforcement of spousal maintenance payments. In the former Yugoslavia, spousal maintenance was deducted directly from wages by employers. Nowadays, particularly due to the large number of people engaged in unreported employment, it is impossible to apply such a model. This is further complicated by the number of people who work abroad and by the fact that some divorcees found themselves living in different countries after the breakup of Yugoslavia.\(^{206}\) Thus, despite already having been placed in a financially precarious position, the complainant must usually bear the burden of taking the defendant back to court, and proving both their entitlement to spousal maintenance and that the defendant has avoided paying it.

The non-payment of spousal maintenance is a criminal offence punishable by a fine or imprisonment (3 years in the Brčko District and the FBiH; 1 year in the RS or 2 years if non-payment resulted in serious consequences ).\(^{207}\) However, in practice, it is difficult for someone in financial trouble to undertake the process of bringing their former spouse to court and meeting the required burden of proof. In this way, the manner in which the law is enforced can intensify existing gender inequalities.

---
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The vast majority of spousal maintenance cases involve a man making the maintenance payments. Decisions on spousal maintenance that leave women financially less well-off reinforce economic inequality, especially when men do not fully adhere to those decisions. And, when domestic violence has played a role in divorce, the fact that the burden is on the recipient to ensure that spousal maintenance is paid gives abusive former partners a tool by which to exert power over their victim even after the marriage has ended.

5.5. Gender bias in divorce settlements involving children: child custody and child support

“When by birth a child is subject to a father, it is for the general interest of families and for the general interest of children, and really for the interest of the particular infant, that the court should not, except in very extreme cases, interfere with the discretion of the father but leave him the responsibility of exercising the power which nature has given him by the birth of the child.”

Historically, in much of Europe and the United States, children have been seen as the property and legal responsibility of their father alone. If parents separated or, in jurisdictions that allowed it, a father divorced a mother, he would retain custody of the children. This rule was based on the rationale that men had access to resources with which to support the children; and, almost all women were financially dependent on male relatives.

However, notions of family, fatherhood, and motherhood have changed significantly over time. Major social shifts brought about by the industrial revolution required fathers to work in factories and confined mothers to the domestic sphere, which resulted in the stereotypical image of fathers as breadwinners and mothers as the caretakers. Near the end of the 19th century, the "tender years" doctrine emerged and the previous gender bias of courts in favour of fathers swung instead toward mothers, who were seen as the inherently more natural custodial parent for young children. The courts began to attribute a greater importance to motherly love than to any affection or involvement shown by fathers. Yet, while prevailing social attitudes viewed the mother-child bond as vital to the emotional development of infants, courts still favoured placing teenage boys with their fathers as it was believed that their superior economic resources better placed them to care for and prepare young men for the world of work.

In the years following the Second World War, the “tender years” doctrine was eventually challenged by the entry of women into the workplace. And the same arguments used to challenge gender bias against working women were used to oppose perceived gender bias against fathers in child custody. The child rights movement also began to influence the debate, and by the last third of the 20th century, the “best interests of the child” was the dominant guiding principle in BiH and beyond.
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shift was formalised by the adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which came into effect in 1990.²¹²

This approach is theoretically more gender neutral, because it is the child’s interests that have primacy over those of the father and the mother. But in practice, social gender norms influence how the best interests of a child are assessed.²¹³ Provisions from the CRC that should be considered alongside the best interests of the child are:

- Article 9 (separation from parents) – children have the right to live with their parents, and to stay in contact with both parents if they do not live together, unless it is contrary to their best interests.
- Article 12 (respect for the views of the child) – children have the right to express their views on matters that affect them, and have these opinions taken into account in judicial processes in accordance with their age and level of maturity. This does not affect the rights of parents to express their opinions on matters that affect their children.²¹⁴

The legal framework in BiH

When the parents of a child do not live together in a family (i.e. they never cohabited or are divorced), the court has the power to decide which parent the child will live with, based on the recommendations of the guardianship authority. Parents can present an agreement to the court but must demonstrate that it is in the best interests of the child.²¹⁵

During divorce (and annulment) procedures, a judge can order provisional measures to protect minor children.²¹⁶

The law stipulates that child support payments are based both on the needs of the child and on the income of the parents, and can be adjusted according to changes in need or income.²¹⁷

Child custody in BiH

Family laws in the FBiH, the Republika Srpska, and the Brčko District are gender neutral; the word “parent” has come to replace any gender-specific references to mothers or fathers. Thus, these legal texts themselves do not indicate a preference as to which parent a child should be entrusted.

Although the law of the Federation stipulates that parents shall care for children jointly, equally, and by mutual agreement, in practice, implementation of this varies. The main provisions of the Republika Srpska law also indicate that both parents shall jointly enjoy rights, and that they are equal in the implementation of those rights. If parents live separately, though, it is the parent with
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²¹⁵ Article 125 in the Brčko District; Article 142 in the FBiH; and Article 18v in the RS.
²¹⁶ Articles 226 and 283-285 in the Brčko District; Articles 216, 249, and 272 in the FBiH; and Articles 74 and 266 in the RS.
²¹⁷ Articles 194-202 in the Brčko District; Articles 213-218 and 234-242 in the FBiH; and Articles 231-240 and 253-268 in the RS.
whom the child lives that shall exercise parental rights. A court may restrict or deny visitation rights to the other parent in accordance with the best interests of the child.

What legal experts often misunderstand is that child custody arrangements do not change the fact that both parents still have parental responsibilities. While there is some flexibility in terms of how the rights and duties that constitute parental responsibility can be organised within a particular context, the best interests of the child are always the primary consideration. In other words, a custody decision is a way of organising the parental responsibilities of both parents, not of transferring them all onto one parent. Indeed, to maintain the principle of equality, the court must “burden” the other parent with duties so that he or she carries equal parental responsibility. In this sense, “equal” implies an equal share of responsibilities, not the same responsibilities.218

While laws in BiH do not prescribe whether children should live with their mother or father after divorce, custody is given to mothers in the vast majority of cases. This is evidenced by data from both the Federation and the Republika Srpska.219

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent who was granted custody following divorce in the FBiH</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>1,515</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>3,563</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent who was granted custody following divorce in the RS</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>1,794</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The role of gender bias in child custody decisions

The degree to which gender bias plays a role in this trend of mothers receiving custody at such a higher rate than fathers was examined in a 2014 study on the implications of gender in BiH judiciary. Using online questionnaires and data from individual interviews, researchers demonstrated that judicial professionals were influenced by gender bias in awarding child custody. However, assessing the specific impact that this bias had on outcomes in custody disputes was beyond the scope of the study.

218 Duman Džamna, Ostvarivanje roditeljskog staranja - savremeni pravni okvir, PhD dissertation, Faculty of Law, University of Sarajevo, 2014.
219 See: Federation of BiH Institute for Statistics, Women and Men in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo, 2016), 22; and Republika Srpska Institute of Statistics, 2016 Statistical Yearbook Republika Srpska (Banja Luka, 2016), 88.
The perpetuation of rigid gender roles in BiH society means that, for the most part, mothers continue to be primary caregivers and fathers are unable or unwilling to work fewer hours in order to care for their children. Thus, in many cases, parents (and the children) agree that the mother will receive custody, or the courts decide that this is in the best interests of the child. Simply put, the elimination of gender bias in cases of child custody may have no statistically significant effect on their outcomes, and would certainly not lead to a 50-50 split of custody between mothers and fathers.

Research has identified strongly held gender-based stereotypes associated with parenting and child rearing among legal practitioners and members of the BiH judiciary. All but 4 of the 30 individuals interviewed in [one] study indicated that they believe placing children with their mothers is the best practice. Judges, lawyers, and defence counsel alike asserted that entrusting children to the mother is fair and in the best interest of children. One lawyer took this point further by asserting that BiH law stipulates that custody of children be awarded to the mother – which is factually incorrect. This illustrates how gender-based stereotypes and attitudes can sometimes even override legal reality.

Interviewees consistently reported that it is best for children to stay with the mother due to the “natural connection between a mother and child.” Additional explanations were provided in the following terms:

- There is a stronger bond between a mother and a child
- Mothers are natural caregivers
- Mothers take better care of children

Interviewees felt these factors were especially pertinent in cases where the children were five years old or younger. They claimed that in such cases the type of housing available to the mother, the type of work the parents do, and the financial situation of each parent were less relevant than keeping the children with their mother. In addition, a number of interviewees reported that when fathers are awarded custody, it is generally in cases when the mother does not want custody or has an alcohol or drug dependency.

Interviewees also expressed the belief that mothers often end up with primary custody of children because fathers are passive and do not petition for custody; in some cases they do not even ask for visitation rights. A number of interviews conducted with attorneys for this research suggest that fathers may not petition for custody because they believe judicial practice will automatically place children with the mother, regardless of factors that might support giving custody to the father. About one third of judicial professionals interviewed thought that fathers generally do not want full custody. However, they admitted they do not really know the reason fathers do not petition for custody. Nonetheless, one female judge indicated that courts do consider the option of giving custody to fathers....
...Approximately one third of interviewees expressed the belief that fathers are often given unfairly limited visitation rights following divorce or separation. Similarly, several interviewees discussed the struggle fathers have in maintaining contact with their children and getting the help they need to contest custody awards and/or enforce visitation orders.

Researchers also inquired in interviews about what makes a “fit parent” or “good spouse.” Interviewees reported that in child custody and divorce cases, the morality and behaviour of a wife and mother is likely to be scrutinized in the courtroom, whereas the behaviour of a husband or father is generally not considered. For example, several interviewees disclosed that the practice of making allegations against a wife or mother for adultery is generally accepted by judges even though the topic of adultery should not be relevant in determining child custody. In addition, two women judges reported during their interviews that the issue of adultery does not come up with respect to husbands or fathers. Over one third of questionnaire respondents indicated that whether the mother works outside the household is important. Because the questionnaire did not require respondents to indicate a positive or negative correlation to this factor, it is unclear whether being a stay-at-home mom is considered a positive factor or if working outside the home is considered a positive factor.

Interviews and the questionnaire results both revealed that gender-based stereotypes related to parenting influence the opinions and perspectives of legal practitioners and members of the BiH judiciary. Arguably, such gender-based stereotypes and attitudes can thereby impact judicial decision making and substantive legal outcomes.

Several interviewees noted that judges condone the practice of examining the sexual behaviour of women in divorce cases. However, the sexual behaviour of men was not reported to be explored in the courtroom, or at least not to the same degree or frequency as that of women.

[On the other hand], men can be confronted with gender-based stereotypes that cause court professionals to assume they are simply not as capable or appropriate as women in the role of primary caregiver. This may have little to do with their actual interest, ability, or experience in parenting. No matter which parent is advantaged or disadvantaged, gender-based stereotypes as the basis for judicial decision making can clearly be problematic in the resolution of child custody cases, and especially to efforts to decide such cases impartially.

The ECHR has held that states cannot impose and enforce traditional gender roles and gender-based stereotypes through judicial decision making, saying:

The gender stereotype of women as primary child care providers and men as primary breadwinners cannot, by themselves, be considered sufficient justification for a difference in treatment any more than similar stereotypes based on race, origin, colour or sexual orientation.220

---

Thus, while mothers in BiH may in some cases have a greater interest in or more developed capabilities related to child rearing, there are also some fathers who are better able and positioned to be the primary custodian of a child. It is recommended that BiH courts avoid de facto legal decision making on the basis of gender stereotypes that posit women as better parents than men. Courts are encouraged to adopt a policy designed to support the best interests of the child, outlining measures to critically evaluate which parent is in the best position to be the primary caregiver.

Source: Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: AI and DCAF, 2014), 61-66.

In recent years, men have increasingly complained that they are unfairly treated by courts in child custody decisions. This is an international trend, but is also true in BiH, where fathers have established an organization to advocate for fathers’ rights and for changes in legal practice. Many fathers have protested that courts overlook their contributions in raising their children due to gender bias. This results in child custody settlements in which their only contribution is financial, beyond a few weekend visits. Decisions of this sort send the false message that men are uninterested in playing an active role in parenting when in fact a court has prevented them from doing so.

Cynthia McNeelly explains that, like mothers, fathers face pressures and stereotyped assumptions about their roles. “Indeed, if many fathers are behaving according to their societally prescribed roles as primary familial breadwinners, then it is patently unfair to deprive them of a meaningful relationship with their children simply because they spend their day in the workplace to provide for their children, rather than in the home caring for their children in person. Both forms of caretaking are essential to raising children, and one should not be perceived as more worthy than the other.”

---
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Discussion:

Gender bias in cases of child custody

Elaborate on the following questions:

- Why do you believe mothers are awarded custody in almost all cases, despite the gender-neutral nature of the law?
- Is the practice of awarding custody primarily to mothers simply an example of gender bias or are there objective reasons for it?
- Are mothers burdened by this practice?
- Does this practice relieve fathers of their parental caretaking obligations?
- Is this practice a sign that fathers are less capable or less willing parents?

There may be some objective reasons that mothers are favoured by the courts. For example, men are much more frequently the perpetrators of domestic violence (see Thematic Units 3.1 and 3.2), which is sometimes the cause of divorce. It is also possible that many children express a preference to live with their mother, who they have spent more time with (because mothers tend to work fewer hours outside the home). Still, this should not preclude joint custody.

While many mothers may seek full custody, this does limit their opportunity to pursue careers and deviate from traditional gender roles. Moreover, if a woman requests joint custody, she may face social pressure and accusations that she is an “undevoted” mother.

Fathers often have financial obligations to their children in the form of child support, regardless of custody. And given the limited success of some custody cases, many men are encouraged not to pursue custody by their lawyers. However, not pursuing custody should not be viewed as a sign that they are lesser parents or do not want to care for their children.

Conversely, women who defy gender roles can also face bias in custody decisions. Although judges are supposed to apply the “best interests of the child” principle, stereotypes about gender roles have led them to deny custody to women who work outside the home, have sexual relationships after separating from their husband, or otherwise fail to measure up to traditional notions of motherhood. In some cases, fathers have obtained custody even while exhibiting minimal interest in child rearing, simply by virtue of the fact that they have remarried or are more financially well-off than the mother. A lack of understanding about which factors to consider when applying the “best interests of the child” standard has substantially advantaged the negotiating position of fathers in divorce proceedings.

Mitigating the influence of gender bias in decisions on child custody

One way to overcome the impact of gender bias in child custody cases is to employ more scrutiny in determining the best interests of the child. Yet, family laws provide little guidance on how this should be determined; and while most judges undoubtedly strive to be as objective as possible, there is a high risk that their implicit gender bias influences their decision-making.
In an analysis of relevant laws, the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH identified problems related to implementation of the “best interests” principle, highlighting in particular those cases in which courts had failed to challenge the authority of parents in determining the best interests of their child. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has urged BiH to “strengthen efforts” toward fully implementing the best interests of the child standard so that it is “appropriately built [into] legal provisions, judicial and administrative decisions and projects, and programs and services that affect the children.”

The process by which custody decisions are made could be more transparent if judges documented the factors they considered in each case, instead of stating only that the decision is based on their subjective analysis of the best interests of the child. If judges were obliged to provide detailed explanations of their findings on the record, as well as their rationale, it would be easier to identify which cases were influenced by the gender biases of judges.

On a different yet related note, matters of domestic violence cannot be overlooked in decisions of child custody. Yet in BiH, courts give little regard to this question when deciding on custody, and unsupervised visitation rights have been given to parents who are violent with their partners and even when protection orders are in place. Research on domestic violence against women indicates that courts fail to take a history of DV into account when making decisions on child custody for several reasons:

- The first is that domestic violence often goes unreported, or delays in reporting it make it hard for victims to substantiate their claims. The second is that judges tasked with making custody decisions sometimes fail to recognise the effects of domestic violence on those present in their courtrooms, or they may not understand how violence against a partner also affects children. The third reason is that domestic violence charges are not heard in the same court and hence family courts consider it a separate issue, a practice seen as unfair by battered women.

Source: Majda Halilović, Survivors Speak: Reflections on Criminal Justice System Responses to Domestic Violence in BiH (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative/DCAF, 2015)

In addition to the courts, the Centres for Social Work play an important role in mitigating the influence of gender bias in child custody settlements. When advising the court, social workers should advise against giving unsupervised visitation rights to parents who have perpetrated violence and should ensure that any concerns one parent has about leaving their children with the other are properly investigated. Moreover, they can facilitate the implementation of custody arrangements in a way that is fair to and safe for both parents. For example, in several cases in BiH, a mother who has
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a protection order against her children’s father has come into close contact with him in the process of delivering the children.228 Enforced visitations are also often avoided by parents because they impose a high level of stress on their children. The Centres for Social Work can play a role in empowering parents who have been abused or discriminated against; but their inaction can also reinforce gender bias.229

Child Support

Determining and Negotiating Child Support

Determining and negotiating child support is challenging in many of the same ways as determining spousal maintenance. However, it is important to note the difference between the two concepts. Spousal maintenance and the division of property refer to partitioning the marital estate based on the fact that both spouses are entitled to their fair share. Spousal maintenance is intended to be a provisional measure that ends when a recipient becomes financially self-sufficient, either through paid income or remarriage. Whether or not a spouse has children should not impact how much spousal maintenance they receive. But, if they are the primary caregiver for children, this may prevent them from becoming fully financially independent and thus prolong the time they receive spousal maintenance.

Child support, on the other hand, is based on the notion that both parents have an obligation to contribute to their children's upbringing. These obligations depend on the needs of each child and continue until they reach adulthood and complete their education. As mentioned before, rule-based systems are more effective than negotiated settlements in ensuring that women – usually the recipient of child support – receive a fair amount.

While it may seem relatively straightforward to calculate child-related costs for the purpose of drawing up a settlement between parents, in practice, the process is more complicated. Parents are often willing to pay child support, but they may resent other factors in the divorce settlement, such as alimony payments, the fact that they do not have more or any custody of their children, and the division of property. Indeed, even in cases of no-fault divorce, it is easy for the parties to misperceive decisions about financial matters as indicators of who the court believes is at fault.230 Parents who pay child support may also find themselves in a paradoxical situation in which they want their children to have a good quality of life, but they do not want to subsidise their former spouse’s quality of life. For this reason, child support is sometimes seen in a negative light as a form of ‘hidden alimony.’231

Then again, studies have shown several reasons why custodial parents – usually mothers – tend to play down their demands for child support. In some cases, child support-paying parents have pressured the custodial parent to accept lower payments under the threat of challenging the custody settlement. While these were likely empty threats, they are effective nonetheless. Research also suggests that when the custodial parent initiates the divorce, he or she is likely to reduce the size of
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their child support demand out of guilt. (Conversely, there are cases of child support-paying parents who have initiated their divorce offering more money than was requested, also out of guilt.)

Because the majority of custodial parents are women, there is a high risk that the tendency of mothers to demand less may intersect with gender bias to result in unfair child support settlements.

**Enforcement of child support**

The same legislation that criminalises the non-payment of spousal maintenance also applies to the non-payment of child support. Informal data indicates that, so far, no one has ever been sentenced to prison for this offence, despite research suggesting that the non-payment of child support is widespread. A 2013 survey of 1500 single parents found that child support was underpaid or unpaid in 75% of cases. Parents who are supposed to pay child support but don’t rely on the fact that the criminal justice system in BiH is very slow in processing these cases, and they know that it might take years before their case comes to court.

5.6. Conclusion

Family law reflects the values of our society at a given point in time. Its application can play a significant role in perpetuating gender inequality and reinforcing negative stereotypes that harm both women and men. It is worth highlighting, however, that the legal framework itself allows for a high level of gender equality if only legal practitioners are more aware of gender bias. By educating themselves on this issue, judges and lawyers have the potential to transform societies by enhancing gender equality on a broad scale. Acknowledging gender bias in cases of spousal maintenance and the division of property can impact the future prospects of spouses, especially those who play or have played caregiving roles; and this can have the secondary effect of improving their dependents’ quality of life. In this way, judges and lawyers have the ability to change the lives of individuals in the short term, and society as a whole in the long term.

5.7. Annex: Problem-based scenarios, child custody decisions

Please read the following three divorce cases carefully and decide to whom you would award custody of the child(ren). Consider the relevant laws and note down all the reasons for your decision.

**Case 1**

In 2008, a woman Lj.Č. initiated divorce proceeding against a man Č.Č., with whom she entered into marriage in 1997, in Ljubinje, Bosnia and Herzegovina. They have a 10-year-old son.

---
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In her divorce complaint, Lj.Č. said that their marriage was good in the beginning and she and her husband had a good relationship. However, when Lj.Č. started earning money by singing at weddings and parties, and in a restaurant in Stolac, things began to change. Her husband was unhappy and tried to forbid Lj.Č. from accepting further offers of work. She ignored him; she liked music and was a talented singer, and the job was a source of both income and enjoyment for her. She said that her husband was very jealous, verbally abusive, and started threatening and beating her. Their child was mostly in care of Č.Č.’s mother, since they all lived in a family house together and she was at home during the day.

Č.Č. filed for divorce saying that Lj.Č. had brought shame on the family. One night, in October 2007, she came home from work and he threatened to strangle her. She ran away to her parents in Stolac. On one occasion, she returned to see the child, who seemed uncomfortable and distant in her company. She decided to file for full custody.

In court, Č.Č. claimed his wife often demonstrates inappropriate behaviour: she sings at parties, dances on tables, and takes off her clothes while hugging and kissing the guests. He considers this unladylike and unacceptable in the local culture. His acquaintances make fun of him and his wife, and the children at school tease their son. Č.Č. claims that his wife has no need for additional income because his salary as an architect is more than sufficient. He says that she has not paid any attention to their child for over two years and claims the court should give him full custody.

The local Centre for Social Work reports that attempts to reconcile the partners has failed. The mother has not seen her son for some time but has been sending him money by post. The father has a stable salary and is a successful architect. The child is an exemplary pupil in the primary school and is very attached to his father and his paternal grandmother; but when his mother is mentioned, he becomes distressed. In an interview with the social worker, the mother said that she could provide for the child in her parents’ house. Although her elderly mother is unable to do any housework, her father is still able to provide some support with household chores. The child stated that he wants to live with his father and began crying at the possibility of being made to live with his mother, as he didn’t want to change schools and leave his friends.

The Centre for Social Work suggested that custody be given to the mother on the basis that nurturing by the mother is essential for the development of a young child. In most cases, judges rely on the recommendations of the Centres for Social Work; but in this case, in spite of that recommendation, the court decided to give custody to the father, basing their decision on:

- the wishes expressed by the child; and
- that fact that awarding custody to the mother would cause unnecessary hardship and stress by making the child move to a new house and school

In addition, taking into consideration that both parents have a duty to care for the child, the court ordered that the mother pay child support of 200 KM (€100) per month.
Question for students:

- Do you see any gender bias in this case?
- Do you think the recommendation given by the social worker was appropriate?
- Was the decision by the court to disregard the recommendation of the Centre for Social Work appropriate in this case?
- Was the best interest of the child taken into consideration? How?
- Do you see any relevant factors that were overlooked by the court?

Note for the professor: The wife claimed that her former husband had committed domestic violence. If students do not notice this, it warrants further discussion.

Case 2

In 2014, Dina left her husband after enduring years of an abusive and controlling marriage. He even threatened her with a gun, saying he would kill her if she ever left him. On several occasions, she called the police but later dropped the criminal charges against her husband after he threatened to take her children away and prevent her from seeing them. In court, she stated that she managed to find a job and rent a flat of her own after leaving her husband. He did not allow her to take their seven-year-old son but did allow her to take their 12-year-old daughter, as he is uninterested in raising a daughter. Dina has some financial help from her parents who live abroad. She filed for divorce two months after leaving her husband.

During the mediation process at the Centre for Social Work, Dina’s husband claimed that she is an unfit mother, is immoral, and that she plans to move away to work and live elsewhere. The social worker recommended that custody of both children be entrusted to the mother, but the court did not fully agree. It decided instead to maintain the status quo, leaving the daughter with the mother and the son with the father. In its reasoning, the court listed some financial concerns related to the fact that the mother did not have a full-time job and did not own her apartment. In addition, it noted that she had been living apart from her son for 6 months.

The court recommended that the children have regular contact with each other and that they spend every weekend together, alternating between parents.

Later, when it was the mother's turn to take her son for the weekend, the father prevented him from leaving. Then, when it was time for him to return the daughter to the mother, he instead dropped her off at a police station in Hadzici. The police had to call Dina and asked her to collect her daughter.

Six months later, Dina alerted authorities to the fact that she had not had any contact with her son because he refused to see her. The only solution the court could offer was to enforce the decision by sending police officers to remove the son from his house by force every other weekend, which Dina refused because she felt this would be detrimental to her relationship with her son.

236 Informed by a real case presented in: Halilović.
A year on, the situation remained the same: the son refused any contact with his mother or sister. Clearly under the influence of his father, the boy (8 years old) told the Centre for Social Work that his mother and sister are prostitutes, and that he hates them and wants to kill them.

**Questions for students:**

- Is gender bias evident in this case? If so, how is it manifested?
- Are the best interests of the children honoured?
- Do you see any relevant factors that were overlooked by the court?
- What legal remedy should the courts use to facilitate visitations?

**Note for the professor:** The wife claimed that her former husband had committed domestic violence. If students do not notice this, it warrants further discussion.

**Case 3**

A wife S.M. and husband T.M. filed for divorce in 2012 after the husband entered into a relationship, and subsequently moved in, with his wife’s best friend, with whom he has lived ever since. S.M. and T.M. have a small baby who, at the time the case was deliberated by municipal court, was 12 months old and was being breastfed three times a day. T.M. was adamant that he wanted full visitation rights so that the child would stay with him for two nights, in another town, every other weekend. S.M. argued strongly against this arrangement on the grounds that she was still breastfeeding, and it would therefore be detrimental to the child.

In his ruling, the (male) judge said the child was old enough to stop being breastfed and that the mother was using breastfeeding as an excuse to keep the child from the father and punish him for his affair; a strategy the judge claimed he had seen women use in previous cases. The judge also asserted that it was in the best interests of the child to spend time with the father, and was very critical of the mother for not yet putting the child on formula.

**Questions for students:**

- Is gender bias evident in this case? If so, how does it manifest?
- Do you believe the judge ruled in the best interests of the child?
- How should the judge evaluate the mother’s claim that the child needs to be breastfed?

---


238 The World Health Organization recommends all babies be exclusively breastfed for 6 months, with continued nursing until two years of age while transitioning to solid food. The American Academy of Pediatrics also recommends exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months, continued breastfeeding while transitioning to solid foods through 12 months, and then extended breastfeeding as long as it is mutually desired by mother and child.
Case 4:

An up-and-coming lawyer living in rural Herzegovina filed for divorce from her husband, a metalworker who became unemployed five years ago when his workplace closed down. The husband has not found work since then, but the wife has just accepted a position at a reputable law firm in Sarajevo. The husband contested the divorce; the wife claims that she can no longer tolerate being married to a “useless” man who lives off her salary and makes no financial contribution of his own.

The couple have three children, ages 3, 5 and 7. Given that the mother works long hours, the father takes on most of the household chores and child rearing. For example, he cooks all the weekday meals and takes the children to medical appointments and school. The 7-year girl is doing well in primary school, but her teachers are concerned that she behaves like a tomboy, a factor they attribute to her limited contact with the mother. The 5-year old boy has shown signs of being aggressive to other children in his pre-school. When the mother filed for divorce, she took the children on a summer holiday to Sarajevo and has not let them return for the beginning of the new school year. She applied for full custody of the children, claiming that the father is a bad role model. The father also applied for full custody on the grounds that he is the primary caregiver.

The Centre for Social Work recommended that the mother be awarded full custody and the father given monthly visitation rights and an equal share of school holidays. The social worker was concerned by the father’s lack of financial security and agreed with the mother that he is a bad role model, suggesting that the father’s influence was behind the aggression of the 5-year old son and the tomboyish behaviour of the 7-year-old daughter. The social worker believed this was an inevitable consequence of the children having too little contact with their mother at early stages in their development.

The court supported the recommendations of the Centre for Social Work in full, awarding full custody to the mother and stating that this was in the best interests of the children. The judge also told the father that he should try harder to find a job, in order to make a more meaningful contribution to his children’s upbringing.

Question for students when deliberating this case:

• Do you think the recommendations of the Centre for Social Work were appropriate?
• Do you see gender bias in this case?
• Were the best interests of the children taken into consideration? How?
• Do you see any relevant factors that were overlooked by the court?

Note for professor: The mother effectively kidnapped the children before the case went to court, and the court did not consider whether relocating the children was in their best interests.
Interactive exercise:

Myths and dilemmas about parent-child relationships 15+ minutes

Professor: Choose from the following statements and ask the students to discuss whether they see evidence of gender biases in them. If you have a large group, you may wish to have students first discuss in smaller groups of 2-6 and then to ask them to share feedback with the class. See suggested professor feedback in italics.

- Fathers work longer hours, so they are never as involved as mothers in child care and they are not as naturally inclined to care for their children. When both parents work, both parents usually share child care and household responsibilities. Further, when parents divorce, mothers often take on more paid work.\(^\text{239}\)

- The Centres for Social Work are the best source for recommendations based on proven social and psychological facts. While social workers may strive for this, they are not free from their own biases.

- Following divorce, fathers tend to avoid paying spousal maintenance and child support, and gradually decrease contact with their children. In most cases, fathers remain involved in the lives of their children and make regular spousal maintenance and child support payments.

- Most mothers are vindictive and use various strategies to prevent fathers from seeing their children. Many parents agree on visitation, child support, and how to care for their children in a mutually satisfactory manner.

- Fathers usually work while mothers provide child care, which is why mothers should be awarded child custody. This was once the case, before mothers entered the workforce; but nowadays, it is common for both parents to work. And, while some mothers take time off from their careers when they have young children, many intend to re-enter the workforce once their children are in school full-time.\(^\text{240}\)

- If a mother has committed adultery, the burden is on her to prove that she is suitable to be the primary caregiver to her children. Whether or not a mother has committed adultery has no bearing on her competence and capability to care for and love her children.

---


\(^{240}\) McNeely.
• A mother who works as a senior executive and travels frequently for work should not be awarded custody. 
A mother who works and travels for work should be treated no differently than a father who does the same. Taking this into consideration as a special circumstance would punish women for working and wanting to provide for their families. Neither parent should be punished for needing to make short-term childcare arrangements with a responsible third party – be it a professional childminder, close friend, or relative – to allow them to meet the demands of their career.

• A woman who leaves her child behind with the father when they separate is a bad mother who should not be awarded child custody. Sometimes, women in abusive relationships have no choice but to flee in order to save their lives, and they often have to make difficult decisions such as leaving a child behind in order to do so. Finding a way to leave her husband and then seeking a court settlement for child custody may be the best option available to some women.
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Thematic Unit 6: 
Gender Bias in Cases of Sexual & Gender-Based Harassment

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Understand the root causes, prevalence, and consequences of sexual and gender-based harassment in the workplace.
2. Identify the relevant legal framework in BiH, the EU, and in international law.
3. Compare different legal approaches to sexual and gender-based harassment.
4. Understand how gender bias undermines the provision of justice in cases of sexual and gender-based harassment.

Background reading:

Majda Halilović and Heather Huhtanen, Gender and the Judiciary: The Implications of Gender within the Judiciary of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: Atlantic Initiative & DCAF, 2014).


Summary: Thematic Unit 6 is focused on gender bias in cases of sexual and gender-based harassment (SGBH) in the workplace. As an introduction, the unit examines how sexual and gender-based harassment emerged as a legal concept in the 20th century, and how gender bias both influences understandings of what constitutes unwanted behaviour and can also make it difficult to prove. The lesson then provides an overview of the legal framework, definition, and regulation of sexual and gender-based harassment, both in terms of domestic laws at the entity and state levels as well as those in other European countries and internationally. The types, causes, and prevalence of SGBH, and the negative impact it can have on a person’s performance and future prospects in the workplace as well as on his or her mental health, are also summarised. The unit concludes by demonstrating that many common myths about sexual and gender-based harassment are, in fact, examples of gender bias.
6.1. Introduction and history

Sexual and gender-based harassment (SGBH) are, of course, age-old phenomena; but in legal terms, the concept of sexual harassment only emerged toward the end of the 20th century, to describe unwanted behaviours of a sexual nature that occur in the context of employment. As understanding of this concept developed, these behaviours were increasingly seen as a form of gender-based discrimination that encompasses acts outside the narrow definitions of inappropriate sexual behaviour, and thus the term ‘gender-based harassment’ came into use.

The reasons the concept of sexual and gender-based harassment (SGBH) did not develop earlier include the fact that women’s rights movements in the first half of the 20th century were focused on securing more basic rights – such as women’s suffrage, divorce and property rights, the prevention of sexual violence, and facilitating women’s access to the labour market. (In other words, women had to concern themselves with getting into the workplace before they could concern themselves with fighting harassment in the workplace.) It was only during the rapid industrialization that began after the Second World War, in Yugoslavia and elsewhere, that women’s participation in the formal labour force alongside men began to increase significantly. Before this, in BiH, the majority of the population would have worked in agriculture.

This is not to say that SGBH only takes place between men and women. Indeed, many cases have been documented in historically all-male environments such as in the armed forces; but at the time, these cases were labelled as hazing, bullying, or ‘harmless banter’. It is only recent advances in academic thought that have recognised the gendered nature of these kinds of violent behaviours. Nowadays, SGBH is recognised as a serious problem for a number of reasons. In addition to being a form of gender-based discrimination, which can lead to lawsuits, SGBH can also incur significant financial costs to employers by resulting in absenteeism, the use of sick leave, decreased productivity, poor workplace performance, and the increased turnover of skilled employees. While it is difficult to attach a figure to the actual financial costs, various studies have suggested that workplace harassment costs companies several hundred euros per employee per year; and this can translate into millions of euros for large companies.

Perpetrators of SGBH feel entitled to exert power over one or several victims by exposing them to unwanted acts. In many cases, men feel entitled to commit sexual harassment against women because of their dominant role in society or in a particular profession. In other cases, a perpetrator seeks to demonstrate that he is “more of a man” or she is “more of a woman” than the victim. Supervisors in the workplace may not be actively involved in harassment, but can perpetuate it nonetheless when their gender biases prevent them from taking sexual and gender-harassment seriously.

241 While similar behaviours may also occur in the home or in public, these are categorised differently, as domestic violence or sexual assault for example.
When it comes to the provision of justice in cases of SGBH, it is important that mediators, court staff, and judges recognise their own implicit biases and actively seek to mitigate their effects. Sexual and gender-based harassment is often committed against individuals who, because of bias, are afforded little respect and credibility; and yet, the onus is on the complainant to demonstrate that a particular form of behaviour was both *unwanted* and the primary cause of a decrease in their workplace performance. If legal professionals are influenced by gender bias, they risk allowing SGBH to continue by dismissing or minimising the claims of complainants. Alternatively, by recognising that complainants have been victims of serious and gender-based violations, judicial professionals can help break the cycle of impunity and diminish the sense of entitlement felt by harassers.

### 6.2. Legal Framework

#### State level framework

Harassment is defined by Article 5(1) of the Law on Gender Equality in Bosnia and Herzegovina as: “any unwanted behaviour based on gender that aims to harm [the] dignity of a person [or] group of persons and create [an] intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or insulting environment or achieves such effect.”\(^{245}\) The Law on the Prohibition of Discrimination also defines harassment, as “discrimination in every situation when behaviour...aims for or has an effect of harming [a] person’s dignity and creating [an] intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive atmosphere.”\(^{246}\)

As far as *sexual* harassment, the Law on Gender Equality represents the first time that this has been recognized as a criminal offence in BiH. Article 29 of the Law states that sexual harassment is punishable by a prison sentence of between 6 months and 5 years, and Article 30 allows for the imposition of a fine from 1,000KM to 30,000KM (€500 - €15,000) for failing to undertake appropriate and effective measures to prevent gender-based discrimination, harassment, and sexual harassment. Additionally, the Law mandates that employers and institutions introduce preventative mechanisms and develop workplace policies and institutions to help reduce and combat sexual harassment. This requirement acknowledges that it is more desirable and more efficient to prevent and resolve unwanted behaviour within institutions than to go through the courts.

Sexual harassment is defined in Article 5(2) of the Law on Gender Equality as “every unwanted form of verbal, non-verbal or physical behaviour of [a] sexual nature that aims to harm [the] dignity of a person or group of persons, or has such effect, especially when this behaviour creates [an] intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.”\(^{247}\)

---


247 Law on Gender Equality.
Entity level frameworks: Labour laws

Both harassment and sexual harassment were introduced recently into the labour laws at the entity level (in the FBiH in 2015 and in the RS in 2016), using almost identical wording. In both cases, harassment is described as “any unwanted action...aimed at or constituting a violation of [the] dignity of an employee or job seeker, which ultimately causes fear or hostility, [a] degrading or offensive environment.”

Sexual harassment is expressly prohibited in Article 8 of the labour law of the Federation and Article 19 of the labour law of the Republika Srpska. It is defined as “any conduct, which by way of words or actions of [a] sexual nature intends to violate or constitutes a violation of [the] dignity of an employee or a job seeker, which causes fear and creates [a] degrading or offensive environment.” The definitions posited by each entity of discrimination do vary slightly, with the RS law citing “sex” but the FBiH law listing “gender” and “sexual orientation” as prohibited grounds for discrimination.

These laws go on to define gender-based violence at work as “any act inflicting physical, psychological, sexual or economic damage or suffering, as well as a threat of committing such acts which seriously constrains persons in their rights and freedoms based on the principle of gender equality at work or in relation to work.” They also mention mobbing, describing it as “a specific form of non-physical harassment in the workplace, which implies repeating actions by which one or more persons psychologically abuse and humiliate another person, and whose purpose or consequence is to undermine that person’s reputation, honour, dignity, integrity, working conditions or professional status.”

The labour law in the Brčko District has not yet been modified to include harassment or sexual harassment. However, it is important to note that individual acts which collectively constitute sexual and gender-based harassment can be prosecuted under criminal law (see, for example, Brčko District law on assault, rape, and coercion.)

Laws of the European Union (and its predecessors)

EU legislation has often been more progressive than that of its member states, and has tended to both reflect and influence legal developments in the United States. The foundation for the European prohibition of sexual harassment in legislation was European Council Directive 76/207/EEC on “the implementation of the principle of equal treatment for men and women as regards access to employment, vocational training and promotion, and working conditions.”

---
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When passed in 1976, the Directive did not explicitly mention sexual harassment and was focused on addressing discrimination in legal frameworks as opposed to developing regulations to actively counter discrimination. Still, Article 5(1), states that: “the principle of equal treatment with regard to working conditions, including the conditions governing dismissal, means that men and women shall be guaranteed the same conditions without discrimination on grounds of sex.”

Article 2 of the original Directive was amended in 2002 to state explicitly that harassment and sexual harassment constitute forms of discrimination. This amendment made Article 5 (quoted above) redundant and it was deleted.

Article 2 of the 2002 Directive put an obligation on member states to revise or adopt sexual harassment laws by 2005; and it obligates new EU members to have such laws in place. In 2006, a third Directive – known as the Equal Treatment Directive – consolidated those from 1976 and 2002, among others. It offers the following definitions of harassment and sexual harassment (which are identical to those introduced in the 2002 Directive):

harassment: where an unwanted conduct related to the sex of a person occurs with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, and of creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.

sexual harassment: where any form of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature occurs, with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.

Article 26 of the 2006 Directive extends the scope of the application of harassment to cover acts that occur not only in the workplace, but also “in access to employment, vocational training and promotion,” and encourages employers and those responsible for such training to take actions to prevent sexual harassment in all of these contexts.

The Equal Treatment Directive has several important features. First, it frames sexual harassment as a “violation of dignity” – reflecting an understanding that emerged in the 1980s. Thus, the physical nature of harassment is seen as less important than its emotional effect on the victim, which can include feelings of shame and humiliation. Second, by defining sexual harassment as “unwanted behaviour,” victims are empowered to define whether sexual harassment took place or not, and the motivations or intentions of the alleged perpetrator are irrelevant. Moreover, it is the victim’s culture that determines whether harassment has occurred, meaning arguments that certain behaviours are part of the institutional or national culture of the perpetrator are immaterial. Third,
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the Directive stipulates that harassment is not limited to acts in which a perpetrator harasses a specific victim, but also includes behaviours that denigrate the working environment in general.\footnote{Kathrin Zippel, “Gender Equality Politics in the Changing European Union: The European Union Anti-Discrimination Directive and Sexual Harassment,” working paper no. 134, Center for European Studies, Harvard University, 2006, 4-6. Available at: http://aei.pitt.edu/9027/1/Zippels34.pdf (accessed 22 February 2017).}

The fact that sexual harassment is considered a form of discrimination in the European context has several other practical consequences. For one, a reverse burden of proof principle is applied, placing a greater onus on the defendant to demonstrate that a breach of equal treatment (such as sexual or gender-based harassment) did not occur.\footnote{Directive 2006/54/EC, Article 19.} Many EU countries actually apply this principle to all forms of harassment, even those that are not clearly discriminatory. But in some countries, including Austria, Germany, and Croatia, this principle has proven difficult to implement in practice because it is not regulated in procedural law.\footnote{Ann Numhauser-Henning and Sylvain Laulom, Harassment related to Sex and Sexual Harassment Law in 33 European Countries: Discrimination versus Dignity (Brussels: European Union, 2012), 19-20.}

EU Law also prohibits homophobic harassment and, potentially, transphobic harassment (i.e. harassment of transgender people), with discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation forbidden under Article 21 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Human Rights and any such discrimination in the workplace explicitly outlawed by Directive 2000/78/EC.\footnote{Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, No. 2012/C 326/02, 26 October 2012, Article 21. Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT (accessed 22 February 2017); and Council of the European Union, “Directive establishing a framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation,” No. 2000/78/EC, 27 November 2000, Articles 1 and 2(b). Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32000L0078 (accessed 22 February 2017).} As far as protections for people who identify as transgender and intersex, the European Court has ruled that negative treatment of people who have undergone or plan to undergo sex reassignment constitutes a form of discrimination on the basis of sex, but it is not clear if this also applies to people who do not have any intention of undergoing sex reassignment.\footnote{For example, see: EU Court of Justice, \textit{P v S and Cornwall County Council}, No. C-13/94, ECR 1996 I-02143, 30 April 1996; and Dorota Pudzianowska and Krzysztof Śmiszek, Combating Sexual Orientation Discrimination in the European Union (Brussels: European Commission, 2014), 31.}


\textbf{Laws of countries in the former Yugoslavia}

\textit{Croatia}

In 2008, Croatia incorporated European provisions on sexual harassment, including verbatim definitions of harassment and sexual harassment, into its Suppression of Discrimination Act and


\footnote{Directive 2006/54/EC, Article 19.}

\footnote{Ann Numhauser-Henning and Sylvain Laulom, Harassment related to Sex and Sexual Harassment Law in 33 European Countries: Discrimination versus Dignity (Brussels: European Union, 2012), 19-20.}


\footnote{For example, see: EU Court of Justice, \textit{P v S and Cornwall County Council}, No. C-13/94, ECR 1996 I-02143, 30 April 1996; and Dorota Pudzianowska and Krzysztof Śmiszek, Combating Sexual Orientation Discrimination in the European Union (Brussels: European Commission, 2014), 31.}

into amendments to its 2003 Sex Equality Act. Theoretically, both laws place the burden of proof upon the defendant in cases of sexual harassment; but in fact, most courts insist on making decisions based on an assessment of all the facts. Complainants in Croatia can choose one or several of four legal remedies: public apology, the prevention of a persistence of discrimination, a declaration that discrimination took place, and compensation. An employer can also be sued for compensation if they do not designate a specific staff member to address and administrate claims of harassment.

In practice, it has proven difficult to demonstrate that sexual harassment is specifically caused by discrimination, and hence it is more common for these cases to be treated as instances of “mobbing” or a “violation of a worker’s dignity.” One notable case from Croatia is *Udjbinac v HP*, in which an employee who was unhappy with the reorganisation of her tasks was invited by a board member to discuss her concerns and was then subjected to verbal abuse, including overtly sexist comments about women. The court ruled in favour of the plaintiff based on Article 4 of Croatia’s labour law, which prohibits the “violation of a worker’s dignity and sexual harassment,” but failed to provide any reasoning for the decision. As sex was the only potential basis for discrimination that was invoked, one can infer that this was judged to be a case of sexual harassment; and, though the court did not state the importance of this factor in its findings, it did explicitly state that the burden of proof lay with the employer. The court awarded damages of €65,000 so that the ruling would have a deterrent effect on both this and other employers.

**Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia**

Macedonia amended its Anti-discrimination, Gender Equality, and Labour Laws with the aim of incorporating definitions of harassment found in the European Directives. In practice, however, these laws focus more on mobbing, and trade unions have tended to bring attention to this when bringing cases. Since the term “mobbing” is not used in European legislation, it is not clear exactly how EU provisions on harassment should be transposed into legislation on mobbing. This also means that the gender dimensions of mobbing have been understudied, partly because of a lack of data showing the extent to which mobbing incorporates sexual harassment, for example. As a result, measures to prevent sexual harassment are not specifically mentioned in Macedonian law; so, while the burden of proof can be shifted in cases of discrimination or mobbing, in cases of sexual harassment, pursuing the perpetrator for mobbing is likely to be a more straightforward legal option.

---


268 Zagreb Civil County Court, Judgment, *Udjbinac v. HP*, No. LXXI-Pr-4266/05, 3 March 2010 (Presudaopćinskog građanskog sudova u Zagrebu, Poslovni broj No. LXXI-Pr-4266/05 u predmetu Udjbinac v HP od 3. ožujka 2010).
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271 Most cases refer to mobbing in the public sector due to a victim’s political allegiances. Also, mobbing is defined as behaviour aimed at getting a worker to leave his or her position, which is not commonly the objective of sexual harassment.

Evidence suggests that a legal framework focused in this way on mobbing is susceptible to gender bias. Only 5% of those who reported mobbing in research conducted by the Association of Trade Unions said they were targeted because of their sex.\textsuperscript{273} This may lead to the conclusion that sexual harassment is relatively rare, when in fact it is much more likely that sexual harassment simply does not fit the definition of mobbing. Thus, strategies to prevent mobbing are unlikely to address gender-based discrimination as a cause.

Cases in Macedonia related to sexual harassment are rare, and the reason may be demonstrated by one case from Skopje, in which a university professor was accused of sexually harassing numerous students. However, he was charged for the more serious crime of “committing a forceful sexual act based on abuse of position,” and found not guilty. Still, the university dismissed him for sexual harassment. He successfully sued for wrongful dismissal and defamation.\textsuperscript{274} Cases such as this one can both perpetuate cultures of impunity related to sexual harassment and reinforce myths that false allegations constitute a large proportion of cases.

\textit{Slovenia}

Slovenia has incorporated European Directives on sexual harassment into several pieces of legislation – the 2002 Act Implementing the Principle of Equal Treatment (amended 2007), the 2004 Employment Relation Act (amended 2007), and the 2009 Regulation on Measures to Protect the Dignity of Employees in Public Administration. These latter two instruments contain provisions that oblige employers to provide a working environment free of harassment, including sexual harassment, by any perpetrator.\textsuperscript{275} While sexual harassment is explicitly defined as a form of discrimination, laws on the general prohibition of harassment do not specifically mention sexual harassment.

In Slovenia, a reverse burden of proof principle is in force for sexual harassment cases.\textsuperscript{276} Although Slovenian case law on sexual harassment is still scarce, there appears to be a tendency among complainants to sue their employer for a failure to provide a harassment-free work environment. In one case, for example, the Slovene Army was found liable for failing to prevent the verbal and non-verbal sexual harassment of two female employees. Notably, if an employer is ordered to pay damages to a victim of harassment, Slovenian law allows the employer to pursue the perpetrator of harassment for reimbursement of these damages.\textsuperscript{277}

\textsuperscript{273} Ibid., 188.
\textsuperscript{274} Ibid., 192.
\textsuperscript{277} Ibid., 255. Also see: High Labour and Social Court of Slovenia, Judgment, No. Pdp 499/2009, 3 March 2010.
International Frameworks

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) does not specifically mention sexual harassment, which is perhaps unsurprising as it was passed in 1979, before the term was properly established outside the United States. However, Articles 2, 5, 11, 12, and 16 of CEDAW oblige states to protect women from any forms of violence they may confront in the workplace or in any other area of their social life. Furthermore, in 1989, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women recommended that parties to the convention include information on legislation meant to prevent and eradicate sexual harassment in their periodic reports.278 The Committee held further discussion on this topic in 1992, when the following clarifications were made regarding Article 11 of CEDAW:

- When women are subjected to gender-specific violence, such as sexual harassment in the workplace, equality in employment can be seriously impaired.
- Sexual harassment includes such unwelcome sexually-determined behaviour as physical contact and advances, sexually-coloured remarks, showing someone pornography, and making sexual demands either through words or actions. Such conduct can be humiliating and may constitute a health and safety issue; and, it is discriminatory when a woman has reasonable grounds to believe that her objection to this treatment would disadvantage her in her employment, including related to recruitment or promotion, or when it creates a hostile working environment.279

Actions of the United Nations General Assembly

In 1993, the UN General Assembly passed a non-binding Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women. Article 2 explicitly mentions sexual harassment:

*Violence against women shall be understood to encompass, but not be limited to, the following:*

... *(b) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution.*

---


**The International Labour Organization**

The International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation (C111), which entered into force in 1960, addresses sex discrimination but does not specifically refer to sexual harassment, as it was written before the term emerged.280 In 2003, the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Resolutions (CEACR) offered a General Observation concerning Convention No. 111, noting that “sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination and should be addressed within the requirements of the Convention.”

Through a survey of national legislation on sexual harassment, the Committee found that all definitions of sexual harassment contain certain key elements:

1. (quid pro quo): any physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of a sexual nature and other conduct based on sex affecting the dignity of women and men, which is unwelcome, unreasonable, and offensive to the recipient; and a person’s rejection of, or submission to, such conduct is used explicitly or implicitly as a basis for a decision which affects that person’s job; or
2. (hostile work environment): conduct that creates an intimidating, hostile or humiliating working environment for the recipient.281

The ILO subsequently included sexual harassment within the scope of their work and, in 2005, published a report entitled *Sexual harassment at work: National and international responses*.282

**Laws in countries outside of Europe**

**The United States**

While the act of sexual harassment has a much longer history, the term is thought to have originated in the United States some time before the 1970s. Then, in 1979, feminist legal scholar Catherine MacKinnon wrote an influential book entitled *Sexual Harassment of Working Women*, which explicitly linked sexual harassment with laws on sex discrimination.283 By 1986, the US Supreme Court had ruled that cases of sexual harassment could be heard within the context of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.284

A pivotal case in the United States as far as the treatment of sexual harassment within the legal system was *Jenson v. Eveleth Taconite Co*. The plaintiff, Lois Jenson, became the first woman to work at the Eveleth iron mine in Minnesota following an earlier affirmative action decision that had opened this work up to women. She was subjected to multiple forms of sexual harassment over a nine-year period, as were several of her female colleagues. When Eveleth Mines was investigated by [International Labour Organization](http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C111) (accessed 4 March 2017).

---
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the Minnesota Human Rights Department and fined $11,000, but refused to pay, Jenson embarked on a court battle that took over a decade, finally concluding in 1997. In the end, the case marked the first time that sexual harassment received class action status; and it resulted in a $3.5 million settlement, which was divided between the 15 plaintiffs. The company incurred a further $11.5 million in legal costs. The case critically shaped company culture in the United States, and after several more costly cases, many companies were prompted to take proactive measures to prevent sexual and gender-based harassment within the workplace. The case of Jenson v. Eveleth Taconite Co. was eventually documented in a 2002 book, Class Action, which was later fictionalised into the film North Country.285

6.3. Nature, scope, and effects of sexual and gender-based harassment

It is important to re-emphasise that sexual and gender-based harassment has two forms. On the one hand, it can be committed directly by the perpetrator against a specific victim. On the other hand, the acts of one or several perpetrators can be committed against unspecified victims through the creation of a hostile work environment. In reality, these forms are often present together, because hostile work environments usually signal to a perpetrator that they can harass a specific target with impunity.

Guidelines of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) on preventing sexual and gender-based harassment outline verbal, non-verbal, and physical forms of sexual harassment – which, while often but not always motivated by sexual interest or intent, is not explained by this alone. In fact, sexual harassment is essentially an expression of power. The perpetrator uses his or her dominant position to assert authority over the victim and feels a sense of entitlement to commit acts of a sexual nature.

Social gender inequality is the reason that most perpetrators of sexual harassment are male and most victims are female. However, in some cases, other factors come more strongly into play – such as workplace power structures – meaning that the victim may be male and/or the perpetrator may be female. In other cases, other forms of discrimination may make certain groups vulnerable to harassment, due to their age, religion, race, disability, or sexual orientation, for example. And, gender bias in the legal system, where dominant social groups have better access to justice and more credibility, contributes to the vulnerability of these groups.

The HJPC Guidelines explain that verbal harassment includes but is not limited to:

- Demanding touches, hugs;
- Making sexual proposals;
- Making insults, comments, remarks or innuendos of a sexual nature;
- Unwanted calls for meetings, flirting or seeking sexual relations or sexual favours;
- Unwanted questions about sexual life;
- Making offensive sexual jokes or comments;
- Commenting on one’s sexual (un)attractiveness;
- Writing sexually explicit or suggestive (SMS and e-mail) messages or letters;
- Spreading sexual rumours (including online);
- Preconditioning the realization of benefits and promotion at work with sexual favours; and
- Threats to punish a person who refuses to comply with sexual offers.286

Nonverbal sexual harassment is described as including but not limited to:

- Gestures and insinuations of a sexual nature; and
- Presentation, display or transmission of pornography, sexually explicit pictures, cartoons or posters or other sexual images (including online).287

And the Guidelines list physical behaviours that constitute sexual harassment as including but not limited to:

- Touches of a sexual nature, hugs, kisses;
- Pinching, stroking, kicking, squeezing another person;
- Unnecessary physical contact with the body of another person and undue familiarity (invasion of personal space); and
- Physical encroachment and attack.288

Gender-based harassment can also be verbal, non-verbal, or physical; but behaviours are generally not motivated by sexual intent but instead by discriminatory attitudes based on gender and a desire to make certain groups feel uncomfortable or unwelcome in the workplace. Gender-based harassment is frequently committed by perpetrators against victims of a different gender, but perpetrators also harass people of the same gender. For example, dominant men may attack other men who they perceive as weak or effeminate. In some cases, this can be motivated by homophobia, irrespective of whether the victim is actually (or openly) homosexual. Another example might be older, more senior women bullying younger female colleagues who they see as a threat. The HJPC Guidelines also outline gender-based harassment, as including, but not limited to:

---
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• Making inappropriate comments about a person’s physical characteristics or behaviour on the basis of gender (e.g., a statement that women’s place is in the home...);
• Making comments or treating someone badly because they do not behave in accordance with stereotypical gender roles;
• Coarse and vulgar humour or language in relation to gender/sex;
• Verbally abusing someone, threatening or ridiculing someone on the basis of gender/sex; and
• A hostile work environment towards members of a particular gender.  

Sexual and gender-based harassment can result in the dismissal of victims from their jobs when they complain or disengage from work cultures characterised by inappropriate jokes, teasing, or demands for sexual favours. Or victims may decide themselves to resign, to escape harassment. For this reason, legal experts, feminist activists, and researchers have argued that SGBH are forms of discrimination: they create hostile work environments, and thus hinder the recruitment, retention, and promotion prospects of groups of people based on gender.

Such work environments are the result of perpetrators’ attempts to reinforce discriminatory gender norms within the institutional culture (for example, the acceptability of making comments that denigrate women) and thus make it difficult for certain groups to succeed in their work tasks.

Sustained exposure to SGBH has serious effects on the health of victims, who have high rates of mental health and emotional problems such as stress, depression, self-blame, self-doubt, and a loss of self-esteem. Even when harassment occurs early in a victim’s career, residual symptoms can linger into later life. These symptoms may also have secondary effects on a victim’s physical health, ranging from high blood pressure to insomnia to aches and pains.

In a review of tens of studies on sexual harassment, Cortina and Berdahl found that over 15 addressed “organizational withdrawal,” and showed that sexual harassment has serious negative occupational outcomes not only for victims but for entire organizations within which harassment occurs. Research indicates that victims engage in organizational withdrawal to avoid further exposure to sexual harassment. This means that they remain in the organization, but lose interest in their work and show higher rates of absenteeism, fatigue, and neglect of duties. Sexual harassment in the workplace is also associated with a lack of organizational commitment, performance, and productivity resulting in damaged relations, increased conflicts, and a decreased sense of workplace justice.

---

These factors, coupled with lawsuits and employee turnover, can amount to significant financial consequences to both individuals and companies. Absenteeism, sick leave, poor performance, decreased productivity, a loss of valuable workers, and legal bills all impact an employer’s bottom line. And while the actual financial costs of sexual harassment are difficult to measure, a survey of United States federal employees assessed that the US Government spent $US 327 million (€310 million) in just two years (1992-1994) on expenses related to sexual harassment. It was estimated that federal employees themselves lost a further $US 4.4 million (€4.2 million) due to the effects of sexual harassment during the same period.295

6.4. Prevalence of sexual and gender-based harassment

SGBH in Europe

Due to the many barriers to reporting and the different ways in which sexual and gender-based harassment are defined by and addressed in law, it is difficult to collect accurate statistics on the prevalence of SGBH. Further, the hostility of a work environment is subjective and hard to quantify. Thus, estimates of prevalence are usually drawn from anonymous surveys, which suggest that 30% to 50% of women and 10% of men across Europe have experienced some form of sexual harassment. Most of the harassment experienced by men is perpetrated by other men; but the majority of sexual harassment victims are women, harassed by men.296

SGBH in Bosnia and Herzegovina

To date, no comprehensive study has yet been undertaken to research the extent or prevalence of sexual and gender-based harassment in BiH. In a survey from 2013 that was limited to governmental employees, 16% reported the incidence of SGBH in their institution. These respondents reported that this harassment took several different forms, ranging from physical acts and non-verbal inferences to verbal harassment including sexually inappropriate jokes.297

Research from 2014, on the implications of gender within the BiH judiciary, did not aim to establish the prevalence of sexual harassment in BiH judicial institutions, but to examine awareness and knowledge on the topic. Still, it revealed that inappropriate sexualized jokes and comments—which could be interpreted as sexual or gender-based harassment—are not uncommon in these institutions, with 28% of respondents reporting having encountered this kind of discourse. In this light, it is interesting that almost 60% of the judges, prosecutors, attorneys, and court associates who participated in this research said they had little awareness and knowledge about sexual harassment policies and laws. And what’s more, this study found a tendency on the part of some judicial professionals to trivialize and undermine the significance of sexual and gender-based harassment.298
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With the introduction of the Gender Equality Law in 2003, sexual harassment began to receive more attention in BiH. Yet, since its adoption, only 11 cases of sexual harassment have been tried in the courts. This is due in part to the fact that trying sexual harassment though criminal law procedures is complex, long, and costly, demands a high standard of evidence, and requires an attorney to help plaintiffs navigate legal processes. The experience is sometimes so stressful that individuals choose to put up with sexual harassment instead. But another issue is the general lack of awareness-raising efforts, polices, and preventive mechanisms related to sexual harassment in workplaces.

6.5. Causes of sexual and gender-based harassment

The notion that sexual harassment is rooted in sexual interest has been disputed for a long time by feminist scholars. In 1979, Catherine MacKinnon’s influential book *Sexual Harassment of Working Women* defined sexual harassment as a form of discrimination against women. The book gave greater visibility to the issue of sexual harassment and inspired both research and public interest in the topic.²⁹⁹ Nowadays, scholars broadly recognize that SGBH has a number of causes and that these behaviours are manifestations of unequal power relations in society and in any given workplace. The dominant position of men in society, and in many institutions, makes women vulnerable when it comes to sexual and gender-based harassment.³⁰⁰

Power relations also exist between different groups of women and men; which makes women and men who do not adhere to typical gender norms targets of SGBH. For example, women perceived as dominant or “masculine,” or men seen as “effeminate,” may be targeted. In these cases, the perpetrator may be of the same or a different gender.

In cases of *quid pro quo* harassment, a workplace superior abuses his or her dominant position to extract favours, including those of a sexual nature, from a subordinate. Gender bias is among the factors that results in subordinates often not being believed or taken seriously if they report such harassment.

When harassment is intended to create a hostile work environment for someone, rigid gender norms are sometimes the cause. For many men, being a provider for the family is central to their concept of masculinity, and hence women in the workforce may be perceived as a threat. In this context, sexual and gender-based harassment is a way that men seek to reassert their dominance over the workplace and re-establish it as a men’s space. And by intimidating their female colleagues, men can discourage women from working at all, or can at least undermine their workplace success.

Women suffer harassment by men even when they occupy what are traditionally perceived as women’s jobs, such as waitressing or secretarial work. In these cases, SGBH is aimed at reinforcing the inferior social value assigned to these roles and undermining women’s sense of entitlement to better-paid or more respected jobs dominated by men.

6.6. Gender bias, and sexual and gender-based harassment

The causes discussed above are all linked to gender stereotypes about who should have power in the workplace and in society, how it is acceptable to maintain that power, how masculinity is expressed, and whether women are perceived in terms of their sexuality or skills. Because deeply ingrained and pervasive stereotypes such as these result in women being perceived and treated differently, SGBH are inherently linked to gender bias. Indeed, SGBH are caused by gender bias, are a form of gender bias, and are perpetuated by gender bias.

Discussion Question:

In what ways are sexual and gender-based harassment caused by gender bias, a form of gender bias, and perpetuated by gender bias?

Instructions: Split the class into three groups (or, alternatively, smaller groups can be assigned one of the three elements of the question). Give the students a few minutes to develop ideas/responses and then discuss their answers together. Alternatively, students could be asked to respond with reference to a specific case.

Let us examine each of these assertions in turn:

1) Gender bias is a cause of SGBH.

A perpetrator uses sexual and gender-based harassment to impose dominant behavioural norms associated with a particular gender on everyone else in the workplace. For example, it may have been commonly accepted in the past to make lewd, sexist remarks about women in many all-male workplaces. (In this case, even if some men were made to feel uncomfortable, they would not have felt free to speak up.) Although exposing female employees to these kinds of comments may make them feel unsafe, uncomfortable, or unwelcome, managers often argue that if women want to work in a given industry, it is up to them to adapt to the workplace culture. It is this gender bias, which favours not only men but a specific kind of masculinity, that empowers men to harass – because they know they can get away with it. In the worst cases of complicity, such behaviour may even boost a harasser’s popularity and respect at work.

In the past, legal doctrine tended to align with this gendered perspective on SGBH. The culture that developed in male-dominated institutions was simply seen as a workplace norm, and its effect on women was ignored or downplayed by legal professionals. In this way, gender bias within the legal system contributed to the sense of impunity felt by perpetrators. However, recent changes in legislation have begun to counter this bias, in BiH and elsewhere. While sexual and gender-based harassment is still not being properly enforced in some jurisdictions, where it has been, there have been clear shifts in workplace culture due to changes in both the formal rules and regulations of
companies as well as the attitudes of managers and employees. It is only more recently, too, that the notion that men can be sexually harassed has been accepted, along with the understanding that this is also a result of gender bias. Katherine Franke, a legal scholar, has defined sexual harassment as a “technology of sexism” because “it perpetuates, enforces and polices a set of gender norms that seek to feminize women and masculinize men.”\(^{301}\) Through this lens, men are seen as more masculine if they commit sexual harassment, and to women, this behaviour is a ‘reminder’ to take their subordinate, feminine place. Some men do not conform to the masculine stereotype, though – including those who refrain from or object to the harassment of women. These men can also become targets of SGBH and made to feel unwelcome in their workplace. As an example of this, imagine a male secretary who is persistently asked by his female boss to go on a date. If he reports this to a co-worker or a more senior manager because her advances make him uncomfortable and she has ignored his requests to stop, he risks being ridiculed because his rejection of her proposal does not fit stereotypes of male virility. Gender bias causes sexual and gender-based harassment in this way, by legitimising the unequal treatment of women who do conform to their gender roles and of men who do not.

2) SGBH are forms of gender bias.

Catharine MacKinnon was among the first legal scholars to advocate the view that sexual and gender-based harassment is a form of discrimination, in the early 1980s. Over time, lawyers successfully argued this point in courts, so that it is now recognised in many legal frameworks, including the BiH Law on Gender Equality.\(^{302}\)

As noted above, SGBH can have serious effects on the health of victims, lowering their productivity at work and thus hindering their career advancement and quality of life. The risk of harassment can also have a deterrent effect, discouraging certain groups of men and women from entering traditionally male- or female-dominated professions. For example, this is one of the reasons proportionately few women have chosen to enter professions related to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), which are still dominated by men. Conversely, men have been discouraged from entering professions such as nursing and hairdressing, where they not only face potential ridicule from their peers but may not be taken seriously in the instance they experience SGBH and report it. As such, sexual and gender-based harassment is a form of gender bias that is used to pressure women and men into following more traditional norms, so that their lives conform to social expectations, even if this makes them less happy and less financially successful.

3) Gender bias in the legal system can help perpetuate SGBH.

For a long time, SGBH in the workplace was considered an inevitable product of male and female interactions; human nature, it was thought, could not be escaped. From this perspective, some cases were argued in the US on the premise that no harm was done if the harassment was unintentional. But this ignored the fact that the workplace environment had facilitated gender-based discrimination and preserved cultures of inequality, subordination, and economic disadvantage for women.\(^{303}\) Even today, assessments of whether harm has been done and whether victims are “legit-
"imate" are heavily influenced by the gender biases of legal professionals in the courtroom. These biases, both implicit and explicit, persist in stereotypes and myths that create obstacles to justice, thus perpetuating discriminatory workplace cultures.

6.7. Common myths surrounding sexual and gender-based harassment

The following examples show how gender biases create myths that undermine the provision of justice.

- Women like compliments and sexual attention, so why call it sexual harassment?

This is a common misconception, coloured by gender bias, and it portrays women as sexual objects. Women do not like unwelcome sexualised compliments, uninvited touching, or undue attention from their colleagues directed at their looks and bodies instead of at their capabilities, skills, hard work, and professionalism. One of the reasons this myth is perpetuated is due to the stereotype that women mean “yes” when they say “no” – an example of gender bias that favours harassers in the workplace. There are also cases of women’s harassment increasing if they reject sexual advances, which prevents some from immediately speaking out.

- Women are responsible for sexual harassment.

This misperception is also very common. Indeed, victim blaming is frequently on display in court cases as well as in the media. This conveys a myth that the way a woman dresses or looks, or her friendly behaviour toward colleagues, can provoke uncontrollable biological urges that make any resulting sexual harassment her own fault. Conveying this message to women is a way of indirectly deterring them from reporting cases of sexual harassment or seeking some other remedy. According to the law, a perpetrator is directly responsible for sexual harassment, and an employer who allows a hostile work environment in which harassment occurs is indirectly responsible. The victim is not responsible.

- Men are naturally prone to desire women; it can’t be helped.

Sexual harassment is not about desire but about power, domination, and privilege. The idea that it is simply about men desiring women is grounded in the assumption that women are subordinate to men and ought to be sexually available on demand. And, the notion that men cannot control their desires is an excuse for those in powerful positions to harass women. Further, it is insulting to the large number of men who exercise self-control and do not play a role in harassment, yet it is also a way of preventing these men from speaking out; for, if they do, their masculinity is questioned.

- If there is no touching or blackmail involved, there is no harm done.

Sexual harassment includes making inappropriate jokes, posting sexually offensive content online, or frequently treating an employee in a sexualised manner instead of behaving respectfully and professionally – all of which can cause a victim to feel humiliated, fearful, and intimidated.
This creates an unpleasant and offensive work environment and creates stress among employees. Because psychological violence can affect victims just as much as physical violence, recent legal developments acknowledge non-physical forms of SGBH.

- **Sexual harassment is rare, so why give it so much attention?**

  Sexual harassment is actually very widespread. Research shows that between 30% and 50% of women and 10% of men are victims of some form of sexual harassment.\(^{304}\) These figures justify the attention it has in the form of policies, awareness raising and other preventive efforts. Besides, those who are not at risk of sexual harassment are often unaware that it is taking place around them. Moreover, low reporting rates in a given institution or country are usually an indication of insufficient reporting rather than an absence of sexual harassment. This notion has been validated on many occasions through anonymous surveys.

- **The severity of sexual harassment has been exaggerated by women. It is just harmless flirtation.**

  Flirtation that is unwanted is not harmless; victims themselves have emphasised this and their views are supported by medical science. In addition, studies indicate that very few harassers have sincere social intentions. Indeed, the notion that sexual harassment is exaggerated is an indicator of gender bias. And often, people who have never been affected by harassment simply do not take the time to understand the point of view of victims.\(^{305}\)

- **Many women falsely report harassment, often just to get back at their employers.**

  This stereotype is perpetuated by media, including Hollywood films that show manipulative women abusing sexual harassment policies in the workplace for personal gain.\(^{306}\) Yet, studies indicate that less than 1% of sexual harassment complaints are false.\(^{307}\) Moreover, many women do not file complaints even when they are justified in doing so, due to concerns that they will be met with suspicion or bias and that their own private life, habits, and morals will come under scrutiny.

- **If women ignore sexual harassment, it will stop.**

  SGBH take place in and create hostile work environments. If a harasser acts with impunity once, it sends a message to the harasser and to others that such behaviour is tolerated in the institution. What’s more, some harassers, and indeed some courts, have claimed that *ignoring* harassment is a way of encouraging the harassment.\(^{308}\)

---
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• If a man is helpful to women in the workplace, he cannot be a harasser.

It can be much more difficult for women to prove that men who are generally helpful and kind are also harassers. Unfortunately, this is not uncommon. So-called “benevolent sexism” or the “women-are-wonderful effect” is rooted in the notion that women must be taken care of by men. Men who display these attitudes often hold outdated views that their gestures entitle them to favours from the women they help. But these gestures and ensuing expectations, if unwanted, can constitute SGBH. Similarly, some men may help only those women who conform to their gender ideals and harass those that do not; in other words, imposing gender bias through carrots (kindness) and sticks (harassment).309

**Feature story: Initiatives to prevent SGBH in the judiciary of BiH**

In 2014, as part of a project on gender and justice in BiH, the Atlantic Initiative and DCAF formed and facilitated a 12-member working group of legal professionals to develop guidelines for the prevention of SGBH in judicial institutions. The effort was inspired by research indicating that legal professionals in BiH were under-informed about SGBH and that some even trivialized these behaviours. The working group consisted of law professors, court presidents, judges, disciplinary prosecutors, and representatives from the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) and judicial training centres. Over the course of seven monthly, one-day workshops, the group developed a comprehensive set of guidelines that offer definitions of sexual and gender-based harassment and outline some non-threatening approaches to address it within court and prosecutors’ offices. These guidelines were adopted by the HJPC as policy; alongside implementation activities such as adding the policy to the HJPC website, showing a video to employees, distributing paper copies of the policy, and displaying posters at courts and prosecutors’ offices. The HJPC policy also obliges each institution to appoint advisors responsible for familiarising employees with the policy and handling complaints. These advisors undergo a specially-tailored workshop before performing their role. In these ways, judicial institutions are demonstrating their commitment to preventing SGBH and are also modeling for other employers an example of institutional efforts to do so.

**6.8. Conclusion**

While sexual and gender-based harassment may be relatively new to legal frameworks, various laws define and criminalise forms of SGBH that are as old as the workplace itself. Research has demonstrated that harassment occurs across professions and, as yet, no country has successfully eradicated it.

As we have seen, gender bias is a cause of SGBH, which is driven by the belief that some people are more entitled to be in the workplace than others based on their gender. SGBH is also a form of gender bias, and laws around the world – including in BiH – now recognise that it constitutes a

---
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type of discrimination because it pressures people into pursuing careers socially ascribed to their gender and punishes those who do not. Finally, SGBH are perpetuated by gender bias. Managers who do not take harassment seriously and legal systems that do not address it adequately enable perpetrators to continue victimising their co-workers. The effects of SGBH are serious, impacting the victim, who can suffer serious physical and psychological effects, as well as both male and female colleagues who are forced to work in a hostile environment.

The legal system can serve to allow SGBH to perpetuate, but it can also help to prevent it. By ensuring that laws prohibiting SGBH are implemented in an unbiased fashion, courts can send the message that these behaviours will not be tolerated in the workplace. In the short term, this may prompt companies to do more to prevent SGBH, to avoid court cases. Over time, however, this response can help shape the attitudes of employers and employees, and encourage them to address harassment swiftly and fairly when it occurs. Ultimately, this will lead to more positive and productive work environments.

6.9. Annex: case studies for discussion

Please read the following two cases carefully, assigning one group of students to argue for the prosecution and one for the defence. Consider all relevant laws and note all other reasons for the lines of reasoning employed.

Case 1

A female PhD student filed a complaint with the Gender Equality Agency, alleging sexual harassment by her academic supervisor over a two-year period. She worked as paid research assistant to this supervisor; hence, he held sway over both her income and her academic future. She claimed that, more recently, he had begun to ‘stalk’ her by following her home and waiting outside her flat.

The respondent claimed that the relationship was mutual and thus there could have been no sexual harassment.310

- If you were prosecuting this case: What further evidence would you seek and what suspicions would you have as to whether sexual harassment took place?
- If you were the defence attorney in this case: How would you defend the institution?

Case 2

Two young men were hired as assistant managers at a grocery store. After they stopped working at the store, they both filed complaints of sexual harassment with the labour union.

---

The first of the men alleged that, shortly after he started working, a female colleague – also an assistant manager – began making sexual comments to him. A few months later, when she was promoted to store manager, the harassment continued. He reported that she told him about her sexual desires and past relationships with other male employees, and he claimed she would flash her breasts at him and find reasons to squeeze past him at the counter so that she could rub her body suggestively against his. The man said this was why he resigned after a year in the job.

The second complainant had a similar story. He said the store manager called him “baby” and told other employees that they were in a relationship. Discovering the other man left due to her harassment, the second man argued with the manager, and she suspended him. When he complained to the district manager, his contract was terminated for “unprofessional conduct.”

If you were prosecuting this case: What further evidence would you seek and what suspicions would you have as to whether sexual harassment took place?

If you were the defence attorney in this case: How would you defend the company?

Case 3

Ms. Y, a clerk at a large computer store in Sarajevo, has been complimented by her supervisor, Mr. X., on many occasions. His comments have ranged from complements on her sense of style to praise for her personality traits. In response, Ms. Y has expressed her gratitude for these comments. One day, Mr. X invited Ms. Y to have dinner with him at a restaurant, followed by drinks at his home. When Ms. Y realized that this dinner was to be a date, she gracefully refused the invitation. Mr. X then invited her again, but she again refused and explained that she was not interested in dating.

Over the course of the following days and weeks, Mr. X began to supervise Ms. Y’s work performance more closely. It had been well-known to Ms. Y’s colleagues that she occasionally arrived late for work, but Mr. X warned her that she risked dismissal if this continued. Mr. X then threatened to dismiss Ms. Y unless she somehow made him “forget” these violations. When she asked what he meant by “make him forget,” Mr. X said she knew what she had to do. The discussion ended there and Ms. Y did not communicate further to Mr. X, and she was subsequently dismissed.

If you were prosecuting this case: What further evidence would you seek and what suspicions would you have as to whether sexual harassment took place?

If you were the defence attorney in this case: How would you defend the firm?

Discussion Question:

Is an apology an adequate remedy for sexual harassment?

The following case is from Serbia, where sexual harassment is considered to be a violation of work discipline under the labour law:

In 2011, a female second lieutenant in the Serbian armed forces filed a complaint of sexual harassment to a gender advisor because she was harassed by her superior, a (higher ranking) full lieutenant. The harassment occurred when she went to talk with him about her potential promotion. He had changed the subject, offered her a drink, and begun to recount intimate details from his private life. When she said that she did not have time for a drink, he responded, “one has to relax a bit and have someone to make the everyday routine more interesting... these days, life is hard without fun.” He also offered to take the second lieutenant home, repeating that an invitation for drinks and dinner stood. After looking into the case, the gender advisor urged the full lieutenant to apologize to his subordinate for his discriminatory and degrading behaviour, and stated that he should refrain in the future from behaving in this way toward women.

Was the gender advisor’s response appropriate?

Should any further action have been taken with regards to the full lieutenant? And what about within the institution as a whole? (Consider the duty of an employer to address both individuals responsible for harassment and the environment in which it has taken place.)


Thematic Unit 7:
The Impact of Gender Bias on Assessments of Credibility

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Understand how gender bias influences, or can potentially influence, assessments of credibility of the parties in legal processes.
2. Be familiar with research and knowledge related to the role of different types of gender bias in assessing credibility.
3. Understand how gender bias can influence legal decision making by framing some parties as more or less credible than others.

Background Reading:


Summary: Thematic Unit 7 is focused on the ways in which gender bias and gender stereotypes impact how the credibility of victims, witnesses, and other procedural subjects are assessed. The unit offers a general overview of the concept of procedural credibility and presents relevant research on gender bias. The particularly pertinent issue of how legal experts assess the credibility of women – whether they appear as victims, witnesses, other procedural subjects – is also explored. Research conducted in BiH has shown that women tend to be seen as less credible in the courtroom;
and this also applies to other individuals who do not conform to expected patterns of behaviour for their gender, such as male victims of rape and sexual harassment or men who seek custody of minor children. This unit stresses the duty of judicial professionals to confront their own prejudices and to consider credibility in a manner that allows them to make decisions fairly and equitably.

7.1. Introduction

According to *Black’s Law Dictionary*, credibility is “the quality that makes something worthy of belief.” This may refer to a witness, who must be determined to be competent before his or her credibility is considered. But in the legal realm, the credibility of evidence, judges, prosecutors, other judicial practitioners, and court experts is also relevant.

In BiH, a country with a civil law system, credibility is seen as a relatively straightforward matter, and while the legal literature does address common threats to the credibility of witnesses and victims, gender bias is not usually discussed. In assessing credibility, legal professionals in BiH consider factors such as whether a witness has previously lied before the court, whether they are mentally capable of testifying, whether they have an interest in not telling the truth (such as being a spouse or family member of an accused), or if they have any previous convictions. As such, the assessment of credibility is seen as a clear-cut process, and legal professionals in BiH spend little time on the matter.

However, research published in BiH in 2014 demonstrated that gender bias, previously unrecognized by legal professionals in the country, may play a role in their determinations of credibility. This will be discussed in more detail later.

Unlike in civil law systems, the question of credibility is given much greater scrutiny in adversarial legal systems. Lawyers thus use a number of tactics to either strengthen or discredit the testimony of witnesses before judges and juries. In addition, they do not shy away from attacking the credibility of their fellow lawyers if they feel it will improve their case. It is therefore unsurprising that legal professionals in countries with adversarial systems have a particular theoretical interest in credibility, which has resulted in a wealth of literature on the topic in places like the United States. Because witness testimony is a foundation of the trial system in both adversarial and civil law countries, this literature is highly relevant to legal professionals in all jurisdictions.

In a review of “credibility lessening tactics” used by attorneys, Sarah Ubel identified three key dimensions used to determine levels of credibility: perceived expertise, trustworthiness (i.e. lacking an interest in making nonvalid assertions), and goodwill. She noted that other scholars had considered the role of some additional dimensions, including “sociability, character, competence, composure, and extraversion.” Although legal professionals strive to be impartial, many assessments of these dimensions are largely subjective and thus influenced by gender bias, as well as by stereotypes related to other factors such as age, level of education, race, and religion.

---
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This leaves a number of questions open for future legal professionals to answer themselves. Should we presume that every witness is credible unless proven otherwise? What really influences someone's credibility? Does a person's gender, level of education, race, or ethnicity genuinely make them more or less credible, or are these judgements based on our own biases? And what about the question of professional credibility; do we assess the credibility of male and female judges, prosecutors, legal professionals, and courtroom experts based purely on their professional knowledge and skill? Is a female expert witness perceived as having the same level of credibility as her male colleague? Do we see her as more credible than a man if she is giving evidence about a child’s best interests, irrespective of her area of expertise?

7.2. How gender bias influences perceptions of credibility

The credibility of women has been held in particular suspect within the legal realm since some of the earliest legal codes were written, and this was reflected in early legal documents in the US and Europe.315 In the Western Balkans, the Vinodol Statute – a legal code from 1288 and one of the oldest in the region – long ago established specific scrutiny of women’s credibility, in Article 18.316 It stated that a morally reputable woman put forward as a witness would be trusted only if all of the following criteria were met:

• there were no other male witnesses;
• the dispute was between women; and
• the offense was for ‘cursing, wounding or beating.’317

The Vinodol Statute characterized the testimony of women as subsidiary (if there are no male witnesses), relative (only in disputes involving women), and sufficient only in certain instances (verbal and physical acts). And Article 18 also incorporates subjective and gendered assumptions related to the characteristics of women, for example stipulating that they be “morally reputable.”318

We might like to think that this practice of mistrusting women’s testimonies, or at least treating them as less trustworthy, was abandoned long ago. Yet, evidence indicates that the credibility of women continues to be subject to greater scrutiny, and that assessments of their credibility are coloured by stereotyped expectations of how women should behave generally and how they should hold themselves in court. Questions about women’s sexual behaviour, mothering, career choices, appearance, and dress habits are still explicitly or implicitly integral in the minds of many legal professionals when assessing the credibility of women as victims, witnesses, or experts. Lynn Hecht Schafran, a legal scholar in the US, offers explanations as to why the credibility of women is still undermined by gender biases and stereotypes.319 In doing so, she identifies three types of credibility: collective, contextual, and consequential.
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Collective Credibility: This kind of credibility comes from belonging to a group seen as credible, which is not true of women as a group, historically. The law has traditionally grouped women with children, elderly, and the mentally impaired and has forbidden them from many social functions, including the ability to own property, enter contracts, or vote. Rape laws were once written in a way that placed the burden of proving their own trustworthiness on women victims. Although laws have since changed, social science and legal research reveal that women as a group are still perceived as less credible than men.

According to a 1988 report of the American Bar Association Commission on Women in the Profession, "women report that they are often treated with a presumption of incompetence, to be overcome only by flawless performance, whereas they see men attorneys treated with a presumption of competence overcome only after numerous significant mistakes. Minority women testified that adverse presumptions are even more likely to be made about their competence." Decades later, research in BiH confirmed that these dynamics still plague women in the judiciary. Moreover, some women belong to several groups that lack collective credibility. An example from the BiH context would be Roma women, who face challenges to their credibility based on their ethnic group and their gender.

Contextual Credibility: The second form of credibility is contextual, referring to credibility that is dependent upon understanding the context of a claim. In other words, to assess a person’s credibility, you must try to understand their experiences. When women talk about their life experiences in court, judicial professionals sometimes have little firsthand knowledge by which to relate, and this makes it harder for them to establish credibility. However, evidence suggests that when women’s testimonies are preceded by briefings from expert witnesses on misunderstood topics such as sexual harassment, witnesses are seen as more credible.

Consequential Credibility: There is also a type of credibility related to being seen as “someone of consequence, someone who matters and someone to be taken seriously.” When people are taken seriously, their injuries and grievances are accepted as significant or important. An example of this consequential type of credibility is the way in which injustices done to female victims of rape within the context of domestic violence are minimised to avoid sending a “nice guy” (who may be a father and a breadwinner) to prison. One way of measuring relative levels of consequential credibility is to look at sentencing guidelines for different kinds of crime. For instance, are sentencing minimums for robbery harsher than for sexual assault?

Consequential credibility can be elusive for those who do not fit stereotypes about victims of given crimes. As men do not fit the stereotypical image of a victim of sexual violence, a male victim of a female perpetrator would likely have difficulty in asserting his consequential credibility, regardless of the severity of the crime.
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Still, according to Schafran, it is women who tend to face challenges to all three types of credibility. Compared to men, women are seen as less competent and therefore less credible. On top of that, they must seek redress in courtrooms staffed by legal professionals who lack an understanding of their personal contexts and how a given crime may affect them. As a result, even when harm is proven, the punishment for perpetrators may be minimal. To remedy this, Schafran argues that serious efforts must be made to change how legal practitioners assess credibility and to encourage them to recognize their own biases.

**Discussion 10 minutes**

Literature from the US and other countries that use an adversarial legal system offer plenty of evidence that legal professionals often undermine the credibility of witnesses, victims, and courtroom experts, and that defense and prosecution attorneys use gender to assess credibility. But what is the situation in BiH? Can you imagine this happening in BiH?

After students give their opinions, present the following research findings from BiH:

In a 2014 study, legal professionals in BiH initially rejected the idea that gender influences their assessments of credibility. They argued that many factors are considered, but not gender. Yet, some anecdotes indicate otherwise. One judge explained:

*It all plays a part, especially if the witness is a young woman; if she is testifying for a crime [that took place] late at night, I hear comments about what she was doing out that late in a bar. They ask if she frequently changes boyfriends. Lawyers try to destroy the credibility of witnesses in that way. Some behaviours are okay for young men but not for young women. For that reason, young women...avoid testifying in court. [Lawyers] comment on how she dresses, and those comments are not made about men.*

Furthermore, in the same study, approximately 40% of respondents said that their assessment of a victim's credibility was impacted by the victim's emotional state. The study did not determine whether this impact was positive or negative; but research from the US indicates that female rape victims who do not show visible signs of distress when giving testimony in court are less likely to be believed. In other words, if victims behave in a way that conforms with gender-based stereotypes, they are seen as more credible. However, scientific evidence shows that survivors of traumatic events react in many different ways to those events in various contexts and over time, irrespective of their gender.

---
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7.3. Gender bias and credibility in practice

7.3.1. The credibility of victims

Assessing the credibility of victims is paramount to the legal process, and sometimes entire cases depend on it. Women are in an especially difficult position when it comes to trying to prove that they have been victims of domestic violence, sexual harassment, rape, marital rape, and wartime rape. These crimes frequently take place in private, often with no witnesses, and the credibility of the victim is thus given utmost importance in assessing the case.

The credibility of domestic violence victims

In domestic violence (DV) cases, women who contact the police often choose not to follow through with an investigation because they are too afraid of the abuser. Sometimes, women will contact law enforcement and then drop the charges several times. If a woman finally follows through with a case after withdrawing them in the past, she is likely to be met with scepticism about whether the violence actually took place at all.

One reason legal professionals may distrust female victims of domestic violence is related to a misunderstanding of their motivations for engaging with the criminal justice system. While judges, prosecutors, and lawyers are primarily concerned with determining whether or not to convict the accused party, the victim may be seeking to resolve more pressing issues – for example, collecting child support or recovering the family home in order to guarantee their own safety and that of their dependents. Some victims may also focus on getting their abusers the help they need. Once these goals are achieved, it may be logical from the victim’s perspective to withdraw their complaint in order to limit future contact with the perpetrator or avoid having to revisit traumatic experiences. This logic is often misunderstood by judicial professionals, however, some of whom see it as a sign that the perpetrator is no longer a threat or that the previous threat was exaggerated by the victim.

Despite popular beliefs to the contrary, few victims seek to condemn or punish their abusers publicly; but if they do, it does not make their claim any less legitimate or them any less trustworthy. To appreciate this, and thus to appropriately assess the credibility of victims even if they behave reluctantly, legal professionals need an in-depth understanding of the dynamics and complexities of domestic violence. Otherwise, victims are likely to be misunderstood or their actions misinterpreted.

It is understandable that prosecutors sometimes find it frustrating when victims withdraw or recant their allegations. Evidence from many countries, including BiH, shows that prosecutors are hesitant to pursue domestic violence cases for this reason. And some prosecutors believe that vic-
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tims who fail to “cooperate” should no longer be entitled to the benefits of the legal system.\textsuperscript{331} This is simply a failure on the part of these legal professionals to recognise that, for victims, convicting a perpetrator is often not their primary goal. These views are also based on the presumption that a cooperative victim is essential to the objective of prosecution.\textsuperscript{332}

The credibility of domestic violence victims is also undermined when attorneys question their mental health in the process of defending their abuser. A defence attorney may argue, for example, that the victim was in fact the primary aggressor and that the abuser was acting to defend himself.\textsuperscript{333} Attorneys often highlight the contrast in appearance between their composed client and their more emotional, less credible-looking victim – who may have suffered through years of coercive control. In this way, the victim’s experience of abuse is minimised and it is implied that they are not a “real” victim.\textsuperscript{334}

In truth, mental health sufferers are more likely to be targeted for many kinds of abuse precisely because they are seen as less credible, and perpetrators thus believe that they can act with impunity. Moreover, victims of domestic violence have often lived with violence for a long time, and may show classic signs of trauma including confusion and outbursts or displays of strange and erratic behaviour. Therefore, it is important that legal professionals are educated about domestic violence or, failing this, that expert witnesses testify in the courtroom to explain the effects of trauma on the victim.

The credibility of rape victims

In one British study, respondents said that they believed a rape victim was to blame if she had dressed provocatively or had gone home with her rapist.\textsuperscript{335} Ideas like these are engrained from a young age and the effect they have on public opinion makes it all the more difficult for victims to get the justice they deserve.\textsuperscript{336} Jurors and judges in rape cases often make decisions based on pre-conceived notions or implicit and explicit biases about what constitutes ‘real’ rape. What’s more, police officers and prosecutors are often disinclined to pursue sexual assault cases because of how difficult it can be to secure convictions in court.\textsuperscript{337}

In rape cases – as the British study mentioned above highlighted – gender biases are amplified by social attitudes held in many countries, including in the West, that blame rape survivors for their own victimisation. In discussions of rape, it is common to hear talk of whether “she was dressed provocatively,” and “had a bad reputation.” Not only do both points wrongly imply that rape
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is a form of sexual attraction turned sour, but more importantly they place the blame squarely on the female victim and her sexuality.338

The emotions female rape victims do or do not express are also sometimes viewed as detracting from their credibility. For example, there is evidence that a female victim who does not cry or show other signs of distress when testifying in court will be seen to lack credibility, even though psychologists have long attested that not all rape survivors react to the trauma they have experienced in this way.339 And yet, if a woman becomes very upset or cries a lot in the courtroom she is dismissed as “hysterical” and may face threats from the judge to stop the proceedings; and if she expresses anger she is also likely to be dismissed, because in most cultures, angry women make most people – and especially men – uncomfortable.340

Men also face questions about their credibility if they do not fit notions of expected behaviour. If men are tearful, appear visibly upset, or demonstrate other behaviours that are not seen as traditionally masculine when they testify in court, they may be chastised, shamed, or accused of being manipulative. Clearly, gender bias about the emotional responses that are normal and appropriate for both men and women can play a role in undermining how the credibility of victims is perceived in the courtroom.341

Furthermore, the research of Lynn Hecht Schafran on consequential credibility (or the inability of judicial professionals to give importance to the experiences of women) shows that women’s injuries are commonly minimised in rape sentencing, especially in cases involving non-strangers. But these are the bulk of rape cases, for victims know their attacker 80% of the time. Often, these rapists have no other criminal record despite the high likelihood that they are reoffenders. In many cases, these combined factors can lead victims to internalise societal blame for not avoiding or preventing their rape and can undermine their trust in the people who are supposed to help them, including in the criminal justice sector.342

Perceptions of minority communities and minority women have also contributed to issues of credibility. For example, judges and jurors in the US have been shown to trivialise violence against women of colour because they believe that these women come from “naturally” violent communities. This is reflected in cases of rape as well, in which the trauma experienced by women of colour is sometimes dismissed due to stereotypes that they are more promiscuous and inured to forced sex.343 While discrimination against minority women in the US is relatively well-known abroad, similar stereotypes exist in all countries, though they may be applied to different minority groups.
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In BiH, gender stereotypes and misconceptions have been identified in assessments of the credibility of wartime rape victims. In one case, the judges considered the victim's testimony credible because her claim was authentic, concise, and consistent, as is usual practice. However, the judges also stated that the victim’s credibility was strengthened by the fact that she did not seek compensation for the crime committed against her. This attitude is problematic because it implies that victims who seek compensation are less credible, even if this is their right according to both national and international legal frameworks.\(^{344}\)

In another case of wartime rape before the BiH court, gender bias was clearly a factor when a victim’s testimony was deemed not credible, resulting in the collapse of the case. The reasons for this assessment were multi-fold: First, the victim neglected to mention that she had been in a relationship with the accused before the war. Second, she hid her pregnancy when she was transferred to free territory. Third, she did not terminate her pregnancy when she arrived in free territory. In this example, we can see all three of Schafran’s forms of credibility at play. The victim suffered from a lack of collective credibility both as a woman and as a rape victim. This was compounded by a lack of contextual credibility; the judges clearly did not understand the trauma and stigma associated with rape (and abortion, for that matter), particularly in the wake of a consensual affair with a married man from a different ethnic group, and how these challenges were amplified in the context of war. And finally, there was a lack of consequential credibility, as clearly the severity of the victim’s ordeal was not appropriately considered.\(^{345}\)

Another impactful but common misconception is that the victims of rape are always women and the assailants are always men. While studies estimate that 90% of rape victims are female, the remaining 10% of male victims face a number of legal obstacles related to gender bias.\(^{346}\) Rape by a woman is often seen as inconceivable because stereotypes dictate that men have inherently more strength and power than women.\(^{347}\) Male-on-male rape is also misunderstood, again because of false associations between rape and sexual attraction. Men who have been raped are often forced to demonstrate that they are not homosexual (which is irrelevant to a crime that is about power and control, not sexual attraction), that they weren’t ‘asking for it,’ and that they are not trying to excuse homosexual behaviour they now regret.\(^{348}\)

These stereotypes and their effects on public opinion are dangerous to both women and men. While these attitudes impact women in higher numbers, male victims who do report their rapes face considerable gender bias, and men are less likely to report rape because admitting to it is such a taboo.\(^{349}\) In this way, victim blaming and a fear of public shame continues to silence rape victims regardless of gender.

---
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7.3.2. The credibility of experts

Video: Education and Employers Taskforce, #RedrawTheBalance (2016)

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJPzPOfq_o
Running Time: 2 minutes, 7 seconds

In this video, children in a primary school in the UK were asked to draw three pictures (and to give names to the people they drew). They were asked to draw:

1. A firefighter
2. A surgeon
3. A fighter pilot

Then, they get to meet a real firefighter, surgeon, and fighter pilot.

After the video:

The video highlights that gender stereotypes become fixed at ages 5-7. With that in mind:

- Do you think this exercise would have the same outcome in BiH? (Because these nouns are gender specific in the local language, children would be asked to “Draw someone whose job is to put out fires.”)
- Would you feel comfortable if an all-woman team of firefighters arrived to put out a fire at your house, or if you were in a plane piloted by a woman, or if you had a female brain surgeon?
- Even if you would be comfortable with women in these positions, do you believe it is a risk as a legal professional to choose to use women experts as witnesses in cases related to arson, neurology, or aeronautics?

Research conducted in BiH has revealed conflicting views among judicial professionals on the influence gender has on assessments of the credibility of experts. During interviews for one study, a female judge observed that defence attorneys and prosecutors have a tendency to favour men over women when calling expert witnesses, especially for testimony in the field of economics. Other interviewees expressed similar opinions that this was especially true in certain in fields related to mathematics, due to prevailing stereotypes that women have inherently less acuity in these areas.350

One female judge felt that factors beyond gender were considered, particularly the cost of experts’ appearance in court, noting:

There is a list, and experts are chosen from the list... they look for someone who is relatively close [geographically] to reduce the costs [of transportation]. I have an example of a woman who is a

---
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In all likelihood, it is both true that gender matters – whether intentional or not – and that other factors are also at play. The defence or the prosecution will always choose witnesses they deem to be most credible to the court in any given context. If they believe an expert will be viewed with more authority by judges due to their gender, then gender becomes an explicit factor in their decision making; and this usually results in the choice of men as experts. On the one hand, their own unconscious bias may lead defence attorneys and prosecutors to view men as more authoritative or to assume men are viewed that way, even if judges do not hold such a bias. Either way, choosing a male expert may seem like a rational choice of outcome-based thinking.352

It is also possible that there are higher levels of men in certain professions, and particularly in sectors that are frequently called to testify in the court system. Gender inequality in the labour market, then, is yet another factor. Determining the scale of the imbalance in gender representation among expert witnesses in BiH, and the reasons why, would be worthy of further inquiry.353

While research from BiH has not offered conclusive findings related to gender and the credibility of expert witnesses, international research is more conclusive in this respect. Studies indicate that men are not only more likely to appear as expert witnesses, but that when women do appear, they often act as part of an expert team rather than standing alone.354 This research has also found, however, that in some areas women are seen to have more expertise. For example, one study evaluated the effect of gender on the credibility of expert witnesses in cases of child custody by playing a recording of a simulated child custody hearing to a team of mock jurors. The jurors believed that the female expert had more credibility than the male expert when it came to determining which parent was more suitable as the primary custodian, suggesting that women are perceived as more capable than men at evaluating dynamics or issues related to stereotypically ‘female domains.’355

In a study by Larson and Brodsky that also used mock jurors, participants were shown video clips from a criminal murder trial.356 The mock jurors were asked to rate the expert witnesses, and rated the male experts as more “confident, trustworthy, likable, believable, and credible” than the female experts.357 Another study found that when assessing the credibility of women experts, likeability is a significant factor; but for men, this makes little difference in how their credibility is assessed.358 In other words, women must appear both likeable and competent in order to be viewed as legitimate experts in the courtroom. This puts female expert witnesses in a Catch-22 situation – they must demonstrate

351 Lists of Court Experts for both the FBiH and the RS are publicly available (in Bosnian). An examination of these lists generally revealed a clear gender imbalance in favour of men. In medicine, the disparity was particularly striking; only 15% of 137 experts listed were women. Several research and health reform initiatives have recorded considerably higher numbers of women in the medical field than are represented on the Court Experts list, noting rates well above 50%, particularly in certain specialties. For example, see: “From Family Medicine to Community Nursing: A Project in Bosnia-Herzegovina and its Potential for NCD Control and Prevention,” Bulletin of Medicus Mundii Switzerland, no. 128 (2013).
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that they are just as competent as their male colleagues, sometimes by taking on roles or attitudes stereotypically assigned to men and associated with strength and assertiveness, yet must also adhere to social norms stereotypically assigned to women that dictate they be agreeable and flexible.359

7.3.3. The credibility of attorneys, judges, and prosecutors

Despite the tradition in the legal profession of valuing decorum, Ubel and others offer plentiful examples of how this is undermined by various forms of gender bias.360 Women in particular face challenges to their credibility as attorneys, judges, and prosecutors by three main means: overt intimidation, being ignored and disregarded, and seemingly innocuous gendered comments that distract from or dismiss a woman’s professional expertise. While these behaviours were first identified in adversarial systems such as in the US, recent research has demonstrated that women in BiH also face these same three forms of professional deligitimisation.

Overt intimidation

When it comes to overt intimidation, legal professionals have reported being subject to foul and belittling language related to their gender and to statements that they do not belong in the legal domain.361 And, in contrast to the prescribed practice of referring to judges as “your honour” and lawyers as “defence counsel” or “prosecutor,” interviewees in BiH reported hearing terms such as “young man,” “young woman,” or even “girl” being used to discredit legal practitioners in the courtroom. One male lawyer openly confessed in the courtroom to having difficulties working with a female prosecutor because he had sexual fantasies about her. And this occurs between judges, too, as in the case when one male judge turned to a female judge and asked, “what did you say, beautiful?”362

Comments such as these, which diminish or disparage, as well as use of terms like “dear” and “honey” – as experienced by two thirds of female attorneys in the US363 – create a hostile work environment for female legal professionals (and in fact make many of their male colleagues uncomfortable as well.) Furthermore, this kind of behaviour undermines the legal process. Judges should base their assessments of the credibility of legal professionals in their court not on their own attitudes toward particular groups of women and men, but on the basis of how defence counsel or prosecuting attorneys present argumentation.

Another method of intimidation that has been documented in research is an increased level of scrutiny of individuals who do not fit the stereotype of a ‘typical’ legal professional (often, women and younger staff), in regard to their application of procedural and other rules. This scrutiny is also sometimes accompanied by comments that ‘masculine’ subject matter is difficult for women to understand (thus undermining contextual credibility) or that a woman’s judgement is clouded by her emotions.364 Again, this undermines
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due process and creates self-fulfilling prophecies that women and non-stereotypical men struggle to succeed as legal professionals. They are not, in fact, less talented; but they are not given a level playing field.

**Being disregarded**

Female legal professionals in particular face the challenge of being interrupted and ignored on a regular basis. At a symposium held in Brussels in 2013 entitled “The Judge is a Woman,” several European judges noted how male legal professionals tend to reinforce statements made by their male peers, with references such as “...as my colleague correctly noticed...,” while largely ignoring points made by their female counterparts.365

Even when women do get to speak, disinterested or dismissive body language or non-verbal communication by a judge can undermine the speakers’ credibility to other observers in the courtroom:

> If the jury senses a judge’s disinterest when a woman speaks, but has no red flag that his behaviour is gender-biased, the female attorney and her client lose their right to impartiality. Moreover, as legal transcripts do not record the judge’s body language, such bias is not apparent on appeal. 366

In this way, the implicit or explicit gender bias of a judge can influence the assessment of a legal professional’s credibility through non-verbal cues that they may not even realize they are communicating. And yet, clearly, if one party in a trial is ignored or believed less on the basis of their gender, the judicial process has been compromised.

In a related example from the political sphere, women in the Obama Administration struggled to have their voices heard in what was a traditionally male-dominated field until they adopted a strategy called “amplification.” When one female staffer made a point, another woman would repeat it, always crediting the original author. This way the point was neither overlooked nor reclaimed by a man. Over the course of the Obama presidency, the contributions of women began to be valued more equally and gender parity was achieved among senior White House staff.367

**Gendered comments**

The third way the credibility of female legal professionals is undermined is through gendered comments that are often unintentional – and may even include compliments. People who do not fit stereotypical gender roles associated with their profession are often both criticized and complimented on their outward appearance. Where women are concerned, comments on their clothing, physique, or hairstyle are commonplace (and men sometimes face comments if they are deemed to be ‘boyish,’ less-than-masculine, or overweight).368 Studies from a survey of legal professionals in BiH found that one in five respondents had heard jokes related to a colleague’s physical appearance.369 In an interview for that research, one male prosecutor reported that he was frequently disregarded.

---
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teased for being overweight. Even where these comments are meant to be positive, they draw attention to the fact that a legal professional is somehow atypical, leading to judgements on their credibility based on factors besides the quality of their work.

7.4. Activity: examining credibility in a rape case

People v Iniguez (1994), Superior Court of San Diego County

On June 15, 1990, the night before her wedding, at approximately 8:30 p.m., 22-year-old Mercy P. arrived at the home of Sandra S., a close family friend whom Mercy had known for at least 12 years and considered an aunt. Sandra had sewn Mercy’s wedding dress, and was to stand in at the wedding the next day for Mercy’s mother, who was unable to attend. Mercy was planning to spend the night at her own home.

Mercy met the defendant, Sandra’s fiancé, for the first time that evening. The defendant was scheduled to stand in for Mercy’s father during the wedding. Mercy noticed that the defendant was somewhat “tipsy” when he arrived. He had consumed a couple of beers and a pint of Southern Comfort [a strong liquor] before arriving at Sandra’s. Mercy, Sandra, and the defendant celebrated Mercy’s impending wedding by having dinner and drinking some wine. There was no flirtation or any remarks of a sexual nature made between the defendant and Mercy at any time during the evening.

Around 11:30 p.m., Mercy went to bed in Sandra’s living room. She slept on top of a sleeping bag. She was wearing pants with an attached skirt, and a shirt. She fell asleep at approximately midnight. Mercy was awakened between 1:00 and 2:00 a.m. when she heard movement behind her. She was lying on her stomach, and saw the defendant, who was naked, approach her from behind. Without saying anything, the defendant pulled down her pants, fondled her buttocks, and inserted his penis inside her. Mercy weighed 105 pounds (48kg). The defendant weighed approximately 205 pounds (95kg). Mercy “was afraid, so I just laid there.”

“You didn’t try to resist or escape or anything of that nature because of your fear?”

“Right.”

Mercy further explained that she “didn’t know how it was at first, and just want[ed] to get on with my wedding plans the next day.” Less than a minute after he started, the defendant ejaculated, got off of her, and walked back to the bedroom. Mercy had not consented to any sexual contact.

---
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Officer Fragoso, who interviewed Mercy several days after the attack, testified that she told him she had not resisted the defendant’s sexual assault because, “She said she knew that the man had been drinking. She hadn’t met him before; he was a complete stranger to her. When she realized what was going on, she said she panicked, she froze. She was afraid that if she said or did anything, his reaction could be of a violent nature. So she decided just to lay still, wait until it was over with and then get out of the house as quickly as she could and get to her fiancee [sic] and tell him what happened.”

Mercy immediately telephoned her fiancé Gary and left a message for him. She then telephoned her best friend Pam, who testified that Mercy was so distraught she was barely comprehensible. Mercy asked Pam to pick her up at Sandra’s home, grabbed her purse and shoes, and ran out of the apartment. Mercy hid in the bushes outside for approximately half an hour while waiting for Pam because she was terrified the defendant would look for her.

Pam arrived about 30 minutes later, and drove Mercy to Pam’s house. Mercy sat on Pam’s kitchen floor, her back to the wall, and asked Pam, “[D]o I look like the word ‘rape’ [is] written on [my] face?” Mercy wanted to take a shower because she felt dirty, but was dissuaded by Pam. Pam telephoned Gary, who called the police.

Gary and his best man then drove Mercy to the hospital, where a “rape examination” was performed. Patricia Aiko Lawson, a blood typing and serology expert, testified that there was a large amount of semen present in Mercy’s vagina and on the crotch area of her underpants. A deep vaginal swab revealed that many sperm were whole, indicating intercourse had occurred within a few hours prior to the rape examination. ABO blood group, blood type B, which was consistent with the defendant’s, but not Gary’s or Mercy’s blood type, was found on the internal and external vaginal swabs and on the underpants.

The following day, Mercy and Gary married. Gary picked up the wedding dress from Sandra while Mercy waited in the car. Neither Sandra nor the defendant participated in the wedding. The defendant was arrested the same day. When asked by the arresting officer if he had had sexual intercourse with Mercy, the defendant replied, “I guess I did, yes.”

Dr Charles Nelson, a psychologist, testified as an expert on “rape trauma syndrome.” He stated that victims respond in a variety of ways to the trauma of being raped. Some try to flee, while others are paralysed by fear. This latter response he termed “frozen fright.”
The defendant conceded at trial that the sexual intercourse was non-consensual. The defendant testified that he fondled Mercy without her consent, pulled down her pants, had sexual intercourse, and thereafter ejaculated. However, defence counsel argued that the element of force or fear was absent. “So if he was doing anything, it wasn’t force or fear... It’s a situation where it looks to him like he can get away with it and a situation where his judgment is flown out the window.... He keeps doing it, probably without giving much thought to it, but certainly there is nothing there to indicate using fear ever entered his mind. What he was doing was taking advantage, in a drunken way, of a situation where somebody appeared to be out of it.”

The jury was instructed on the different definitions of rape and of sexual battery in California Law. 
**Rape is a felony** that carries a prison sentence of up to three, six or eight years.\(^{372}\)

**Sexual Battery can be either a felony or a misdemeanor** depending on the severity.\(^{373}\) For a rape conviction, the jury has to be convinced that sexual intercourse was “accomplished against a person’s will by means of force, violence, duress, menace, or fear of immediate and unlawful bodily injury on the person or another.”\(^{374}\) The court clarified that fear “means, a feeling of alarm or disquiet caused by the expectation of danger, pain, disaster or the like.”\(^{375}\) It added that “verbal threats are not critical to a finding of fear of unlawful injury, threats can be implied from the circumstances or inferred from the assailant’s conduct.”\(^{376}\) Sexual battery on the other hand only involves the victim being unlawfully restrained.\(^{377}\)

The jury found the defendant guilty of rape. He was sentenced to state prison for the midterm of six years.

The Court of Appeals reversed this decision, concluding that there was insufficient evidence that the act of sexual intercourse was accomplished by means of force or fear of immediate and unlawful bodily injury. On the issue of fear, the court stated: “While the [defendant] was admittedly much larger than the small victim, he did nothing to suggest that he intended to injure her. No coarse or sexually suggestive conversation had taken place. Nothing of an abusive or threatening nature had occurred. The victim was sleeping in her aunt’s house, in which screams presumably would have raised the aunt and interrupted the intercourse. Although the assailant was a stranger to the victim, she knew nothing about him which would suggest that he was violent. [The] event of intercourse is singularly unusual in terms of its ease of facilitation, causing no struggle, no injury, no abrasions or other marks, and lasting, as the victim testified, ‘maybe a minute.’”

The court modified the judgment, reducing the defendant’s conviction of rape to the offense of sexual battery.

---

372 California Penal Code, Section 261, subdivision 2; and Section 264.
373 California Penal Code, Section 243.
374 California Penal Code, Section 261, subdivision 2; Schafran, “Why Empirical Data Must Inform Practice.”.
375 Superior Court of San Diego County, *People v. Iniguez*.
376 Ibid.
377 California Penal Code, Section 243.
Questions for discussion

1. The jury was asked to assess whether the defendant had non-consensual sexual intercourse with Mercy by means of fear of immediate and unlawful bodily injury.
   a. How did the defence argue their point? On what grounds did they argue that there was insufficient evidence that the defendant intended to injure the defendant?
   b. How would you argue the case from the perspective of the prosecution? What factors would you present as evidence that the victim was fearful of immediate and unlawful bodily injury?
2. Do you think that gender bias on the part of the appeals court judges affected their perceptions of the credibility of the victim, defendant, and/or expert witnesses in this case? How?
   (Hint: consider Schafran’s three dimensions of credibility.)
3. In what ways was the appeals verdict influenced by gender bias or misconceptions about rape?

Commentary

It is common that rape cases are viewed from the wrong side of the telescope, with the complainant rather than defendant often put on trial.\(^{378}\) This seems to have been the case here. Mercy had to prove why she did not physically resist or scream when somebody, uninvited, undressed and penetrated her. On the other hand, it was accepted as legitimate that a strange man would have approached a young woman to be married the next day and engaged in sexual intercourse with her without even considering whether she consented to it or not. Mercy was not believed even though she risked a lot by reporting the rape. We can see that Mercy is lacking collective credibility as a woman and a rape survivor.

Had the intercourse been consensual, it is more likely that Mercy would simply have kept the incident from anyone rather than making a false report of rape. Instead, she put herself though a medical exam and police questioning. There was even the risk that her wedding would be cancelled, her fiancé would leave her, and that she would be ostracised by her friends (e.g. Sandra). Mercy’s behaviour therefore fits the pattern of a rape survivor.

This lack of contextual credibility is also evident in the appeal court’s ruling on whether force was used. The judges fail to see the defendant’s size and behaviour as threatening to Mercy. They also fail to see Mercy’s reaction – “frozen fright” – as a typical manifestation of fear, and are unwilling to accept the testimony of experts (the psychologist and the policeman) who are much more familiar with the context at hand. Instead, the judges appear to have based their judgement on what they imagine they would do in the situation.

Mercy also lacks consequential credibility. By questioning the severity of the crime and overlooking the effect this would have on Mercy, the judges clearly do not see her as a person of consequence. On the contrary, their bizarre legal reasoning as to whether the defendant tried to instil fear in the victim seems to have been written for the sole purpose of sparing the defendant from prison.

---
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for what they see as a trivial crime. Clearly, these judges held the defendant in higher esteem than
the victim. Given that they know little about either party personally, this would appear to be based
largely on gender bias.

It should have been straightforward for the prosecution to demonstrate in this case that the
defendant caused Mercy to fear immediate and unlawful bodily injury. To begin with, it was self-evi-
dent that consent was not given because Mercy neither went to where the defendant slept nor invit-
ed him to where she slept. She would easily have been fearful, if not terrified, when a man twice her
size suddenly appeared naked in the middle of the night. It can be reasonably assumed that Mercy
predicted what was about to happen and decided that any resistance on her part would be futile. Mercy
reasoned that to maximise her chances of avoiding potentially life-threatening physical inju-
ries, she should remain as calm as possible. Since the defendant was a stranger to her, she could
not have known how he might react if she resisted. Had Mercy not been afraid, she would obviously
have reacted to avoid having sexual intercourse against her will.

In addition to gender bias, a number of social biases about rape victims appear to have affect-
ed the decision-making in this case. Common myths that seem to have come into play in this case
include:

- *Rape is an infrequent crime committed by a sex-starved stranger who uses weapons and
  extreme force.* Rape is a far too common crime committed most often by a sexually active
  man against a woman he knows.
- *Rape victims always sustain physical injuries.* This is not necessarily the case; and even
  when physical injuries are documented, they cannot usually be used as evidence that sex
  was non-consensual.
- *A woman who has not sustained serious physical injuries has not been injured by rape.*
  Rape victims suffer major and prolonged psychological consequences, which are unfortu-
nately often misunderstood in court, leading to lenient sentences for rapists.
- *A woman who is genuinely raped always physically resists.* Many women do not physically
  resist, as men’s greater size and strength are enough to instil fear and convince them that
  resistance is futile. In addition, some women react to the situation of severe distress by
dissociating during the event. They later report that their rape felt like a terrible dream.
  Other women report that their system of self-defence completely shuts down due to feel-
ings of powerlessness.  

See Thematic Unit 4 for a full discussion on myths related to rape and sexual assault.

---
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7.5. Conclusion

This unit has demonstrated that the straightforward definition put forward at the beginning of this unit does not reflect the complications of assessing credibility. Gender biases can and do affect how we assess the credibility of witnesses and experts, even for judges, prosecutors, and lawyers. This can have several negative consequences for the criminal justice system.

Firstly, it can influence how seriously different kinds of crime are treated. Secondly, it can cause the course of justice to be perverted as victims and experts are not believed when they tell the truth. And thirdly, it provides a distinct advantage to legal professionals who fit the stereotypical image of what a judge, prosecutor, or lawyer is supposed to look like and to victims who behave as they are stereotypically expected to, at the expense of everyone else.

Overcoming gender bias in assessing credibility is important. These biases are based on stereotypical attitudes and power dynamics in society that lead to discrimination and subordination of certain groups, and the justice sector plays an important role in both preventing and responding to these situations. It is therefore critical that anyone appearing before the court is treated fairly and equitably.

Judicial professionals must confront these biases and consider the question of credibility with more nuance, examining and reflecting on preconceived notions about victims and witnesses, and their motivations and reasoning. Without this thoughtfulness, there is a risk that biased assessments of credibility will undermine the delivery of justice and in fact perpetuate discrimination and inequality in society.
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Thematic Unit 8 aims to increase general understanding of gender bias in the world of work, and how these biases affect labour laws and their implementation. After an overview of legislation on gender equality and non-discrimination, the unit examines several areas in detail: recruitment and admission to the labour force, equality of pay and benefits, parental leave, sexual and gender-based harassment, and gender equality on company boards. Discussion of each of these areas begins with a synopsis of the current situation in BiH, followed by an analysis of relevant domestic, regional, and international legal frameworks. The unit concludes by examining two contemporary debates in the field of gender and labour law – the use of affirmative action and the use of exemptions from gender equality legislation in professions considered to be key to national security.

8.1. Introduction

Despite large-scale changes that have taken place over the last century, the historical legacy of the division of labour between women and men is still apparent. In BiH today, just under one third of working-age women are active in the labour force and there has been little change in this trend in recent years. The activity rate for women in 2016 was 32.1% and for men 54.9% (a gap of 22.8%), while the formal employment rate for women was 22.4% and for men 42.5% (a gap of 20.1%).\textsuperscript{380} This is above the average employment gap between men and women in the EU, which came down from 25% in the early 90s to near 14% in 2008 to under 12% by 2016.\textsuperscript{381} However, no country has yet eliminated this gap.

Discrepancies in the treatment of men and women in the workforce stem from the past. Men have historically occupied paid occupations in the public sphere while women have taken care of children and performed unpaid tasks in the domestic sphere. Even where women did perform paid roles, these tended to be in domestic service to wealthier families and even then, most women tended to leave these roles once they were married.

Several major events that took place over the course of the twentieth century began to change this in most industrialised societies. With a large number of men fighting on the frontlines during two world wars, many women were encouraged to enter the labour force to meet the shortfall of labour in national workforces. Some women also contributed to the war effort more directly, in combat and military support roles. As a result, public attitudes toward women shifted dramatically, largely removing the taboo that had made it unacceptable for middle class women to hold jobs. In a way, the wars simply accelerated a shift that was already taking place – the increasing cost of living had made it too expensive for wealthier families to employ domestic servants, and women had begun to take jobs in more public workplaces, such as offices.


Another contributing factor was the emergence of the feminist movement and its critique of domestic slavery and the discrimination of women. These changes were codified in Article 24 of the 1946 Yugoslav Constitution, which recognised the equal rights of women and men in all fields of economic life. Furthermore, the 20th century saw the rise of the service sector and the decline of the manufacturing sector. Since the work was no longer about brute strength, for which men were perceived as having an advantage, but was about skill, the demand for female workers grew. And finally, more women began participating in higher education, allowing them to compete for a wider range of jobs.382

The gender gap in workforce participation is accompanied by several other related trends that will be explored in Section III of this unit. For example, women work more part-time jobs than men and earn less money for the same work. Some industries remain male-dominated, and others that are female-dominated tend to be less lucrative. In addition, women have fewer promotion opportunities and are less likely to work on company boards; men, on the other hand, still face obstacles to taking paternity leave should they wish to play an equal role in the upbringing of their children.

On top of this, countries with high levels of unemployment, such as BiH, tend to see larger gaps between women and men in workplace participation, for multiple reasons. First, when women temporarily leave the labour market (e.g. to have children), it takes them longer to find a job afterward. (Conversely, men tend to stay in one job until they find a better one.) Women are thus more likely to accept temporary contracts, which are more common in periods of financial uncertainty. Over time, this means that men accumulate more work experience, which gives them an advantage when applying for jobs later. Finally, when there are large numbers of applications for each vacancy, employers have a greater choice and often prefer men due to implicit or explicit gender bias. (Very simply, employers often choose to recruit people like themselves.)383 Thus, eliminating gender bias from the application of labour laws is all the more pertinent in BiH.

8.2. The legal basis for gender equality in the workplace

The prohibition of discrimination based on gender is an international norm and is reflected throughout the various legal frameworks in BiH. This section will examine how some of these frameworks apply to labour relations before providing an overview of regional and international institutions that contribute to the creation of gender-related norms in the workplace.

**Foundational legal documents in Bosnia and Herzegovina**

Article II (4) of the Constitution of BiH as well as articles in the entity-level constitutions (Article 13(1) in that of the Brčko District; Article 10 in that of the RS; and Article IIA 2(1)(d) in that of the FBiH) generally prohibit any type of discrimination, including gender-based discrimination. In addition, Annex I of the Constitution of BiH consists of 15 international legal instruments for the protection of human rights. Though the Constitution does not explicitly elaborate on gender-related

---

aspects of labour law, relevant provisions can be found in documents in this annex, such as the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966) and the Convention on the
Srpska regulates these protections slightly differently in Article 40, explicitly stating that “Young
persons, women, and disabled persons shall enjoy special protection in the workplace.” And, Article
36 affords special protections to families and mothers.

While in theory, these safeguards would appear to be fairly rigid, neither legal theorists nor
constitutional legal practice have established a consensus on whether Annex I rights can be ap-
plied directly, or whether this has to be done through the institutions or Constitutional Court of BiH.
Emerging practice would indicate that the provisions of documents listed under Annex I can only be
asserted if a clear case of discrimination in the enjoyment of these rights has taken place. This legal
approach is probably more effective when it comes to establishing the legal basis for a person’s right
to freedom from gender-based discrimination, but less effective in putting an obligation on the state
to provide equal opportunities to women and men for the achievement of gender equality.

Labour laws on the entity levels reiterate the guarantees found in the Constitution of BiH to full
equality without discrimination, in line with international standards. These entity-level laws in the
FBIH (Article 8) and RS (Articles 19-23) use similar language that defines both direct discrimination
and indirect discrimination.384 Direct discrimination is defined as conduct that puts an employee or
job seeker in a position that compares unfavourably to others in the same or similar situations, be-
cause of one of his or her personal characteristics. Indirect discrimination occurs when a provision,
criterion, or rule is seemingly neutral, but it places certain employees at a disadvantage based on
one of the listed grounds of discrimination, which include gender or sex. Each entity law provides
a slightly different, non-exhaustive list of protected personal characteristics, but both prohibit dis-
crimination on the basis of gender or sex.

This distinction in the law between direct and indirect discrimination is considered quite pro-
gressive, especially as indirect discrimination has become far more frequent than direct discrimi-
nation over time. For example, many women are dismissed from their jobs if they marry or become
pregnant, but employers justify this with alternative explanations. This can make it difficult for a
woman to prove discrimination has occurred; but relatively recent innovations in labour law mean
that the burden of proof now falls on the employer. In other words, the employer must demonstrate
that the discrimination did not take place.

While these frameworks are relatively progressive from a comparative legal standpoint, chal-
lenges remain to their implementation. The laws take a classical approach to protection through
the court system, with the support of the state-level ombudsman institution. There are, however no
labour courts in BiH, few effective labour unions, and the ombudsman institution lacks resources.
This means that courts which do have competence in cases of workplace discrimination suffer from
huge backlogs. The judges who handle these cases have little experience in this area of law and may
also be influenced by gender bias. Nevertheless, employees have successfully sued their employers
for discrimination in a handful of cases, and were awarded damages as a result.

384 The Labour Law adopted by the FBIH in 2016 uses masculine nouns as standard – a practice that is not considered
to be gender sensitive – but the Law is innovative in the sense that, in Article 2, it explicitly states that the male form
should be understood to include both genders.
International institutions and labour law

Much of the labour law in BiH seeks to incorporate European and international norms and best practices. This section presents some of the relevant standards on gender and labour law that have been developed in Europe, especially by the Council of Europe and the European Union, as well as those of the International Labour Organization and the United Nations at the international level.

European standards

Member states of the Council of Europe are bound by the Council’s European Social Charter (1961) and European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950). Since 1996, the European Social Charter has guaranteed equal pay for women and men for equal work (Article 4(3)), maternity rights (Article 8), and equal opportunities and treatment in the workplace for women and men with family responsibilities (Article 27), along with prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of sex (Article 20) and sexual harassment (Article 26). The Convention on Human Rights prohibits discrimination, including on the grounds of sex, in Article 14.

The European Union also has a long history of labour law development, which is reflected in European Community law as well as in numerous directives. For example, the original version of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (1957) included then innovative provisions on equal pay for men and women (Article 119). The EU has adopted numerous relevant directives since then, mentioned below under specific thematic areas.

The EU Equal Treatment Directive (2006/54/EC) forbids direct and indirect discrimination at the workplace based on sex. This enables victims of discrimination to take legal action without fear of reprisals from their employers and binds all EU member states to remove discriminatory provisions from their national laws.

International standards

The International Labour Organization (ILO) was established in 1919 and is now the only tripartite UN agency. In other words, it brings together governments, employers, and workers’ representatives from the 187 UN member states to set labour standards, develop policies, and devise programmes that promote decent work for all women and men. BiH has been a member of the ILO since 1993.

In 1944, the ILO adopted its Constitution, known as the Declaration of Philadelphia, which affirmed that “all human beings, irrespective of race, creed, or sex, have the right to pursue both their material well-being and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity.” There are also eight core ILO conventions that comprise the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (adopted in 1998). The ILO considers the principles in these eight conventions to be universal, meaning that they apply to all
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member states by virtue of their membership in the organisation, irrespective of whether they have been ratified or not (BiH has, however, ratified all eight).\textsuperscript{386}

Two of these core conventions apply specifically to gender equality. The Equal Remuneration Convention (1951) stipulates that each member state “shall...ensure the application to all workers of the principle of equal remuneration for men and women workers for work of equal value” (Article 2).\textsuperscript{387} And, in defining discrimination, the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention (1958) includes “any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of...sex...which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation” (Article 1(1)(a)). And Article 2 obliges states to “pursue a national policy designed to promote, by methods appropriate to national conditions and practice, equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation, with a view to eliminating any discrimination in respect thereof.”\textsuperscript{388}

In addition, there are two other ILO conventions of particular relevance to gender and labour law. The Workers with Family Responsibilities Convention (1981) obliges states parties to “enable workers with family responsibilities to exercise their right to free choice of employment” and “take account of their needs in terms and conditions of employment and in social security” (Article 4). Parties to the Convention are also obliged to develop or promote public or private family services such as childcare (Article 5) and to prohibit family responsibilities from being a valid reason to terminate a person’s employment (Article 8).\textsuperscript{389} The Maternity Protection Convention (2000) compels states parties to guarantee women a minimum of 14 weeks of maternity leave, with cash benefits amounting to at least 2/3 of her previous salary and enough social welfare to cover her medical needs and provide a suitable standard of living (Articles 4 and 6). It also stipulates that pregnant or breastfeeding women should not be obliged to undertake tasks that might compromise their health or that of their child (Article 3).\textsuperscript{390}

While the United Nations does not deal directly with matters related to labour, several fundamental documents detail basic principles of equality in the workplace. For example, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966) guarantees women and men equal working conditions (Article 7) and an equal right to enjoy all economic rights outlined in the document (Article 3).\textsuperscript{391} Other instruments include the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979), which obliges states parties to “take all appropriate measures to eliminate


discrimination against women in the field of employment in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, the same rights” (Article 11). As mentioned before, all of these documents appear in Annex I of the Constitution of BiH.

8.3. Examples from practice: gender bias in the workplace

This section highlights examples of workplace gender bias in practice. Each sub-section begins with a brief overview of current conditions, followed by an outline of related legislation from BiH, as well as European and international frameworks where relevant.

8.3.1. Gender bias in recruitment and admission to the workplace

As mentioned in the introduction, men outnumber women in the workplace in all countries, and the 20.1% employment gap in BiH is higher than the European average, although there is significant variation from one country to another. On top of this, women are slightly more likely than men to take part-time jobs. In 2016, 8.8% of all employed women in BiH worked part-time, whilst this number was just 5.7% for men. (It is important to note, however, that because full-time employment incurs a higher rate of tax, it is possible that a significant number of employers register staff as part-time even when they actually work full time. While this might provide short term gains, it can prevent workers from accumulating enough years of work to claim a pension further down the line and, hence, is problematic if more women find themselves in this position. For a full discussion, please see Thematic Unit 9.)

One of the reasons for this discrepancy in labour force participation appears to be discrimination in recruitment, especially against women who either have children or who employers suspect are of an age where they might become pregnant. This problem is particularly evident in private companies in BiH, where female candidates have been asked unauthorized questions about their future family plans, which is a violation of the law. NGOs in BiH have also reported several cases of illegal dismissals of women during pregnancy. The 2013 report of BiH to the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women notes that low levels of women in the labour market are concerning because unemployed women in BiH tend to have a high level of education; this indicates gender bias on the part of the employers.
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Another factor worth mentioning is the discrepancy between where women and men work. When it comes to formally employed women, most work in the service sector, especially in wholesale or retail trade, education, healthcare, social work, or jobs that are state-run and publicly funded. Women constitute less than one-fifth of those working in industry, whereas men are roughly equally represented in both the industrial and service sectors.\(^3\)

Interestingly, women and men are represented equally in agriculture in BiH overall, but women do almost twice as much part-time agricultural work. While agriculture may be typically associated with men, this is partly due to gendered perceptions of farming as the job of a man but an extension of the domestic tasks of a woman. This is why 28% of women engaged in agriculture work did so on a part-time basis, compared to only 15% of men.\(^4\) In addition, as men are traditionally expected to play the role of the primary breadwinner, many have left their farms to pursue more lucrative work in the manufacturing sector.\(^5\) Their female relatives tend to continue to perform the more labour intensive jobs on the farm. However, global trends in rural development indicate that as farms modernise, tasks once performed by women are gradually increasingly done by machines operated by men.\(^6\) We may therefore see men return to this sector in the future.

**Legislation in BiH**

Article 28 of the RS Labour Law prohibits an employer from asking a job candidate for information on their family situation, marital status, or future family plans. Paragraph 3 of the Article expressly forbids an employer from demanding a pregnancy test as a precondition for the commencement of employment. Exceptions can only be made to this prohibition when a competent medical authority determines that a job poses a significant risk to the health of mother and child.

Article 29 of the FBiH Labour Law states that an employer cannot demand information that is not directly relevant to the job, especially in accordance with Article 8 on the prohibition of employment discrimination, including gender-based discrimination.

### 8.3.2. Equal pay for equal work

Women in BiH not only have a lower level of access to the labour market when compared with men, but they also earn 46% less than men each year, one of the highest gender pay gaps in Europe.\(^7\) In order to determine the causes and real effects of this discrimination against women in the labour market, the Agency for Gender Equality conducted a study of wage differences between women and men in BiH – in accordance with Recommendation 34 of the CEDAW Committee’s concluding observations on BiH’s fourth and fifth periodic report.\(^8\)

---


\(^4\) Ibid.


\(^7\) Somun-Krupalija, “Gender and Employment in Bosnia and Herzegovina,” 6-7.

\(^8\) CEDAW, “Concluding observations on the combined fourth and fifth periodic reports of Bosnia and Herzegovina,” No. CEDAW/C/BIH/CO/4-5, 30 July 2013.
Although roughly equal numbers of men and women are represented at the highest (2,500 KM, €1,250) and lowest (200 KM, €100) pay grades, all other pay grades feature higher numbers of employed men than employed women. Men in unskilled jobs mostly receive a salary of between 200 and 400 KM (€100 - €200) per month, while women in unskilled jobs are mainly represented in the lowest pay grades and receive less than 200 KM (€100) per month in wages. On average, men in this lowest pay category earn 173.09 KM (€85) more than women every month.404

In general, the gap in pay between men and women in BiH decreases as levels of education increase. However, the difference is still significant; there is a 136.56 KM (€70) per month gap for those who left education at the end of primary school and a 112.71 KM (€55) gap for those who reached the end of secondary school. In terms of industries, the biggest differences in income between women and men were found in the manufacturing and retail industries, where women who had not attended university earned one third less than their male counterparts.405

Women are also more likely to work in jobs and fields where pension insurance is not always paid. As it is the case in other European countries, women in BiH are more often employed in “feminised” professions, such as education, health care, and the grey economy. In some of these jobs, women have temporary or fixed-term employment contracts, which adds to their financial insecurity.406

Legislation in BiH

Articles 12 and 13 of the BiH Law on Gender Equality regulate the issue of non-discrimination in employment on the basis of gender.407 It is thus important to emphasize that there are no legal grounds for paying women less than their male counterparts. Unlike in many countries, where it was once or is legal for employers to pay their female staff a lower wage, such discriminatory legal frameworks never existed in BiH. In practice, however, men are not only paid more, but they also have greater access to benefits, such as participation in committees and overtime work.

European and International Legislation

In applying the equal pay provisions of the EU Equal Treatment Directive (2006/54/EC), most countries interpret the notion of a salary very broadly. Earnings may include basic wages, in cash or otherwise, and various bonuses, tips, accommodation, wedding gifts, severance packages, sick leave compensation, and supplements for overtime work and similar additional compensation.408 Despite this, it is clear that legislation alone will not close the gender pay gap. The European Court of Justice has noted that women face significant difficulties when they try to take legal action in response to gender inequality; especially regarding pay. One of the biggest issues they found was a lack of transparency in employment. Without being able to access the amounts
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different employees are paid and how these pay rates were decided upon, it can be difficult to prove discrimination.409

8.3.3. Workplace segregation

Workplace segregation today is the legacy of a historically gendered division of labour, whereby men tended to work in paid positions in the public sphere and women’s work was less lucrative or unpaid, in the private sphere. New roles were gradually opened to women, and the occupations still usually dominated by women are those which were opened to them earlier on, such as nursing, primary school teaching, and secretarial work. Workplace segregation also has other dimensions related to ethnicity, race, age, and class – for example, in BiH, Roma people are associated with certain jobs, and it is not uncommon for construction sites to be largely staffed by migrant workers.

This segregation is problematic for two main reasons. For one, job segregation creates barriers that prevent people from outside the dominant group in a given profession from being recruited into it. And even if they are recruited, they may leave the profession after a short time if the working environment is hostile toward them. People who face this kind of discrimination are left with no options but to take on jobs that are typically associated with their gender or other demographic characteristics. A woman blocked from becoming a doctor might work in nursing as the next best option, for instance. In some cases, a woman may not be prevented from becoming a doctor as such, but may lack support from her family, which does not see medical school as a woman’s realm.

The second issue arises when pay and other workplace benefits begin to reflect not the value of the work, but the value ascribed by society to the people who do the work. For example, caring professions tend to be low paid not because the work is unimportant, but because most of those working in such roles are women. (In many cases, these women are also from marginalised ethnic minorities and hence face a double burden.) In other words, we see a stratification of salaries that reflects not the value of the work, but the relative power and influence of those who typically do the work. The reason most female-dominated professions have relatively low salaries can attributed in this way to gender inequality.410

Legislation from BiH and beyond

Provisions mentioned above from BiH laws on gender equality and non-discrimination would theoretically apply here; however, as discussed earlier, it can be difficult to enforce these laws in cases of workplace discrimination because there is no ready comparison between two individuals of differing gender who do the same work but do not earn the same salary. The European Court of Justice has addressed this issue, though, first in the Danfoss case in 1989 and four years later in the Enderby case, which cemented the Court’s position.

In the Enderby case, Dr. Pamela Enderby, a speech therapist employed by the National Institute of Health in Britain, submitted a complaint of gender discrimination. She claimed that, relative to the length of her work experience, employees in this predominantly female profession had significantly lower salaries than employees at the same professional level in similar yet male dominated professions. (The examples given were clinical psychologists and pharmacists.) The European Court of Justice ruled that although the burden of proof to demonstrate discrimination would fall on the worker as a matter of principle, this cannot undermine the enforcement of equal pay. In this case, statistics indicate the work of speech therapists to be of equal value to that of pharmacists, and hence the employer had the obligation to demonstrate that the pay difference was based on objective grounds and not related to sex.411

 Needless to say, the employer was not able to do this, and Enderby won the case. As the president of the UK’s Employment Appeal Tribunal highlighted in 2006, the most likely explanation for the difference in salary was the existence of gender stereotypes: “There was historically an expectation that women would go into speech therapy and men (or at least predominantly more men) into the other two professions; and that it was reasonable to assume that this must have left its mark on the relevant pay. The speech therapists would historically have been paid what would have been perceived as the appropriate female rate, and that historical discrimination had not been eradicated.”412

**8.3.4. Parental leave provisions**

Parental leave provisions are particularly important for gender equality in society. Where women are concerned, and if the gender pay gap is to be closed, it is vital that their careers are not harmed if they take maternity leave. In BiH, salary compensation during parental leave is used in the large majority of cases by women, with fathers using it mainly in cases when the mother dies or abandons the child or is for some other reason unable to care for the child. Yet, even where legal provisions allow for it, men are often prevented from taking paternity leave. Prejudices and stigmatisation in the working environment tend to reinforce the conventional wisdom that childcare is a mother’s responsibility and that she should thus be the only beneficiary of parental leave. Men may even face pressure from their female partners and other family members not to take paternity leave for fear of jeopardising their career prospects and with it, the family’s future income.413

Other frequently seen forms of discrimination related to pregnancy and parenthood in BiH include refusing to hire a pregnant applicant and firing a pregnant employee while she is still able to work or demoting her upon her return. Furthermore, while the legislation provides for the possibility of a year of absence, many women return to work after 1-2 months of maternity leave for fear of losing their job. A large number of women also return to work before the expiry of maternity leave because the benefits are insufficient, which is part of the cause of the low birth rate in BiH. This is especially true for women working in the private sector or international organizations, which have their own policies and procedures.414

---
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There are also cases of pregnant women being treated differently than other temporarily disabled employees. For example, supervisors may be unwilling to make reasonable accommodations to account for the fact that pregnant women cannot perform certain physical tasks. In these cases, pregnant women may be forced to resign because they are temporarily unable to perform the duties expected of them. What’s more, provisions for medical appointments may not be sufficient to cover prenatal care visits, resulting in unauthorized absences that can lead to disciplinary action or loss of pay. Male workers on the other hand are sometimes afforded extra time off for medical treatment if, for example, they are in an accident; so, this is clearly an example of gender bias. Finally, some women face salary cuts and missed job promotions because they must cut back on overtime hours following pregnancy.415

**Legislation in BiH**

In BiH, employers have an obligation to accommodate pregnant workers. During pregnancy and while the mother is breastfeeding, a woman can be redeployed to different tasks based on the advice of a medical professional, without any reduction in salary. If this is not possible, they may be given extra leave instead.416 Women are entitled to maternity leave for a period of twelve continuous months. This is enshrined in the labour laws of both entities and the Brčko District, and is also reflected in legislation regulating working conditions in the civil service and in BiH institutions, including joint institutions.

In the Federation, Articles 62-70 of the Labour Law regulate the issue of parental leave. Because this is a framework law however, the cantons are responsible for paying salary compensation and have the competence to determine how much to pay. This has resulted in a wide range of compensation levels, from 50% of average wage in some cantons to 90% elsewhere.

Paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article 62 outlines the conditions of paternity leave, for the father of a child:

(4) After 42 days from the delivery, an employee – father of a child may also exercise the right to paternity leave, if the parents so agree.

(5) An employee – father of the child may also exercise the right referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article in case of the mother’s death, if the mother has abandoned the baby, or if she is prevented from using maternity leave for other justified reasons.

In the RS, Article 107 of the Labour Law regulates the conditions of maternity leave, while the Law on Child Protection regulates the compensation paid during this time. The cost of these payments is shared between employers and the public fund for child protection. Article 79, paragraph 1 of the Labour Law stipulates that during pregnancy, childbirth, and childcare, a woman has the right to maternity leave for a period of one year without interruption, and for every subsequent child

---

416 See: Labour Law of the Brčko District, Official Gazette of the Brčko District 7/00, 08/03, 33/04, 29/05 and 19/06, Article 44; Labour Law of the Federation of BiH, Official Gazette of the FBiH 43/99, 32/00, 29/03, and 26/16, Article 61; and Labour Law of the Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of the RS 1/16, Article 106.
(including if she has twins), a period of 18 months without interruption. Paragraph 3 of this Article stipulates that, 60 days after the birth of a child, parents can decide that the father will take parental leave in place of the mother if they so wish. Additionally, Article 109 states that the full period of maternity leave can be transferred to the father or adoptive parent if the mother dies, or is unable to look after the child due to a prison sentence, serious illness, additional education, specialisation and training, or preparation for employment.

Regional (European) and international legislation

European directive 92/85/EEC was passed in 1992 to protect workers who are pregnant, have recently given birth, and who are breastfeeding. It stipulates that women who are pregnant or have recently given birth cannot be obliged to work night shifts, that they have the right to take time off work to go to ante-natal appointments without losing pay, and that they cannot be dismissed for any reason connected to their condition during their pregnancy or maternity leave. All EU states must offer women a minimum of 14 weeks of maternity leave, paid at least at the rate of sick pay.

European directive 2010/18/EEC was passed in 2010 and details minimum standards of parental leave. Both male and female workers have the right to an individual entitlement of leave that enables them to care for a child for four months. In order to promote equal opportunities and equal treatment, a minimum of one month leave is “non-transferable” so that each parent takes at least that much time. Workers must not be discriminated against for taking parental leave and have the right to return to the same job (or one of an equivalent level). Employers should also consider requests for changes to working hours for a set period of time, but are allowed to balance their needs with those of their workers.

8.3.5. Sexual and gender-based harassment

Sexual and gender-based harassment (SGBH) can be considered a form of gender bias because those who experience it have their equal opportunities at work undermined. (See Thematic Unit 6 for a fuller discussion.) In other words, people who are not viewed as “belonging” in a given workplace due to their gender can find themselves in a hostile work environment that limits their opportunities for pay raises and promotions, or may pressure them to quit. This also means that those who are not exposed to SGBH – often harassers themselves – have an unfair advantage as there is less competition at work.

417 The Brčko District law contains identical provisions, in Article 47.
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Perpetrators of SGBH in BiH are able to exploit the fact that the people they target risk facing consequences in their private life if they report it. In addition, many victims of SGBH (especially women) simply see it as an unpleasant yet ‘normal’ part of work culture. Consequently, many endure harassment for a very long time and only report it when it begins to seriously impact their health and well-being.

Men also face sexual and gender-based harassment in the workplace. Indeed, it is not a rare phenomenon, especially for men who do not fit traditional stereotypes of masculinity. Research on SGBH in the judiciary have shown that men in legal professions are potential victims of gender-based harassment, often but not always at the hands of other men.

The law in BiH

Extreme forms of SGBH may warrant criminal charges, although only a small proportion of unwanted behaviours that constitute harassment cross this threshold. Generally, unwanted harassment, and the hostile environment it creates, is regulated by anti-discrimination measures (See Thematic Unit 6). In practice, this legislation often goes unenforced, especially when SGBH occurs between employees at private companies. In many cases, workers who are exposed to discrimination and harassment do not report it due to fears of victimisation by a superior or the loss of their job. Even when workers pursue a complaint, and even after a court sentence, many do not want to return to their job because of their previously unpleasant experience and fears about how their superiors and colleagues will treat them.422 So far, in 11 cases of sexual harassment in the courts in BiH, only one prison sentence (of one year in length) was imposed, on a director who harassed his female subordinate.

8.3.6. Gender bias in representation on governing boards and employee councils

Despite legal safeguards, in practice, women in BiH are severely underrepresented on the governing boards of public and private business entities, and on employee councils. Since the data on gender representation on these boards are not available, it is useful to look at the representation of women on the boards of the National Assembly of the RS. The BiH CEDAW Report from 2011 documented that, out of 22 committees and commissions in the Assembly, women were a majority on only four – the Committee on Education, Science, Culture and Information; the Equal Opportunities Committee; the Committee on the Environment; and the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. Men dominate all others.423

The lack of women on company boards is a problem across the world. For example, a study of 1500 companies that trade on the US Stock Exchange found more Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) named John and David than all women combined (See below).424
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The situation is not much better in the UK. Of the 100 largest companies on the London Stock Exchange (FTSE 100), 7 CEOs are women, 14 are men named David, and 17 are men named John.425 In 2015, the country in the EU with the highest representation of women on corporate boards was France (32.8%). Malta had the lowest rate, at 2.5%. The average was 21.2%.426

A 2013 study conducted by the International Finance Corporation on the representation of women on governing boards in BiH, Serbia, and Macedonia indicated issues of gender bias. Men and women who participated in the research claimed that decision making and dynamics on boards changes if women are present. But, they noted that real change would take place only when more than one woman is present, because women have a stronger voice together and it is easier to avoid group pressure.427

Legislation in BiH

Article 3 of the Labour Law of the FBiH foresaw equal representation of the sexes, stating that “the establishment of councils of employees, peaceful settlement councils, socio-economic councils and other bodies under this law, and collective agreements, shall reflect gender equality.” In accordance with this, women and men should be equally represented in the various councils and bodies of commercial and public entities.

The BiH Law on Gender Equality lists the obligations of state authorities in ensuring equal representation of both sexes in Article 20, paragraph 1. It stipulates that: “State authorities at all levels of government and local authorities, including legislative, executive and judicial authorities, political parties, legal persons with public authorities, legal entities that are owned or controlled by the state, entity, cantonal, city or municipality or whose work is in control by a public authority, shall ensure and promote equal gender representation in management, decision making and representation. This obligation exists for all authorized proponents during the election of representatives and delegations to international organizations and bodies.”

And in the RS, Article 224, paragraph 4 of the Labour Law obliges government-appointed committees to establish the representativeness of trade unions and employee associations, which are to reflect gender equality. This is in accordance with the Gender Equality Law and implies that trade unions and employee associations that do not reflect the gendered composition of the workforce are not representative.

Regional (European) and international legislation

While standard non-discrimination policies apply, the EU has also proposed legislation that would set the objective to have at least 40% men and women among non-executive directors of all companies listed on stock exchanges by 2020. This was passed by the European Parliament in 2013 and is awaiting approval by the Council of the EU.428

8.4. Contemporary debates in gender and labour law

This final section seeks to explore some contemporary debates in this field, as an opportunity for students and scholars to apply their knowledge and informed opinions. While many people can agree that gender equality is both the right thing to do and a reflection of international legal norms, there are some cases when exceptions to this norm have been argued for. This is true, for example, in cases of affirmative action – whereby it is acceptable to discriminate against dominant groups to expedite the process of reaching equality. Exceptions to gender equality norms are also often asserted in the context of national security. Many roles in security institutions rely heavily on biological characteristics such as physical strength; and some argue, therefore, that anti-discrimination legislation should not apply in these professions.

Affirmative action (positive discrimination)

Affirmative action, also known as positive or reverse discrimination, special measures, or preferential treatment, is a practice meant to enhance the position of people in groups that have been historically underrepresented or discriminated against. In some cases, affirmative action can involve setting quotas for recruitment or for electoral lists, for example. In others, employers overtly favour candidates on the basis of their gender or ethnicity, in order to rectify an imbalance within their existing workforce.429
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The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women states in Article 4 that, “temporary special measures aimed at accelerating de facto equality between men and women shall not be considered discrimination” but that “these measures shall be discontinued when the objectives of equality of opportunity and treatment have been achieved.” The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, which monitors the implementation of CEDAW, later clarified that ‘temporary special measures’ can include “preferential treatment; targeted recruitment, hiring and promotion; numerical goals connected with time frames; and quota systems.”

Article 3 of the Law on Gender Equality in Bosnia and Herzegovina recognises that such actions are legitimate as long as they are proportionate and can be objectively justified by aiming “to promote gender equality and to eliminate the existing inequality.” Similarly, Article 2(4) of the European Equal Treatment Directive states that the prohibition of gender-based discrimination in the workplace shall be “without prejudice to measures to promote equal opportunity for men and women, in particular by removing existing inequalities which affect women’s opportunities.”

Affirmative action can sometimes be unpopular, especially with people who feel they have been overlooked for a job or role solely because they belong to a group that is already overrepresented in an organisation. In these situations, affirmative action is usually justified by the fact that candidates that are helped would otherwise receive less favourable treatment due to factors such as gender bias in the recruitment process. In addition, they are likely to have experienced gender bias in applying for jobs in the past. In other words, proponents of affirmative action see it as a means of removing the unfair advantage that members of overrepresented groups in a given profession have historically enjoyed.

UN, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, No. 34/180.
Cases from the European Court of Justice (ECJ)

ECJ rulings on affirmative action cases have been rare, but have nonetheless helped to define the limits of what can be considered to be proportionate.

In *Kalanke v. Freie Hansestadt Bremen*, Eckhard Kalanke (a man) was initially recommended for a promotion at the Parks Department of the City of Bremen. The Personnel Committee instead applied a rule giving automatic priority to the other candidate on the shortlist, Heike Glissmann, on the grounds that she was a woman with equal qualifications, and that women were underrepresented in the sector. The ECJ was asked to advise on whether the rule giving that automatic priority to a woman was in line with article 2(4) of the European Equal Treatment Directive. The ECJ declared that the rule overstepped the limits of article 2(4) by giving women priority in an absolute and unconditional way. It ruled that providing women with equal opportunities would have been a legitimate aim, but that the goal of numerical equality was not legitimate.\(^{434}\)

In *Marschall v. Land Nordrhein Westfalen*, Hellmut Marschall complained about an almost identical law in the State of North Rhine-Westphalia that meant a female candidate was given preference over him for a promotion. In this case, however, the law stated that exceptions to the automatic promotion of women could be made in specific cases where male candidates face social hardships that put them at an even greater disadvantage. In this case, the ECJ advised that because the man’s situation was also considered in each case (albeit with no defined criteria), the law was within the limits of article 2(4).\(^{435}\)

*Abrahamsson and Leif Anderson v. Elisabet Fogelqvist* was a similar case involving academic appointments at Swedish universities. In this case, candidates from the underrepresented sex would be given priority unless “the difference between the candidates’ qualifications is so great that such applications would give rise to a breach of the requirement of objectivity in the making of appointments.” In this case, the ECJ ruled that this was still effectively an automatic priority for women and hence unlawful under article 2(4).\(^{436}\)

---
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Discussion

- What are the advantages of affirmative action in addressing gender bias?
- What are the disadvantages of affirmative action in addressing gender bias?
- What criteria would you put in place to ensure that affirmative action addresses gender bias in a way that is proportionate and in accordance with the law?

Affirmative action can be a useful means of swiftly correcting gender bias and other persistent forms of discrimination, which are often difficult to prove; especially when gender-based workplace segregation makes it hard to assess whether men and women in very different professions have been discriminated against on an individual basis. Affirmative action can be a practical tool in these cases. On the other hand, gender bias interacts with other forms of bias related to class, disability, ethnicity, and age. If affirmative action is not carefully applied, it can act to further disadvantage certain groups already facing discrimination, such as Roma men in BiH, for example. It also fails to address some of the root causes of gender inequality, such as a lack of equal opportunities in education and training. It may therefore promote people into positions where they are doomed to fail because they lack the necessary skills. For this reason, affirmative action should be applied with caution and in combination with other initiatives to promote gender equality.

Rulings of the ECJ indicate that the criteria for using affirmative action must ensure that it is used proportionately and that case-by-case decisions are still made. This ensures that discrimination based on factors other than gender is also considered and that laws, rules, and policies are tailored toward addressing specific, identifiable cases of inequality.

8.5. An example for discussion: Exemptions from gender equality legislation in the name of national security

Article 14(2) of the European Gender Equality Directive allows for exemptions to workplace anti-discrimination legislation if a “particular characteristic constitutes a genuine and determining occupational requirement, provided that its objective is legitimate and the requirement is proportionate.”437 Similarly, Article 3 of the BiH Law on Gender Equality allows for provisions, criteria, and practices that can be “objectively justified by achieving a legitimate aim, which is proportionate to undertake necessary and justified measures.”

Security institutions have frequently applied for exemptions to workplace anti-discrimination laws, arguing that the biological differences between women and men dictate that they favour men in some roles in the name of national security. As our understanding of gender (as distinct from sex)  

has developed, however, people have begun to question whether these arguments are in fact based on robust scientific evidence, or rather gender stereotypes. These discussions have played out in several high-profile court cases at the European Court of Justice.

**Cases from the European Court of Justice (ECJ)**

In *Commission v. France (1988)*, the European Commission challenged the assertion of the French prison service that it was lawful to reserve positions in men’s prisons primarily for male employees, and those in women’s prisons primarily for female employees. One of the key arguments was that prison guards may need to use force to restrain violent inmates, and that there were many other duties that could only be undertaken by men in male prisons; thus, it was important, the French prison service claimed, that most prison staff were men. While the ECJ accepted these as legitimate arguments in principle, the prison service was unable to elaborate on which tasks required male staff, and why. Rather, the case seemed to be based on sex generalisations and not any demonstrable proof. 438

*Johnston v. Chief Constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary* involved a female police officer, Marguerite Johnston, whose contract was not renewed when the security situation in Northern Ireland deteriorated, requiring police to carry firearms. Female police were not trained to carry firearms and the Chief Constable did not offer them training, believing this would increase their chances of being assassinated. The court accepted the defence’s claim that proportionate derogations from the right to equal treatment in employment could be made on the grounds of national security and public safety. In such cases, however, the onus was on the employer to demonstrate that sex is a determining factor that creates a higher risk for women. Protective measures for women found in the legislation should aim to protect their right to equal treatment. Measures that provide greater protection for women against workplace risks at the expense of equal treatment would thus undermine the specific aim of the law. Thus, the court dismissed the argument that public opinion demands higher protection for women as legitimate grounds for excluding women from a certain type of employment. 439

In *Sirdar v. The Army Board and Secretary of State for Defence (1999)*, Angela Sirdar was dismissed from her position as a chef for an army commando unit. Reductions in spending had prompted a rule of ‘interoperability’ which stipulated that all individuals in the commando unit had to be capable to perform a combat role. Women were not allowed to serve in combat roles in the British Army and Ms Sirdar was thus dismissed in order to guarantee combat effectiveness. The ECJ supported the reasoning of the armed forces on this occasion. 440 However, in 2016, the UK government lifted the ban on women in combat roles, in part due to a lack of scientific evidence that employing women alongside men reduces combat effectiveness. 441

---
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In Kreil v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Tanja Kreil was barred from applying to work as an electrical engineer in the German military. At the time, women were only allowed to serve as musicians or in the medical corps. The government argued that this was because women could not serve in posts that required weapons use, and that circumstances in which an electrician may have to take up arms were not unforeseeable. The ECJ rejected this argument as too broad and disproportionate in achieving the aim of protecting staff. Besides, female medics and musicians were given basic weapons training. Armed units were subsequently open to women. 442

**Discussion**

- What was the role of gender bias in these cases?
- Do you believe some cases still exist for which the exclusion of women or men from certain security roles could satisfy the requirements of the Law on Gender Equality?

The European Court of Justice has consistently ruled that national security objectives are legitimate reasons for security institutions to select staff on the grounds of their gender, but these institutions have also had problems proving the link between the need to discriminate and their defined objectives. We see now that many historical prohibitions against women serving in the security sector were influenced by gender bias. As the burden has shifted onto employers to demonstrate the need to favour women or men for particular tasks, and as our understanding of gender as distinct from sex has evolved, employers have increasingly struggled to ground such arguments in a provable occupational need.

It is likely that positions which do require higher amounts of physical strength will continue to be dominated by men. It seems, however, that blanket bans on women in security roles will become a thing of the past. Indeed, preventing an employer from choosing the best candidate because of their gender – even in professions where women are a small minority of the eligible candidates – could be viewed as a threat to national security in and of itself.

**8.6. Conclusion**

We have seen how gender bias can have a significant impact on the application of labour law, whether in relation to recruitment, salaries, benefits, or other forms of workplace discrimination such as sexual and gender-based harassment. This is perhaps unsurprising, given that paid work was a traditionally male-dominated field and that many of the greatest changes we have experienced in gender roles since the industrial revolution have been in the workplace. In addition, gender bias can be more evident in the labour sector than in others, because it results in economic inequalities that are quantifiable. Still, for the best part of fifty years, the spirit of gender equality has been enshrined in many provisions of labour law and numerous roles previously closed to women have been opened thanks to legal challenges to discrimination. For this reason, labour law remains an important tool for addressing gender bias and an area where many debates on the role of men and women in society continue to take place.
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Thematic Unit 9: 
Gender Bias and the Law on Pensions

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Understand how pension systems are gender biased.
2. Understand and discuss how gender bias hinders fair judgements in pension cases.
3. Understand how inheritance law can replicate and reinforce gender bias in society.

Background Reading:


Summary: Thematic Unit 9 focuses on gender bias in pension law. The introductory section details the regulation of the pension system in BiH, outlining historical differences in legislation as it has applied to women and to men. This is followed by a brief overview of general principles related to pensions in European and international documents. The next section explores current realities faced by pensioners in BiH, and how these differ between women and men. For example, gender inequality in the labour market and differences in working arrangements significantly affect the earnings of women during their working life, as well as their contributions to pension funds. This translates into new forms of gender inequality when people retire. Several cases from across Europe are examined to highlight the role the legal system can play in addressing both direct and indirect discrimination in this area. These cases are designed to encourage discussion on the future of pension systems and the duty courts and jurists have in promoting principles of gender equality and addressing gender bias in both the labour market and the pension system.

9.1. Introduction

Retirees in BiH are one of the poorest groups in society. This is because average pensions are low compared to the cost of living and social welfare is insufficient and often delayed. On top of this, public services have faced many challenges over the past two decades and are generally unable to meet the needs of retirees when it comes to care and assistance. These combined factors leave many elderly people vulnerable.
As a result, intergenerational solidarity, wherein retirees depend on relatives to help them meet their basic needs, has been observed in many families in BiH. Conversely, the socio-economic situation in the country (particularly high unemployment and low wages) means that, in other families, the pension of retirees constitutes the sole source of income and may amount to very little.

Only 46% of people aged 65 years and over receive pensions in BiH, and 13% receive veterans’ benefits, but the rest receive nothing at all. The majority of those who are not covered by the pension system live in rural areas and most are women.

As is true across Europe and in most other countries, legislation in BiH regarding pension schemes is gender neutral. Yet, because the labour market is still predominantly structured around a traditional family model, the pension systems in BiH are gender-biased in their application. This perpetuates discrimination that negatively affects women, as well as those men who do not conform to traditional models.

9.2. Legal framework

The legal framework for the pension system in BiH

Until 1992, BiH had a single pension fund. Male workers could retire at the age of 60 after at least 20 years of service, and female workers could retire at 55 after 15 years of service. Since the end of the war, and per Annex 4 of the Dayton Peace Accord, the system of pension and disability insurance has been under the authority of the two entities – the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska. However, the state-level Ministry of Civil Affairs maintains a coordinating role over the funds of both entities and has some jurisdiction over settling transnational pension-related disputes. Despite significant differences, the systems in both entities face many of the same problems; for example, high rates of unemployment and low pensions that are insufficient for the cost of living.
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Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

In the Federation, the Law on Pension and Disability Insurance was adopted in 1998 and enshrines the “principles of reciprocity, solidarity between generations and obligatory pension and disability insurance.” The insured person contributes 17% of his or her wages, and the employer contributes a further 7% to make a total of 24 percent of net wages.

Conditions

Men and women can both claim their old-age pension from the age of 65 after at least 20 years of contributions; or, they can retire earlier if they have contributed for at least 40 years. Those who have not made contributions to the pension scheme will not receive any entitlements, although they may obtain private insurance.

Until 2003, these conditions varied according to a person’s gender, with men allowed to claim a pension at age 60 and women at age 55. And, through the end of 2015, early retirement was allowed for men at 60 years old if they had contributed for 35 years, while women could retire at 55 years old if they had contributed for 30 years.

Benefits

In 2015, the minimum pension amounted to 326 KM (€160) and the maximum amounted to 2,174 KM (€1,100). In 2009, 51% of pensioners received the minimum, while just 0.04% received the maximum.

Republika Srpska

In the RS, the Law on Pension and Disability Insurance was adopted in 2000 and has been amended several times. It “establishes mandatory pension and disability insurance and determines the rights and responsibilities based on that insurance, as well as the options for persons who are not covered by mandatory insurance to get voluntary insurance.” The average salary of insured individuals determines their pension base. This law eliminated some compensation rights, including for the assistance and care of another person.

---
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Conditions

Pension conditions in RS are currently in a transition phase with the retirement age gradually increasing each year. Once the transition is complete (by 2023 for men and 2032 for women), men and women will be able to claim their old age pension from the age of 65 given that they have contributed for at least 15 years. Early retirement will be possible at 60, with 40 years of contributions.\(^\text{459}\)

Before these recent changes to the RS law, retirement criteria were different based on a person’s gender. Men aged 60 and women aged 55 could retire after 20 years of contributions, while men aged 65 and women aged 60 could retire after 15 years of contributions. The option of early retirement was available to men who had reached 55 years and women who had reached 50 if they had contributed for at least 35 years.\(^\text{460}\)

Benefits

In 2015, the minimum pension amounted to 174 KM (€85) and the maximum to 1,687 KM (€860).\(^\text{461}\) In 2010, 10% of all pensioners received the minimum pension.\(^\text{462}\)

Derived pension rights

In both entities, a widow is entitled to her spouse’s pension at a younger age than a widower is to his wife’s. In the FBiH, a woman can collect these benefits if she is at least 45 years old, and in the RS, if she is at least 50; while a widower must be at least 60 years old in either entity. Widows and widowers are entitled to derived pension rights as long as they do not re-marry. There is no minimum age for widows and widowers to claim these rights if they care for children entitled to survivor’s pension, or if they are disabled.\(^\text{463}\) Derived pension rights are calculated as a percentage of the pension the deceased would have received, also taking into account the number of eligible survivors.\(^\text{464}\)

European legal framework on pensions

Pension entitlements are considered economic interests and thus fall within the scope of the right to property, enshrined in Article 1 of Protocol 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights.\(^\text{465}\) This Article does not specifically cite the right to a pension, but the right to property is usually broad-

\(^{459}\) Hutsebaut, 35. Also see: RS Law on Pension and Disability Insurance.
\(^{460}\) Sead Dedić, Sosijalno pravo, IV novelirano i prošireno izdanje (Sarajevo: Magistrat, 2010), 184.
\(^{461}\) Šadić and Salić, 147.
\(^{462}\) Ibid. Note: These calculations include only people over 65 years old who receive a pension.
\(^{464}\) Ibid.
ly interpreted and as such includes pension entitlements. The ECHR thus assumes that the making of compulsory and/or voluntary contributions to pensions funds constitutes a possession, and in this way creates a property right. While states are generally given what is known as “a wide margin of appreciation” in the granting of social benefits, because it is assumed state authorities are best placed to assess the needs of their own citizens, the reduction or discontinuation of pension entitlements also falls within the scope of the right to property, because it may hinder the right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions.

In addition, it is important to consider the European Social Charter, the so-called “Social Constitution of Europe.” This Charter supplements the EHRC, guaranteeing all fundamental rights with social and economic dimensions. By ratifying the Charter, countries are bound to ensure rights to housing, health, education, employment, legal and social protection, and freedom of movement, and to guarantee that those rights are upheld and enjoyed according to the principle of non-discrimination.

**International framework related to gender inequalities and pensions**

General Recommendation 27 (2010) of the CEDAW Committee addresses the rights of older women. It acknowledges that gender inequalities and discrimination in employment accumulate throughout women’s lives, so that older women have disproportionately less access to pensions; and when they do receive pensions, they are smaller on average than those received by men. In this recommendation, the Committee also recognized that many older women continue to do unpaid care work for dependent family members and encouraged states to ensure that their pension systems do not discriminate against women.

**9.3. The impact of gender bias on pensioners**

Gender bias shapes the experience of women pensioners not just because of how it relates to pensions per se, but because of the add-on effect of gender bias over time. As CEDAW Committee member Frances Raday wrote:

---

467 Ibid.; and Carss-Frisk.
468 Ibid., 14.
Women’s income and quality of life in retirement derives from the culmination of all these earlier phases and bears the imprint of them: stereotyping in education and girlhood; precarious jobs; informal labour; the costs of caring; interrupted career patterns; the motherhood penalty in wages; earlier effective retirement, in almost all states, and earlier normative retirement in some states.\textsuperscript{472}

9.3.1. Traditional causes of gender bias in the implementation of pension laws

When discrimination “has been incorporated into the structures, processes and procedures of organisations, either because of prejudice or because of failure to take into account the particular needs of different social identities,” we refer to it as institutional discrimination.\textsuperscript{473} And in most social security frameworks, institutional gender-based discrimination prevails. In Europe, for instance, these structures were designed around a traditional family model, with a male breadwinner and a female caretaker. Yet, this model, based on a traditional division of labour, reinforces gender stereotypes. The male head of household works full time, in the formal economy, and for a precise number of years. The female caretaker is economically dependent because she tends to tasks in the household or in the informal sector. Because many social security frameworks have been slow to evolve, they remain gender biased.

A number of social security structures and schemes are also impacted by gender bias in the labour market. (For a full discussion, see Thematic Unit 8.) By focusing on a stereotypically male model of the work experience, the different factors that are present in a woman’s professional and personal life are not accounted for.\textsuperscript{474}

Data from 2010 and 2011, and from across Europe, shows that:

- Fewer women than men entered the labour market. For example, in BiH, only 25\% of working-age women were employed in 2010 and just 10\% of women 15-24 years old were employed.\textsuperscript{475}
- Women’s careers are more likely to be interrupted (usually due to maternity leave or because they must care for dependents).
- Women are more likely to work part-time. Figures from BiH indicate that, in 2010, 13\% of all employed women worked part-time (8\% of all employed men worked part-time).\textsuperscript{476}


Women are more likely to work in jobs with lower pay and/or in sectors where pension provision is less common. For instance, as is the case in many European countries, women in BiH are more likely to work in “feminised” fields such as education, healthcare, and the informal economy. Most of these women have temporary contracts or are self-employed, which exacerbates their insecurity.477

Women are more likely to have jobs in the informal sector, working in undeclared and untaxed petty trade, small-scale agriculture, and services like cleaning and maintenance.478 This sector is very large in BiH, and a 2005 study found that women accounted for an estimated 80% of informal sector workers.479 Women in this sector generally do not make pension contributions, or at least not to formal social security systems.

Women in rural areas often perform unpaid agricultural activities. While this earns income for their family in the short term, it will not result in a pension for them in the long term.

Traditional gender stereotypes mean that caring for the family is often considered a woman’s primary responsibility. Thus, almost one third of working age women in BiH are not registered with employment offices and describe themselves as housewives or inactive.480

Historically, women were more likely to be forced to take early retirement. In 2001, before stricter regulations were in force, 57.6% of those claiming pensions before the age of 65 were women.481

To summarise, gender differences and structural inequalities in employment translate into limited access to employment-related social protections for women (pension benefits among them).482 If you examine the issue through the lens of the three dimensions of a career – pay, job status, and years of service – women are disadvantaged through:

1) pay per hour (differences due to education, skills, segregation of professions, discrimination);
2) hours worked (differences due to part-time work, types of contracts, self-employment); and
3) years worked (differences due to work interruptions, unemployment, early retirement, and caretaking roles).483

These three career dimensions are the basis for most pensions systems, and given the gender disparity of these dimensions, it is clear these systems are likely to be gender-biased. The disadvantages that women face in their work life will persist and/or worsen once they retire; and while men may benefit from this system overall, it also puts pressure on them to pursue traditional models of...

477 CEDAW, “Concluding observations on the combined fourth and fifth periodic reports of Bosnia and Herzegovina,” No. CEDAW/C/BIH/CO/4-5, 30 July 2013.
480 Ibid.
481 International Labour Office, Report on the Pension Reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 3.
employment. Compared to a traditional family with a male breadwinner, a couple who prioritise the wife’s career and is comfortable with the husband taking extended periods of leave to care for the family, would probably be much worse off during their retirement.

**9.3.2. Contemporary causes of gender bias in the implementation of pension laws**

While we can expect that the pension system in BiH is likely to change significantly over the next generation, current high levels of youth unemployment are likely to have an impact nonetheless, once this cohort reaches retirement. This will mean it is harder for many young people to contribute for enough years to qualify for a pension (especially as many will not be working full time). And couples who adopt traditional family models may find that neither spouse has made enough lifetime contributions to claim a pension upon retirement.

The youth unemployment situation has also had a disproportionate impact on younger women. While many young people have had to broaden the range of jobs for which they apply, beyond their areas of expertise, women have fewer options because many occupations are still considered unsuitable for them. This is partly because women are taught fewer skills (through formal education or informally by family members) that can lead to job opportunities in the formal sector. For example, girls and women have not traditionally been encouraged to obtain mechanical skills.

However, what is more troubling is that while levels of unemployment in young men decrease in proportion to their level of education, this is not the case for young women. In other words, even when women have the requisite skills for a job, they are still overlooked because of their gender. This will ultimately have an impact on both their life savings and pension contributions.

Further, employers show a preference for unmarried women with no children, so that women who are unemployed at the early stages of adulthood will miss out on an opportunity to contribute toward their pension before facing this form of discrimination. Finally, the extreme competition for all open positions that results from high levels of unemployment can magnify prevailing discrimination in recruitment. With so many candidates to choose from, there is less pressure on employers to consider female candidates for jobs traditionally done by men, or vice versa. These challenges are likely to create a difficult transition period in BiH.

Differences in retirement age clearly reflect gender bias; it makes no sense that women should work less than men, especially because they have a higher life expectancy. The historical disparity in retirement age was probably based on the notion that women are weaker and should thus be protected from working at an older age. Some also argue that because husbands were generally a few years older than their wives, the difference allowed couples to retire at the same time, so that hus-

---

486 Pavelić, 118.
bands would not be at home without their wives to care for them. Still, moving to a gender-neutral retirement age and requiring the same years of contributions to qualify for a pension will only bring about gender equality if gender bias in the labour market is eliminated. And much work remains to be done before this can be achieved in most countries, including BiH.

**Gender bias in the pension systems of BiH**

Studies conducted in various countries demonstrate that most women receive lower pensions than men. Although women represent two thirds of retirement-age individuals, in some EU member states, more than one third of women do not receive a pension. This situation is compounded by the fact that fewer women receive supplementary pensions (such as those from private pension schemes).

This “gender pension gap” does not depend simply on the characteristics of a specific pension system, but on the combined effect of lifetime gender inequalities and gender bias in the labour market, as mentioned above. The pension gap in EU countries is significant: a report from 2015 indicates that women’s pensions are, on average, 40% lower than men’s. Consequently, many women rely on rights derived from their husbands’ pensions (survivor benefits, spousal benefits, divorcees’ benefits) as their sole source of income.

For most women, retirement thus marks a reduction in economic independence. Elderly women have lower income levels than the rest of the population, and in fact, single (including divorced or widowed) women aged 75 and older are considered the population group most at risk of poverty in BiH. In addition, as of 2016, women’s life expectancy in BiH is 79.7 years, compared to 75 for men, and hence women make up 60% of the population aged 65 or older. The combination of these factors means that impoverished older women significantly outnumber impoverished older men.

Another issue is that, because most pension payments are insufficient to pay for professional care services, the implicit assumption is that other family members will take on caregiving roles once a woman (or occasionally a man) is no longer able to perform them. As wives tend to outlive their husbands, this tends to disproportionately disadvantage widows, especially if they do not have any relatives willing or able to care for them.

The gender bias that women are subjected to also has some side effects for men. Studies indicate that elderly single or widowed men are particularly vulnerable because they have often never developed basic life skills, such as cooking and cleaning, required to live independently. As husbands are traditionally seen as heads of their households, policymakers often overlook how dependant they are on the care work done by their wives. Consequently, few provisions if any are made to account for the loss of support to elderly men through care work that occurs when husbands outlive their wives.

---

487 Tinios, Bettio, and Bettli, *Men, Women and Pensions*.  
Despite several attempts to reform various pension systems, the negative effects of gender bias on retirees are still pervasive. For example, “the shift from statutory and publicly funded pension systems to privately funded occupational and third-pillar pension schemes has a disproportionate impact on women who often have a more disrupted career than men.”491 This is mainly due to the persistence of traditional family models and gender stereotypes in most societies that place a disproportionate expectation on women as responsible for caretaking.

9.4. Gender bias in judicial cases related to pensions

Indirect discrimination

As we have seen, the high risk of poverty that women are confronted with when they enter retirement is exacerbated by the fact that some pension systems create new forms of direct or indirect gender-based discrimination. Judges are encouraged to consider the negative consequences of pension systems in terms of how some arrangements and provisions constitute discrimination on the grounds of gender. The following judgement by the European Court of Justice demonstrates how even gender-neutral national legislation can generate indirect gender discrimination.

In 2012, the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that Spanish legislation on contributory retirement pensions for part-time workers was discriminatory:

In Spain, in order to qualify for a contributory retirement pension, an applicant must be aged at least 65 years and have completed a minimum contribution period of 15 years. In order to determine the contribution periods required, the Spanish legislation takes into account only the hours actually worked, by calculating the equivalent number of theoretical days of contribution....

...Ms Elbal Moreno worked exclusively as a cleaner for a Residents’ Association part-time for four hours a week (10% of the 40-hour statutory working week in Spain) for 18 years. Aged 66 years, she applied to the National Institute of Social Security (NISS) for a retirement pension. Her application was refused on the ground that she had not completed the minimum 15-year contribution period required for entitlement to a retirement pension.

...[t]he Social Court of Barcelona before which the case was brought, asked the Court of Justice whether the directive on equal treatment for men and women in matters of social security precludes the Spanish legislation.

In that regard, the Spanish court notes that so long as Spanish legislation takes into account only the hours worked and not the contribution period (the days worked), this ultimately results in the double application – albeit corrected – of the pro rata temporis principle. Thus, a longer qualifying period is required from the part-time worker in inverse proportion to the reduction in his working hours in order to obtain a pension the amount of which is already directly and proportionately lower owing to the part-time nature of the work. In the case of Ms Elbal Moreno,... [she] would have to work for 100 years to complete the minimum necessary qualifying period of 15 years which would give her access to a pension of €112.93 a month.

**Source:** Court of Justice of the European Union, “Spanish legislation on contributory retirement pensions for part-time workers is discriminatory,” press release no. 152/12, 22 November 2012.

In this case, the Court found that Spanish legislation on matters of social security is not exempt from the directive on equal treatment for men and women; and emphasised that any national measure that disproportionately impacts men or women in a significant way is considered indirect discrimination. The court noted that part-time workers not only had to make contributions over a proportionally greater amount of time but that their pensions would be lower due to their job status. As 80% of part-time workers in Spain are women, the legislation was thus found to be disadvantageous for women.

The Spanish government contended that it was necessary to maintain the existing threshold (15 years of full-time work) in order to protect the contributory social security system. While the court agreed that such legislation can be justified by objective factors, it found no evidence in this case that it was necessary to exclude part-time workers. The Court thus concluded that such legislation constituted indirect discrimination.492

**Different provisions for men and women in pension systems**

When pension systems were originally established, many provisions were included to compensate for women’s caring responsibilities, which were presumed due to traditional family models. Some argue that these provisions no longer reflect parenting and caretaking trends in current societies. For example, the minority of men who do take on primary caretaker roles do not benefit from the same provisions as women (such as the chance to collect a pension at an earlier age).

---

9.5. Case scenarios

Case 1

The European Court of Justice: Pensionsversicherungsanstalt v. Christine Kleist

Ms Kleist was employed as a chief physician by the pension insurance institution in Austria, which decided to terminate the employment of all employees who satisfied the conditions for retiring. Austrian legislation set the retirement age for women at 60, and for men at 65. Ms Kleist informed her employer that she wanted to work until the age of 65, but she was forced to retire at 60. She contested this decision before a local court, which ruled against her.

The plaintiff challenged this ruling at the European Court of Justice, arguing that her employer’s decision constituted discrimination on the grounds of sex. She referred to EU Council Directives 76/207 and 2000/78/EC.493 Her employer stated that the difference in treatment between men and women was indirectly based on sex and was justified because the employer intended to promote employment of younger staff. The employer also mentioned that they intended to avoid a situation wherein working women could receive their statutory pension in addition to their salary, which was not allowed for men.494

In the Kleist case, the Court held that national legislation which set different retirement ages for women and men constituted discrimination on the grounds of sex. Indeed, the fact that the plaintiff had been dismissed only because she was a woman who had reached the (younger) minimum retirement age denoted a difference in treatment directly based on sex.

Case 2

**European Court of Human Rights: Andrle v. the Czech Republic**

Mr. Andrle, a Czech national, cared for his two minor children himself after he was divorced. His application for the statutory old age pension was dismissed by the Czech Social Security Administration, as he had not attained the pensionable age required by national legislation on statutory pensions. Mr. Andrle challenged the administrative decision, arguing that given the fact that he had cared for two children, he was entitled to retire at the age of 57 (the pensionable age set for women if they cared for two children) and thus had reached the pensionable age. In the meantime, the constitutionality of the provision on pensionable age had been questioned. The Czech Constitutional Court, in judgment no. Pl. ÚS 53/2004,13 dismissed the Supreme Administrative Court’s petition to repeal the provision at stake, finding that it was not discriminatory. The Constitutional Court... acknowledged that, in the former Czechoslovakia, the more favourable treatment of women who raised children was originally designed to compensate for the factual inequality and hardship arising out of the combination of the traditional mothering role of women and the social expectation of their involvement in work on a full-time basis.

...The [Court] said, in its judgment, that it could not “overlook the fact that the measure at stake is rooted in specific historical circumstances. The means employed in 1964 reflected the realities of the then socialist Czechoslovakia, where women were responsible for childcare and the related care of the household while being under pressure to work full time.”

...[It] concluded that “the original aim... was to compensate for the factual inequality between men and women,” [and said it] preferred a special treatment for women until the social and economic changes would remove the need for it.

*Source: European Gender Equality Law Review, No. 2/2011 (European Commission, 2011).*

In the Andrle case, the Court held that differences in the treatment of men and women in legislation was indeed discriminatory; however, after examining all the factors of the case, including historical realities in Czechoslovakia, it ruled that the legislation in question reflected the reality when it was adopted. At that time, it was meant to compensate for inequalities between men and women caused by the fact that many women were charged with both childcare and paid work outside the home.

While the Court asserted that the legislation lags behind current social trends, whereby caring roles and responsibilities may not be as distinct as they were at the time when the legislation was passed, it also stated that “the demographic shifts and changes in perceptions of the roles of the sexes are by their nature gradual and, after forty-five years of the existence of the measure at stake, it is necessary to time the amendment accordingly. Therefore, the State cannot be criticised for progressively modifying its pension system to reflect these gradual changes and for not having pushed for complete equalisation at a faster pace.”

---

the Court concluded that the legislation continued to be “reasonably and objectively justified... until social and economic changes remove the need for special treatment for women.”

The Anderle case is thus an interesting example for two reasons: First, it highlights how legislation that takes into account general trends can be discriminatory toward individuals who do not adhere to typical gender roles. Second, despite recognizing this, the judges endorsed approaches to pension reform that reflect the gradual pace of changes in social attitudes rather than calling for swift changes in legislation.

9.6. Conclusion

Courts and justice professionals have a duty to promote the principle of equality and to prevent gender biased behaviour and legislation by weighing all relevant factors when they consider cases related to pensions, including the long-term consequences. In other areas of law, changes in attitudes toward the roles of women and men have resulted in immediate changes to how the law is applied. Legislation on pensions, though, is more complicated; because it must account for historical gender inequality that has had a disproportionate impact on older generations, while simultaneously supporting newer social dynamics in which gender roles are less rigid. For example, women have historically been allowed to retire earlier and make fewer years of contributions before they qualify to receive a pension. This recognizes the caretaking roles women play and the time they may have spent on maternity leave. Yet, this has the effect of incentivizing modern family arrangements in which men work full time and women work as housewives because it is the more rational financial choice, thus reinforcing discriminatory gender norms.

A balance therefore must be struck between accounting for general trends and preventing discrimination against families who do not fit these trends. In some cases, this is the choice of families; for example, if women decide not to marry or husbands decide to be the primary caregiver. In others, life circumstances can force these dynamics; for example, in the case of many single fathers or situations in which husbands perform caring roles for partners who cannot work (e.g. due to illness or disability). In some instances, a grandmother cares for the children while the mother works, and there is no male figure in the family. In these cases, mothers are at a disadvantage if they must retire early.

Families headed by same-sex female couples also face double-discrimination if both women work, in addition to discrimination on the basis of their sexual orientation. Finally, groups such as Roma people, who tend to work largely in the informal sector, face additional barriers to receiving pensions. For these reasons, initiatives that provide options to women who have faced discrimination in the labour market must be balanced with other forms of non-discrimination legislation (such as that related to age). Legislation on pensions plays a key role in mitigating many of the common disadvantages that women and men face in society due to gender inequality. At the same time, it faces the perpetual challenge of trying to mitigate any (unintended) negative impacts it may have on men and women who do not adhere to traditional gender roles.
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Thematic Unit 10: Gender Bias in Inheritance and Land Rights

Learning outcomes – by the end of this unit, you will:

1. Recognize that gender neutral inheritance law is applied with gender bias.
2. Understand how gender bias in inheritance reproduces gender inequality in society.
3. Understand the role of legal professionals in mitigating gender bias in cases of inheritance.

Background Reading:


Video (in English): Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Land and Gender in the Western Balkans.


Summary: Thematic Unit 10 is focused on gender bias as it relates to inheritance and land ownership rights. The Unit first outlines the legal framework in BiH, as well as that of Europe and the world. Through the prism of gender bias, the practical application of hereditary rights is then examined. Although the BiH Constitution prohibits direct and indirect discrimination on the grounds of sex, in practice, many women are disadvantaged by the social pressure to waive their right to inheritance in favour of their male relatives. This Unit also addresses the issue of gender bias in the case of ownership of agricultural land. Gender-based prejudices and traditional principles of property rights exist not only in BiH and in the region, but in Western Europe as well. The Unit concludes by exploring some potential solutions and guidelines for dealing with gender prejudices regarding inheritance in BiH and beyond.
10.1. Introduction

Opening Discussion:

Why are inheritance and property rights important for gender equality?

(The following points can be highlighted if they have not already been raised by students after 10 minutes of discussion.)

• Older women who do not inherit their spouse’s property are unfairly discriminated against. While the property may have been in their husband’s name, they contributed to its value through both paid and unpaid roles played over the course of the marriage.
• Inheritance often gives an economic advantage to men over women in subsequent generations. In effect, gender inequality in one generation is passed onto the next.
• Property ownership underpins an individual’s independence; otherwise, they are usually dependent on property-owning family members.
• Property provides collateral against which to secure loans. This is significant in being able to create wealth and elevate one’s social status.
• Property and asset ownership significantly impacts the power, influence, and respect a person has in society. In this way, it is a status symbol.

In most countries in the world, inheritance assures both men and women the option to own land, housing, or other resources. Inheritance rights are important in the context of gender bias because when property is passed from one generation to another, so too are social norms, including those related to gender equality. If land, housing, and assets are passed exclusively to male members of a family, this gives them an advantage when it comes to providing for their family and securing credit. It also affords them a certain amount of respect from the community and greater freedom to decide their own future.

In such cases, women can access land and property only through marriage, making it harder for them to lead an unmarried life if that is their preference. And still, though women are usually legally entitled to joint ownership of the marital estate, property is symbolically associated with husbands nonetheless. This gives husbands the upper hand in making financial decisions such as whether to sell property or use it in other ways. Some studies even suggest that this imbalance of power makes women who do not own property more likely to be victims of domestic violence. It is also worth mentioning that this issue is particularly pertinent for women in rural areas because,

for farmers, property represents both home and income. Compared to women in urban areas, these women have fewer alternative sources of income.

While many of the choices in cases of inheritance lie with those writing wills and last testaments, legal professionals can play a significant role in ensuring that the law is applied according to contemporary notions of gender equality, as detailed in the BiH Law on Gender Equality. They can advise those writing testaments of the potential effects that gender-biased discrimination can have on their descendants. And, they can ensure that all those entitled to an inheritance receive adequate information before making decisions on whether or not to waive their inheritance rights. Judicial professionals can also engage in initiatives that educate the public on inheritance rights and provide pro bono legal assistance with the aim of promoting the law as the prime authority, over discriminatory traditions.

10.2. Legal framework

The legal frameworks on inheritance and property in BiH are gender neutral, as is the case in most countries. However, around the world, their application reflects gender norms found in society. Legal decisions may be influenced, for instance, by traditions that dictate men should inherit more than women. The reasons given to support this often centre around the fact that most wives move into their husband’s home and hence gain access or ownership rights to his estate. Yet, even where legal systems operate in a way that supports gender equity, men usually have proportionately greater access to the resources (and sometimes the education) necessary to assert their rights. Women may also face social stigma for asserting their right to an asset, especially if it is a property with strong links to the family’s identity or heritage.

The legal framework in BiH

The Constitution of BiH guarantees the right to property, in Article II, paragraph 3(k); and paragraph 4 notes that this right is to be enjoyed by all without discrimination. Provisions of the Inheritance Law, adopted in 1980 in the former Socialistic Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, were integrated into legislation on inheritance in both the Federation and the RS. 500

According to the entity-level inheritance laws, women and men have equal rights with regard to inheritance and property. Women and men can make their own will without external consent, and sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights, as do female and male surviving spouses. 501 Two types of inheritance are allowed and recognized:

- Inheritance based on testament
- Inheritance based on law: four inheritance degrees apply when a deceased person has not left any testament, or in case the deceased’s testament does not include their entire estate.
  i. The first degree applies when the deceased’s descendants and surviving spouse inherit in equal parts.

ii. The second degree applies in cases when the deceased has no descendants; inheritance is then divided between the parents and the surviving spouse (parents together and equally inherit half of the estate, while the spouse inherits the other half). If an intestate (person without a will) dies without a surviving spouse, the parents inherit the entire estate in equal parts. In case the parents of the deceased have already died, the siblings (or their descendants if the latter have died) shall inherit the estate.

iii. The third degree applies when the deceased person has no descendants, spouse, parents, or siblings. In such cases, the grandparents inherit.

iv. When no successor can be found at the third degree, the fourth degree applies, so that great-grandparents of the decedent, or their descendants, can inherit.

Descendants with a right to inheritance who do not have sufficient means to survive can file requests to inherit larger shares of an estate than the standard legal entitlement. This right specifically applies to the deceased’s spouse and parents. Such requests are decided by the courts once all the circumstances of a case have been considered.

In addition to the law and testaments as the basis of inheritance rights, the Federation of BiH also allows legal contracts to be established between spouses or unmarried cohabiting partners. In the latter case, the two parties can name each other as their successor. In addition, in both entities of BiH, legal contracts can be established to divide a property between surviving individuals or to provide permanent sustenance to a specific person.

The BiH Law on Gender Equality forbids gender discrimination, including in cases of inheritance. In addition, changes to the Family Code in both entities are designed to encourage married women to register themselves as co-owners of marital property in order to prevent gender-based discrimination further down the line.

**European Legal Framework**

In inheritance proceedings, the following articles from the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) apply:

- Article 6 (the right to a fair trial)
- Article 8 (the right to respect for private and family life)
- Article 1 of Protocol 1, which states that:

> “Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international law. The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general

---


interest or to secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.” 504

Article II(2) of the Constitution of BiH sets forth that the Convention and its Protocols “shall apply directly in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These shall have priority over all other law.” 505

**International Legal Framework**

**Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)**

Two CEDAW articles mention property rights and prohibit discrimination:

- **Article 15(2) declares that:**
  “*States parties shall accord to women in civil matters, a legal capacity identical to that of men and the same opportunities to exercise that capacity. In particular, they shall give women equal rights to conclude contracts and to administer property and shall treat them equally in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals.*”

- **Article 16 (1)(h) reads:**
  “*States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women: The same rights for both spouses in respect of the ownership, acquisition, management, administration, enjoyment and disposition of property, whether free of charge or for a valuable consideration.*”

In BiH, national legal provisions are in accordance with Article 15, but work remains to be done to fulfil the obligations of Article 16.

**Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action**

The Beijing Declaration was adopted at the Fourth World Conference on Women in 1995 and contains several references to inheritance. 507 While not a legally binding document, it was formally endorsed by BiH and has been used as a source of international norms and standards related to gender equality in the Gender Action Plans produced by the Gender Equality Agency of BiH. 508

505 Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 14 December 1995, Article II, para. 2.
In paragraph 51 of the Declaration, the link between poverty and barriers to inheritance and land ownership are highlighted: “Women’s poverty is directly related to the absence of economic opportunities and autonomy, lack of access to economic resources, including credit, land ownership and inheritance, lack of access to education and support services and their minimal participation in the decision-making process.”

In paragraph 165, member states are instructed to: “Undertake legislation and administrative reforms to give women equal rights with men to economic resources, including access to ownership and control over land and other forms of property, credit, inheritance, natural resources and appropriate new technology; [and] conduct reviews of national income and inheritance tax and social security systems to eliminate any existing bias against women.”

And in paragraph 274, governments are called on to: “Eliminate the injustice and obstacles in relation to inheritance faced by the girl child so that all children may enjoy their rights without discrimination, by, inter alia, enacting, as appropriate, and enforcing legislation that guarantees equal right to succession and ensures equal right to inherit, regardless of the sex of the child.”

**Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the Context of National Food Security**

The Voluntary Guidelines on Tenure were developed by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and endorsed by its Committee on World Food Security in 2012. While these guidelines are not binding, they set out internationally accepted standards related to the governance of tenure; and in this regard, they are considered a form of “soft law.” The guidelines specifically reference questions of inheritance, and gender has been mainstreamed across these provisions.

Section 4, on the rights and responsibilities to tenure, discusses inheritance in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. Section 4.6 advises states to “remove and prohibit all forms of discrimination related to tenure rights, including those resulting from change of marital status, lack of legal capacity, and lack of access to economic resources. In particular, States should ensure equal tenure rights for women and men, including the right to inherit and bequeath these rights.” And Section 4.7 recommends that states “consider providing non-discriminatory and gender-sensitive assistance where people are unable through their own actions to acquire tenure rights to sustain themselves, to gain access to the services of implementing agencies and judicial authorities, or to participate in processes that could affect their tenure rights.”
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The Voluntary Guidelines reflect the approach of CEDAW, in that they call for legal equality but also for action to address existing inequalities faced by both women and men in asserting their rights and accessing justice.

10.3. Gender bias in inheritance practices

Studies demonstrate that when men and women do not have equal rights with regard to inheritance, women are less likely to have rights to land or housing. Since the ownership of assets has been clearly linked to poverty reduction, discrimination in inheritance rights (and their application) can compound existing gender inequalities that result in women being at a greater risk of poverty. Inheritance rights are particularly important for widows and for rural women, many of whom depend on inherited assets for their economic independence and sometimes for their survival. In addition, where property is passed from one generation to the next, gender discrimination in the application of inheritance rights has the potential to perpetuate gender inequalities within a new generation; for instance, by preventing women from starting business ventures, for which it is difficult to secure bank loans without holding property under their name. The effects of this are especially severe amongst poorer people in rural areas, where self-employment or small-scale entrepreneurship may be the only feasible path to social mobility.

Inheritance de jure vs Inheritance de facto in BiH

While the Constitution of BiH prohibits any discrimination on the grounds of sex, traditional notions of gender roles in society and the division of responsibilities within the family still prevail in practice. And these norms influence decision making when it comes to inheritance. Indeed, in many cases, women pass on their portion of inherited property to their male relatives. (While this may appear to be a free choice, they may face negative consequences from their families and communities if they retain their share.) Nonetheless, because younger generations appear generally to oppose more traditional visions of family and society, a shift toward more balanced role-sharing seems to have emerged in recent years.

One process that has reinforced gender inequalities related to access to property is the privatisation that took place in BiH after the war. Studies indicate that economic transitions have reinforced gender inequalities across Central and Eastern Europe, including in BiH, notably because of
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the withdrawal of women from the formal economy and cutbacks in social welfare.\textsuperscript{520} For example, the Law on the Sale of Apartments allows for the reduction of a purchase price based on the number of years a buyer has worked. Couples can combine their years of work, but a surviving spouse must choose between counting the number of years they have worked or the years the deceased worked (i.e., they cannot combine them). Provisions such as this can disadvantage women, who “both by virtue of longer life spans and the wartime death toll among men, constitute the majority of surviving spouses.”\textsuperscript{521} And young widows are disproportionately affected because they will have worked only a few years if at all.

There are also significant discrepancies between rural and urban areas as far as women’s ownership of property. In 2013, of all properties owned by at least one majority owner (with a share of 50% or more), one third were owned by women. In Cazin, however, just 17% of such properties were owned by women (and 83% by men).\textsuperscript{522} A similar phenomenon exists in the RS, where women own over 30% of such properties in East Sarajevo, Gradiska, and Banja Luka, but hold much lower rates of ownership in the rural, eastern parts of the entity. Interestingly, Bijeljina has the lowest level of female ownership, but the second highest percentage of women who are the sole owners of their property.\textsuperscript{523}

Studies that examine why the equal access to property enshrined in national legislation has not translated into practice suggest that this is true for several reasons. These include the impact of gender bias, not only in ownership rights, but also inheritance practices. For instance, a CEDAW report from 2005 mentions that even women tend to choose male relatives as legal heirs.\textsuperscript{524} It is also common for sisters to surrender their right of inheritance to their brothers.\textsuperscript{525}

While it may not make financial sense to divide properties such as apartments, shops, or farms based on the percentages stipulated in law, social attitudes are likely the main reason female descendants do not or cannot assert a claim to a property. There is often an implicit assumption that a male family member will inherit the family house and that a man will take over the running of any family enterprise. Many view this as fair because most women will ‘inherit’ through their husbands; although their names may not appear on the title deeds of property. Women generally have less access to the resources necessary to buy out their relatives, in part due to their lower levels of income but also because their spouses are likely to oppose using the family resources in this way.

This goes some way to explain why, in the case of testaments, practice follows tradition in favouring male inheritance of property, as a 2005 study indicated.\textsuperscript{526} This is compounded by the fact that laws and property rights have been slow to evolve so that joint-ownership by a couple is the
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norm. In cases of divorce, there have been situations where men, who already own the majority of property, have transferred property titles into the names of other family members in order to keep it within their family (and likely under male ownership).

Gender bias in inheritance practices related to farmland and farms

The Gender Action Plan of BiH notes that rural women face unique challenges when it comes to achieving gender equality. A lack of access to education, including lifelong learning, is noted as a particular obstacle to these women accessing justice and economic opportunities. Studies of European agricultural practices suggest that gender bias in inheritance is the root cause of many of the difficulties faced by rural women.

While a married couple may theoretically own a farm jointly, in nearly all cases, inheritance is patrilineal – meaning that the husband is seen as the “farmer” and his wife as his “assistant.” The consequence of this is that the husband is still viewed as the primary breadwinner and the work of the wife is less valued. Husbands thus tend to have a greater influence on decisions about how the farm is run. In fact, research by Shortall found that the “family farm” is the default arrangement in all but 4.4% of European farms, but also that there is a coinciding default assumption that farms have a single head of the household when it comes to providing training, subsidies, and community discussions in the sector. For this reason, women often miss out on opportunities for lifelong learning and involvement in farming unions.

The irony in this situation is that female members of farm families are not seen as producers, and yet farms would not be financially viable without their unpaid labour or without the part-time jobs they do off the farm to help balance the books when their family income is low. Even when women from these families are higher earners, wives still see their own income as “supplementary” to the primary income of the farm. This can have very negative consequences later on, as wives are excluded from farmers’ pension schemes because they are not seen as “genuine farmers.” It can also cause problems in cases of divorce, wherein women have a tendency to downplay their contribution to shared assets and, in some cases, receive no share of the farm despite having contributed significantly to its value over the course of the marriage due to a prenuptial agreement.

Patrilineal inheritance in the context of the 21st century is by some measures a “poisoned chalice.” In inheriting a farm, a son also inherits social expectations and responsibilities to continue the family farming tradition, even when it no longer confers a high level of social status and financial
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Siblings who do not inherit the farm may receive fewer inherited assets, but they are also free to pursue more lucrative and respected professions.

The social stigma against dividing up farmland among siblings, which is seen as a threat to productivity, is probably the main reason women and younger male siblings tend not to assert their rights of inheritance of farmland. Researchers have been surprised by the support demonstrated by non-inheriting siblings toward those who do inherit farmland. This may be a sign that these siblings are relieved to have the freedom to explore other professions.

About 25% of rural households in Bosnia and Herzegovina are headed by women, which is very near the European average of 24%. However, the farms that women do own tend to be less profitable and used primarily for subsistence, undermining their hopes of economic upward mobility. In fact, women-headed farms are about half as productive as those run by men. This is due to their small size, which not only limits production on its own but also prevents women from using their farms as collateral for the credit needed to invest in modern farming methods (e.g. machinery, the purchase of high-yield seeds, etc.).

10.4. Responding to gender bias in the application of inheritance law, in BiH and beyond

**Class Discussion:**

*What role can legal professionals play to combat gender discrimination in inheritance in BiH?*

*Give students a few minutes to discuss this question in pairs or small groups, then ask them to report back to the larger group. Wrap up with the following conclusions, placing an emphasis on any of these points that were not raised by students:*

There is no explicit discrimination based on gender in the law when it comes to inheritance. For this reason, legislative changes are probably unnecessary. Instead, a lack of legal education and a lack of access to justice must be addressed.

All judges and lawyers may exhibit some degree of gender bias; but most commonly, this involves legal professionals assuming that traditions (such as the exclusion of women from inheritance) are norms. Thus, it is imperative that legal professionals ensure that family members have not waived their rights to inherit under duress, or because they were not informed of their entitlement.
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Furthermore, when writing their wills, it is important that people realise the consequences of leaving property only to male heirs, even if they rationalise that their female children will gain the inherited properties of their husbands. Family lawyers should play a role in informing their clients of the potential legal consequences of their testaments. Public education campaigns regarding inheritance rights can also be helpful, especially if high-profile male allies publicly declare their intention to divide their property equally between their sons and daughters.

Women and men are also sometimes discriminated against because they face financial barriers to accessing legal advice or services. Legal aid, freely available written information, or low-cost services for those most in need of help can foster greater gender equality in the application of the law. NGOs and volunteer paralegals, lawyers, and legal institutions can all play a part.

Access to Information

Even “neutral” laws cannot be applied in an unbiased way when there is an asymmetry of information. In other words, if someone is entitled to inheritance but doesn’t know their rights, and someone else is also entitled but does know their rights, the application of law will favour those who know the most about their legal entitlements. In Zenica, the Center of Legal Assistance for Women (Centar za Pravnu Pomoć Ženama) has sought to address this by providing online legal aid, whereby people can fill out a web-based form and receive answers via e-mail. This model can be less expensive than providing face-to-face service and allows experts to respond to simple, frequently asked questions relatively quickly, including those that relate to inheritance.

Advocacy

While it is important to provide information to those who have been traditionally excluded from exercising their right to inheritance, it is also important to educate those in decision-making positions through public legal education initiatives. This will help women and men understand the effect that decisions made now about inheritance can have on their sons and daughters in the future. For instance, by informing them of the power they have to prevent gender inequalities in their generation from being compounded in the next. One example of this is the OSCE’s campaign to tackle gender inequality related to property and inheritance rights in Kosovo. As part of this campaign, the organisation compiled an “Information Guide on Women and Men’s Access to property and housing rights” and also created an advocacy video (See below).
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It is also important that legal professionals who work on inheritance-related matters are made aware of the leadership they can show in this regard. Simple acts like taking the time to speak to each family member who is entitled to inherit, before they decide whether to waive their claim, can ensure that decisions are based on a negotiated agreement and not simply on biased traditions. In addition, presenting model testaments in which all children inherit equally means that parents must consciously “opt out” of passing property on to their daughters. Alongside public education campaigns, this should help change social norms so that sons do not automatically inherit family property.

Some high profile political figures in the region have demonstrated support for addressing low levels of female land ownership. In Shtime, Kosovo, the municipal Gender Officer and his wife even publicly registered their property jointly in the presence of journalists to encourage their fellow citizens to do the same. This, together with a temporary suspension of the registration fee usually required to add a second person to a property deed, led to a 21% increase in the number of women registered as landowners in Shtime.

**Legal Support**

Poorer members of families – usually women – who wish to assert their right to inherit can find themselves in a Catch 22: they lack the resources to hire a lawyer when they are wrongly denied an inheritance, and have no access to credit, and yet the only way to claim their inheritance is to hire a lawyer. Several organisations, including the Center for Legal Assistance for Women in Zenica, provide free or low-cost legal support to individuals involved in inheritance disputes. Cases like these can be expensive; so lawyers work pro bono or external funding is used to cover their costs. With this in mind, projects around the world aimed at addressing this form of gender discrimination have experimented with training paralegals, who can help clients to complete paperwork and provide basic support and information. This frees up fully trained lawyers to work on the more complex aspects of a case. What's more, this approach can have the secondary effect of empowering local people who
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may not have been able to complete their university education, for example.\footnote{Nadia Steinzor, \textit{Women's Property and Inheritance Rights: Improving Lives in a Changing Time – Final Synthesis and Conference Proceedings Paper} (Development Alternatives, Inc, 2003), 24-26 and 31-32. Available at: http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/Pnada958.pdf (accessed 9 March 2017). This report is derived from the proceedings of the Small Grant Program’s Conference on Women’s Property and Inheritance Rights, held in Nairobi in June 2002.}

10.5. Conclusion

On paper, laws that deal with inheritance and property rights don’t discriminate on the basis of gender. In practice, however, the law is clearly subject to gender bias, sometimes significantly. The consequences of this are considerable, because it perpetuates dynamics in which men own the majority of property, and the means to produce wealth – by profiting off the land through agriculture, by leasing it as industrial or commercial property, by selling the property, or by using the property as collateral in securing loans. To achieve gender equality at the political, social, and economic levels, women and men must have equal access to property, especially when it is passed from the previous generation. Legal professionals play an important role in this, by both challenging gender bias where they see it and also by educating different groups of women and men to ensure that they all understand and can access their rights.

**Case Study: Challenges to women’s inheritance among the Kosovar population**

Property law regimes currently in force in both Central Serbia and Kosovo promote gender equal approaches to inheritance and property ownership. Yet, in practice, very different outcomes have resulted in these two places. In Central Serbia, female ownership of land and property averages 37\% (even reaching 50\% in some areas), whereas among Kosovar women, this rate is only 8\%. The explanation for this cannot be found in the law itself but rather in disparities in the way it is applied.

In Albanian-speaking communities, property is traditionally inherited by males and is passed to male children rather than the wife upon the death of a husband. Historically, large families lived together, with each brother and his family apportioned a floor or part of the house. While changes in the law have given women an equal right to property by legal standards, social norms are such that many families view it as shameful and embarrassing if women assert those rights. Traditional gender roles in these communities dictate that men inherit, and then support their sisters. If a woman inherits, she is seen to be taking what rightfully belongs to her brothers; and if she brings property into a marriage, the implication is that her husband’s family cannot adequately provide for her needs.

Research has indicated that many women in Kosovo do not know that the law provides equal inheritance rights to them, and families sometimes coerce female relatives into waiving their rights. Local courts accept this, although it is often obvious that coercion has taken place. There are also cases where legal procedures are not applied in the correct order; i.e., women renounce their claims by prior agreement. The law stipulates that women and men alike can only renounce their share of an inheritance after the registration of inherited property. Gender bias in the court, coupled with a lack of public legal education and poor leadership by legal professionals as far as correctly applying the law, has reinforced gender inequality within this community.\footnote{Adapted from: Sandra F. Joireman, “Resigning Their Rights? Impediments to Women’s Property Ownership in Kosovo,” \textit{Political Science Faculty Publications} 44 (2015). Available at: http://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1056&context=polisci-faculty-publications (accessed 9 March 2017).}
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